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This report contains detailed descriptions of the theoretical
methods and associated computer codes of a program to smooth and a
° program to scale arbitrary airfoil coordinates. The smoothing pro-
J
gram utilizes both least-squares polynomial and least-squares cubic
spline techniques to smooth iteratively the second derivatives of
the y-axis airfoil coordinates with respect to a transformed x-axis
system which unwraps the airfoil and stretches the nose and
trailing-edge regions. The corresponding smooth airfoil coordinates
are then determined by solving a tridiagonal matrix of simultaneous
cubic spline equations relating the y-axis coordinates and their
corresponding second derivatives. A technique for computing the
camber and thickness distribution of the smoothed airfoil is also
discussed.
The scaling program can then be used to scale the thickness
distribution generated by the smoothing program to a specified maxi-
mum thickness which is then combined with the camber distribution to
obtain the final scaled airfoil contour. Computer listings of the
smoothing and scaling programs are included as appendices. A user-
guide and sample input and output cases for both programs are also
included as appendices. Both computer programs are available from
COSMIC with identifications LAR-13132 for the airfoil smoothing pro-
gram "AFSMO" and LAR-13133 for the airfoil scaling program "AFSCL".
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INTRODUCTION
Since its early beginning, the NACA and the NASA have been
actively involved in the design and testing of airfoil sections
for a wide variety of applications. During the 1930's, 40's,
and 50's, the airfoils developed by the NACA consisted of the
well-known 4-digit-,5-digit-, 1-, 6-, and 7-series airfoils.
These airfoils were generated by combining thickness and camber
distributions that were defined analytically by polynomial equa-
tions of various order, and, therefore, the surface coordinates
of these airfoils are very smooth. A summary of many of the
NACA airfoils and a detailed description of the equations used
to generate their coordinates are presenredin reference 1.
During the mid-1960's, the introduction of the supercriti-
cal airfoil concept by Dr. Richard Whitcomb of the Langley
Research Center created a renewed interest in the development of
an improved series of airfoils for applications at high subsonic
and transonic flow conditions. Initial attempts to generate a
series of supercritical airfoils from analytical expressions
were unsuccessful because no theoretical methods were available
to guide in the selection of adequate analytical expressions
relating airfoil shape and the desired high-speed flow charac-
teristics. During the early 1970's, Dr. Paul R. Garabedian of
New York University developed a series of computer codes for the
design and analysis of supercritical airfoils with no or very
weak shocks. These codes, as described in reference 2, relied
on a system of equations based on the method of complex charac-
teristics in the hodograph plane and are solved numerically
using conformal mapping and fast Fourier transform techniques.
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During the mid- and latter-1970's, the NASA was also
actively involved in the development of an improved series of
subsonic airfoils for application to general aviation, glider,
and commuter aircraft. Several computer codes were developed,
such as the NASA/Lockheed-Georgia Multi-Component Airfoil Code
(ref. 3) and the Eppler Low-Speed Airfoil Code (ref. 4) to aid
in the design and analysis of these new airfoils. These codes
utilize a variety of conformal mapping and distributed source-
and vortex-singularity methods to obtain the potential flow
characteristics of the airfoil and a variety of finite-
difference and integral boundary-layer methods to obtain the
viscous characteristics.
Both the subsonic and transonic airfoil codes have under-
gone extensive refinement and improvement in the past decade and
are widely utilized by both the domestic and foreign scientific
communities. The agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental characteristics of the airfoils designed using these codes
has been generally excellent for airfoils with fully attached
flow. The rapid development of the high-speed digital computer
since the 1970's has greatly reduced the computer costs to
design and analyze a new airfoil; therefore, it is no longer
necessary to test a large number of airfoils to obtain one with
the desired performance characteristics. The theoretical meth-
ods used in these computer codes are generally sensitive to the
numerical techniques used and, as a result, often generate air-
foils with wavy or unsmooth surface coordinates. The transonic
airfoils have been shown to be particularly sensitive to coordi-
nate smoothness both experimentally and theoretically.
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The purpose of this report is to describe in detail the
features of a computer code developed to smooth and scale air-
foil coordinates. The smoothing code utilizes a variety of
least-squares poynomial and cubic spline techniques to smooth
the airfoil coordinates in the second derivative. The computer
code has an internal Langley designation of "AFSMO" and consists
primarily of a main controlling program and an input, a smooth-
ing, a punch output, and plotting subroutines. Additional
subroutines have been included to compute the camber and thick-
ness distributions of the smoothed airfoil and to interpolate
additional coordinates. The airfoil scaling program has an
internal Langley designation of "AFSCL" and uses the camber and
thickness distribution data generated by the AFSMO code to
generate additional airfoil shapes with the same camber distri-
bution and a scaled thickness distribution. The AFSCL code
consists of a main controlling program, a subroutine to scale
the coordinates, and a subroutine to fit a cubic spline through
a set of input points. A detailed description of the smoothing
and scaling methods used in these codes is presented in addition
to a discussion of the possible applications of the codes.
Appendices are included that describe the user input require-
ments, a sample input case, a sample output listing, sample
plots, and tabulated listings for both programs.
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SYMBOLS
a.,lbi' ci' d.l polynomial coefficients
• c chord of airfoil
g generalized cubic spline function
h Cubic spline interval
k curvature
K value of x/c where 8 =
N total number of upper and lower surface
coordinates
t thickness
S least-squares cubic spline smoothing parameter
w weighting factor
x,y coordinates of airfoil
m
x,y nondimensionalized x/c and y/c coordinates
x,y coordinates in local camberline axis system




¥ local surface slope in x- and y-axis system
local slope of camberline
8 x-axis transformation function
Subscripts:
c camber
i iteration or element number
£ lower surface
u upper surface
DESCRIPTION OF SMOOTHING METHOD
Smoothing Criteria
The smoothness criteria used in the development of the smooth-
ing method presented in this report is that the curvature distribu-
tion of the airfoil surface be continuous and smooth. The curva-
ture, which is the reciprocal of the radius-of-curvature, is defined
as
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The curvature distribution will be continuous, provided the airfoil
contour is continuous with single-valued upper and lower surface
coordinates. This can easily be determined by visual inspection of
the initial input airfoil shape. The application of cubic spline
functions to relate the smoothed y-axis airfoil coordinates to their
smoothed second derivatives with respect to the x-axis will insure
that the first derivatives are smooth and, consequently, that the
curvature distribution is also smooth. Therefore, the smoothing
method established is first to compute the second derivatives of the
input airfoil coordinates, to smooth the second derivatives, and
then to employ cubic spline functions to determine the new smoothed
airfoil coordinates.
The second aerivatives of the input y-coordinates are deter-
mined by fitting a least-squares polynomial to each coordinate and a
specified number of points ad3acent to the coordinate and then by
analytical differentiation, computing the second derivative of the
coordinate and its new y-value. This procedure is repeated for each
y-coordinate until a new set of y-values are obtained which are then
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substituted for the previous set of y-values. The entire procedure
is repeated and each time the sum of the squares of the differences
between the current and prior second derivatives is computed. This
iterative procedure continues until a specified number of iterations
have been reached, or the sum of the squares quantity falls below a
specified value or begins to oscillate.
X-Axis Transformation Function
Initial attempts to employ this least-squares polynomial tech-
nique to an input set of x- and y- coordinates resulted in large
oscillations in the computed second derivatives and the new y-values
from one iteration to the next. The oscillation was caused by the
very rapid change in the curvature in the nose or leading-edge
region which is characteristic of most air£oils. This problem was
eliminated by utilizing an x-axis transformation function that
stretches the axis in the nose region. One such transfor1_ation
function used in the multi-component airfoil analysis code developed
by Lockheed-Georgia (ref. 3) is
= _ 1- cos (8) , (2)
where 0 < 8 < _. However, this transformation function stretches
the x-axis in both the leading- and trailing-edge regions. For
application in the multi-component analysis code this stretching at
both ends of the airfoil is necessary to ensure adequate definition
of the maximum suction peak in the leading-edge region and to
properly satisfy the Kutta flow condition in the trailing-edge reg-
ion. To smooth an airfoil does not require as much stretchingof the
x-axis in the trailing-edge region as in the leading-edge region
because the curvature is generally considerably less near the
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trailing edge of the airfoil. The hyperbolic functions behave in a
manner similar to that for trigometric functions and, after consi-
derable trial-and-error, the following transformation equation was
found that reduced the amount of trailing-edge stretching and that
could be mated with the trigonometric equation (2) for the leading
edge:
x = K tan Isinh (8 - _/2)] + 1 , (3)
where 7/2 < 8 _< _. The constant K was determined by specifying that
at 8 equals i_, the value of _ is unity; therefore,
1
K= -i =0.46275 (4)
tan [sinh (_12)] + 1
By substituting the constant of 1/2 in equation (2) with the con-
stant K from equation (3), the transformation equation for the
leading-edge region becomes
= K I1 - cos(e)] (5)
where 0 < e < _/2.
The first and second derivatives of equation (3) are
dl K
d--O = cosh (8 - _/2) and (6)
2-
• d___xx= _ K sinh (8 - _/2)
d8 2 cosh 2 (8 - _/2) ' (7)
respectively, and of equation (5) are
dE/de = K sin (8) and (8)
d2x/d8 2 = K cos (O) , (9)
respectively. At 8 = _/2, the value of equations (3), (5), (6), and
(8) is equal to K and the value of equations (7) and (9) is zero
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which verifies that the leading- and trailing-edge transformation
equations are continuous at the matching point. A plot of the
resultant transformation function and its first and second deriva-
" tives are presented in figure 1 and tabulated in table I.
The inverse of equation (3) is
8 = _/2 + sinh -i tan ( K
where sinh-l(z) = in (z +_/z2 + i) and the inverse of equation (5)
is
e = cos-I (i- ). (11)K
The first and second derivatives of the y-coordinate with respect to
x can be obtained from the derivatives with respect to the 8 value
using the following relationships:
1 (12)
dy/dx = y' d_/d8
d2}/dx2 = y"(dx/dS) - _' (d2x/d82) (13)
(d_/d8)3
Piecewise Least-Squares Polynomial Smoothing to Determine
Second Derivative
The piecewise least-squares polynomial smoothing procedure
requires that the independent variable increase monotonically to
prevent simultaneous smoothing of upper and lower surface coordi-
nates. This meant simply that the airfoil had to be unwrapped
around the nose, which was easily accomplished by lettingthe lower
surface transformation function run from 0 to -_ and the upper sur-
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face function run from 0 to +_. The remaining problem associated
with computing the second derivatives using the least-squares poly-
nomial procedure was to determine the number of points to include
adjacent to the coordinate point and the degree of the polynomial.
To determine these two quantities, the coordinates of the well-known
NACA 0012 airfoil were input and various values were tried for each
quantity until a combination was found that produced the best agree-
ment between the calculated and theoretical values of the second
derivatives. The number of points ad3acent to the coordinate point
was found to be 3 before and 3 after for a total of 7 points, and
the degree of the polynomial was found to be 4. The computer code
for the piecewise least-squares polynomial smoothing procedure is
contained in subroutine LSQSMO.
Least-Squares Cubic Spline Smoothing of Second Derivative
After completion of the least-squares polynomial smoothing proce-
dure, the resultant values of 9' are input to subroutine CSDS which
was formulated based on a method that fits a smooth cubic spline
through a set of input data in a least-squares manner. The method
defines a continuous cubic spline function in the form
3 2
g(8)i = aihi + bihi + cihi + di, (14)
where h. = (8 - 8.) and i = i, 2, 3, . . . , N-I.1 1
The coefficients a., b., c., and d. are computed such that




2g/d82 d@ is a minimum (16)and
%1
where the smoothing parameter S is in the interval (N - 2_) _< S _<
(N + _), N is the n_nber of points, fi = Yi", and _fi is
the allowable standard error deviation of fi" A detailed descrip-
tion of the least-squares cubic spline method is presented in refer-
ence 5. After extensive applicatlon of the smoothing progr_n to a
wide range of airfoil shapes, the value of 10-4 was selected for
standard error deviation and a conservative value of N was chosen
for the smoothing parameter S.
Cubic-Spline to Compute New y-Coordinate.
After obtaining the new smoothed second derivatives, the next
step is to determine the corresponding smoothed y-coordinate values
that are also smooth and continuous in the interval between input
points. The natural choice was a cubic spline which consists of
defining the y coordinates between the interval end points with a
third-order polynomial similar to equation (14) and solving for the
coefficients so that the _ coordinates and the first- and second-
derivatives at the intersection with the adjacent interval are equal at
each end. This ensures that the y coordinates, the slope, and the
curvature are continuous and smooth. The cubic spline polynomial
and its first- and second-derivatives are:
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Yi = aihi3 + bihi2 + cihi + di ' (17)
y, = 3aihi2 + 2bihi + ci •i (18)
and Y"i = 6aihi + 2bi (19}
where h. = (8 - e.).I i
At the two end points of the ith interval, the y coordinates
are
m
Yi = di (20)
at 8 = 8. and
1
- 3 2
Yi+l = aihi + bihi + cihi + di (21)
at 8 = 8i+i, and the second derivatives are
m || m 11
Yi = 2bi or bi = Yi/ (22)2
at 8 = 8. and1
m n --11
-" Yi+l - Yi
Yi+l = 6aihi + 2bi or ai = 6h. (23)1
at 8 = 8i+i.
Combining equations (20) through (23) and simplifying,
m I! m U
ci = h i 6 hi
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m i!
At 8 = 8i, y i equals ci and from the previous interval
Y i = 3ai-lh -I + 2bi-lhi-i + ci-i (25)
where from a similar analysis,
Yi-i
bi-1 - 2 ' (27)
and
m m ii _ I!
k q-7 J -
By substituting equations (26), (27), and (28) into equation (25)
and setting equation (24) equal to (25), the following simplified
form of the cubic-spline equation is derived:
1 - _ 1, + 1 _i + 1 = Yi-1 +Yi-i hT_1
3 Yi + _i+l (29)
which represents a set of tridiagonal equations with i = 2, 3,
4, . ., N - i. By specifying the desired y coordinates at the end
points, the resultant N- by N-matrix equation can be solved with a
simplified matrix inversion technique. The equations that define
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uthe y coordinates and the first- and second-derivatives in each
interval are
I1 m
y(8) = _i 8i+i 8)3 _ (8i+1 e) h6hi 6 +
_,, e- e i) (e- ei) h + i(8i+1-8) Yi+l (8 - ei
- , (30)
Yi+l 6hi 6 i
J E J, h. (8i+1 8)2_ _,, - _,, (e- 8i)2 hi +y (8) = Yi - 2hi + Yi+l 2hi - --_
Hi , (31)
and
-" -" (8i+I - 8 ) -" ("8- ei) (32)y (8) = Yi hi + Yi+l hi
where hi = (8i+1 - 8i). The computer code for this cubic
spline method is contained in subroutine INVY in the airfoil
smoothing program.
The initial application of the cubic spline method with the
lower and upper trailing-edge _ coordinates input for i=l and N,
produced airfoil shapes that did not generally pass through the nose
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y coordinate computed during the previous least-squares smoothing
step. This problem was partially overcome by first applying the
cubic-spline method from the lower surface trailing edge to the nose
and then from the nose to the upper surface trailing-edge coordi-
nates. Although this procedure generated an airfoil shape that had
the same y coordinate and second derivative at the nose when
approaching from both the upper and lower surface, the first deriva-
tives were not necessarily equal; therefore, the curvature was dis-
continuous at the nose. This additional problem was overcome by
adding a small constant increment to the input second derivatives
which would generate first derivatives at tile nose that were more
closely matched. The increment produced the same effect as a con-
stant of integration, resulting in a very small global stretching or
m
shrinking of the y coordinates. The value of the increment is
determined iteratively using a simple Newton-Raphson technique wnich
is very stable and generally converges in less than four itera-
tions. The computer code for this iteration procedure is contained
in subroutine YNEW in the airfoil smoothing program.
Camber and Thickness Distribution
By defining the smoothed airfoil shape with a cubic-spline
function, the y coordinate and its derivatives can be computed at
any desired 8-value with equations (30) through (32). Because of
this capability, it was therefore possible to develop a method to
compute a camberline and a thickness distribution for the smoothed
airfoil. The equations for combining the camber and thickness dis-
tributions to obtain the upper surface coordinates of an airfoil are
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xu = xc - t/2 sin (#) (33)
and Yu = Yc + t/2 cos (_) , (34)
and for the lower surfaces are
x£ = x + t/2 sin (@) (35)c
= - t/2 cos (_) (36)Y£ Yc
where xc and Yc are the coordinates of the camberline, t is the
local thickness, and _ is the local slope of the camberline. The
airfoil generated with these equations will not be unique because a
large number of other thickness and camber combining equations could
be used to generate the same airfoil shape. However, given the
shape of an airfoil, a unique camberline can be obtained which
satisfies equations (33) through (36) by simply specifying that the
absolute value of the slope at upper and lower points are equal in
magnitude. The local slope is determined with respect to an axis
system whose y-axis passes through the upper and lower surface
points and whose x-axis passes through the mid-point of the line
connecting the two points as illustrated in figure 2.
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'I'l_equations for translating and rotating t_le input
/%
coordinates in the x- and y-axis system to tt_e camberline x- and
y-axis system are
= (x- xc) cos (#) + (y- yc ) sin (@), (37)
= (y- yc ) cos (#) - (x- x c) sin (@). (38)
The differentials with respect to x are
dx/dx = cos (0) + sin (0) dy/dx (39)
dy/dx = cos (0) dy/dx - sin (_) (40)
whict% combines to obtain the equation for the local slope
dy/dx : _^ _ cos (_) dy/dx- sin (@) , (41)
dx/dx sin (#) dy/dx + cos (€)
where for a given set of upper and lower surface input points,
€ = tan-i (Y--_u - _-£) . (42)xu x_
To determine the camberline simply requires that for either an upper
or lower surface input point, an opposite surface point be locateo
which satisfies the criteria that
d /dx = dy/dx (43)
u £
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The computer code for the camDerline technique is contained in
subroutine CAMTK. The execution procedure in this subroutine starts
the search for the camberline at the upper surface trailing edge and
proceeds in a counterclockwise direction toward the nose of the air-
foil. A simply linear interpolation procedure is used to locate the
corresponding lower surface point which satisfies the camberline
criteria. The search for the lower surface point is performed with
an interpolation interval of 1/2000th of the chord. After locating
the lower surface point, execution continues to the next upper
surface point and the search for the lower surface point begins at the
previously located point. This cycle continues until all of the
upper surface points have been used. The leading-edge point of the
camberline (where thickness equals zero) is computed by fitting a
second-order polynomial to the three previous camberline points in
the nose region and then extrapolating to determine the intersection
of the camberline with the input airfoil contour. The only note-
worthy problem that has occurred with the use of this technique has
been difficulty locating the first few camberline coordinates for
airfoils with reflexed (upward-turned) camberlines near the trailing
edge. This problem can generally be overcome by simply reversing
the input order of the upper and lower surface coordinates to the
smoothing program which means that the search for the camberline
will be reversed proceeding clockwise along the lower surface from
the trailing edge to the nose.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The airfoil smoothing computer progr_u AFSMO consists of a main
program, fifteen subroutines, and two function subprograms and is
listed in Appendix A. The airfoil scaling computer progr_n AFSCL
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consists of a main program and two subroutines and is listed in
Appendix B. A description o£ the input data requirements for the
airfoil smoothing program is presented in Appendix C and a cor-
responding description of the output for a sample case presented in
Appendix D. Likewise, a description of the input data requirements
for the airfoil scaling program is presented in Appendix E and the
description of the output in Appendix F. The primary input and out-
put quantities and execution sequence of each main program and sub-
routine are described in this section.
Program AIRSMO
The primary function of the main program AIRSMO is to control
the overall execution of the airfoil smoothing process. After
specifying and computing several global program constants, calls are
made to subroutines PSEUDO and LEROY to initialize the plot vector
file SAVPLT for subsequent postprocess plotting on a variety of
plotters at Langley. The subroutine INPUT is then called which
reads and prepares the user-supplied input data. The subroutine
SMOXY is then called which smooths the input airfoil coordinates.
If punched output data are desired by the user, subroutine PCARD is
then called. All punched data are written on output file TAPE1
which can be disposed of in any manner the user desires.
If plots of the coordinates, first and second derivatives, and
curvature of the smoothed airfoil are desired, calls are then made
to subroutine PLOTAF and PLOTCK. If the user also desires to com-
pute the camber and thickness distribution of thesmoothed airfoil,
subroutine CAMTK is then called. Then, if the user desires to
interpolate additional smoothed airfoil coordinates, subroutine INTP
is called. This entire execution procedure is repeated until all
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input cases have been input and smoothed. A call is then made to
subroutine CALPLT to finalize the plot vector file.
The following arrays must be dimensioned and constants defined
or checked in this program_
TITLE 80-column title for input case
XINT array containing x interpolation values
X,Y arrays containing reordered x and y coordinates
W array containing input weighing factors
YSMO array containing smoothed y coordinates
!
YPS array containing smoothed y values
ii
YPPS array containing smoothed y values
THETA array containing 8-transformation values
PI value of
RAD value of one radian _/180
CONS value of constant K defined by equation (4)
JREAD number of tape or file containing input data
JWRITE number of tape or file containing output data
IPRINT if equal to zero, the smoothing data generated during
each iteration of the least-squares polynomial
smoothing process in subroutine SMOXY and the inter-
polated data in PLOTAF and PLOTCK will be output
EPS convergence criteria used during least-squares poly-
nomial smoothing process in subroutine SMOXY
DF standard deviation used during least-squares cubic
spline smoothing process in subroutines SMOXY and CSDS
2O
IERR if a nonzero value appears following a call to sub-
routine INPUT, it indicates that another case follows;
and if it appears following a call to subroutine
SMOXY, an error has occurred
Subroutine INTER
Subroutine INTER is a utility subprogram used to interpolate a
y-value at a given x-value from an input table of x- and y-values.
The interpolation can be performed using either a linear (straight
line) ora weighted quadratic-equation fit of the y-values in the
interpolation interval. The only restrictions are that the input
table of x-values be single-valued and monotonically increasing or
decreasing and that, for the weighted quadratic-equation fit, the
input table of x-values contain at least four values. The initial
execution step in this subroutine is a search to deterlainethe
x-interval containing the desired interpolation x-value (xi_1 _ x
xi). For the weighted quadratic-equation method, three y-values
are interpolated:
(i) Ys by fitting a straight line between xi_1 and xi'
(2) Yl by fitting a quadratic equation between xi_2, Xi_l, and
xi, and
(3) Y2 by fitting a quadratic equation between Xi_l, xi, and
Xi+l.
The deviations between the quadratic-equation and straight-line
interpolated y-values are
_I = lyI - ysl and _2 =ly2 - ysl (44)
The final interpolated y-value is obtained by linear weighting of
the two deviations so that
Y = wlY2 + w2Y1 , (45)
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A1 A 2 (46)
where wI - A1 + a2 and w2 = A1 + A2
A1 = €l(X - xi_I) and A2 = _2(xi-x). (47)
For the linear interpolation method, the interpolated y-value is
simply equal to Ys"
The following is a description of the parameters in the argu-
inentlist for this subroutine:
XINT input interpolation x-value
YINT output interpolated y-value
N number of values in input x and y arrays
X and Y arrays containing input x- and y-values
JSTART array index to begin search for interval containing
XINT
JEND array index of x-interval containing XINT
ICD if equal to 0, the weighted quadratic-equation method
is used, and, if equal to i, the linear method is
used
In the airfoil smoothing program, subroutine INTER is called by
subroutine BADPT which checks for bad input airfoil coordinates and
by subroutine SMOXY during the search for inflection points in the
final smoothed airfoil contour.
SuDroutine INPUT
The primary functions of subroutine INPUT are to read and print
the input airfoil data and to prepare the input data in the proper
format for input to the smoothing program. A detailed description
of the required input airfoil data and the various options available
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for plotting and punching the output data is presented in the user-
guide given in Appendix C. After reading the input data from the
file JREAD and writing on output file JWRITE and if desired, the
next execution step is to call subroutine BADPT to check the upper
and lower surface coordinates for obvious bad points. If no errors
occur during the check for bad points and again if desired, sub-
routine TRNSRT is called to translate and rotate the input airfoil
to an axis system coincident with the longest chord of the airfoil.
The next execution step is to reorder the input coordinates,
which are input from the leading edge to the trailing edge for each
surface, from the lower surface trailing edge clockwise around the
airfoil to the upper surface trailing edge. The reordered coordi-
nates are also nondimensionalized by the chord length and, at the
same time, the equivalent transformation 8-values computed using
m
equations (i0) and (ii). If, instead of x and y coordinates, the y
coordinates, _' values, or _" values as a function of 8 are input,
the equivalent x values are computed using equations (3) and (5).
The following input quantities are defined in this subroutine:
ITER allowable number of smoothing iterations
IPLOT plotting option
IPUNCH punch output option
IOP input airfoil coordinate option
ICAMTK camber and thickness distribution option
INTR interpolation option
IBAD bad coordinate check option
ITRN translation and rotation option
YLTE, YNOSE, YUTE input desired y coordinates at the lower
surface trailing edge, the nose, and the
upper surface trailing edge, respectively 23
NINT number of input interpolation _ values
CNEW desired chord of interpolated y coordinates (all
coordinates computed in subroutines INTP are
multiplied by CNEW)
NP number of elements in output arrays X, Y, W, THETA,
YPS, and YPPS
NOSE array index of nose point after reordering the
coordinate
CHORD computed longest chord length
IERR if not equal to zero, the last input case has been
read or an error occurred during the calls to
subroutine IBAD
TITLE input 80-column title
m
X output array containing reordered x coordinates
Y output array containing reordered y coordinates for
IOP=O or 1
W output array containing reordered weighing factors
THETA output array containing equivalent 8 values
YPS output array containing y' values for IOP=2
YPPS output array containing 7" values for IOP=3
The following arrays and constants are used internally in this
subroutine:
XL array containing input lower surface x coordinates if
IOP=0 and 8-values if IOP=0.
YL array containing input lower surface y coordinate if
IOP=0, y coordinates if IOP=I, Y' values if IOP=2, and
y" if IOP=3
WL array containing input lower surface weighting factors
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XU,YU,WU same as XL, YL, and WL except for upper surface
NL number of elements in XL, YL, and WL arrays
NU number of elements in XU, YU, and WU arrays
ITRMAX maximmn number of allowable smoothing iterations
m
TOLR allowable deviation between input and interpolated y
coordinate in subroutine BADPT
NMAX maximum number of NU or NL values
Subroutine TRNSRT
The function of subroutine TRNSRT is to translate and rotate
the input airfoil coordinates to an axis system coincident with the
longest chord. The longest chord is defined as the distance from
the trailing-edge bisector to the farthest input coordinate in the
nose region of the airfoil. The translation and rotation equations
are identical to equations (37) and (38) where xc and Yc are the
nose coordinates and # is the angle between the longest chord and
the input x-axis. After the input coordinates have been translated
and rotated, the input coordinate and weighing factor arrays are
reloaded with the newly defined transformed values. The following
parameters are used internally in this subroutine:
ANGLE computed angle of longest chord and input x-axis
XNOSE, YNOSE computed nose coordinate of longest chord
XTE, YTE computed coordinates of trailing-edge bisector of
longest chord
Subroutine BADPT
The function of subroutine BADPT is to identify and possibly to
correct input y coordinates whose corresponding interpolated values
exceeds a specified tolerance. The user may execute a call to this
subroutine by specifying a nonzero value for the parameter IBAD in
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subroutine INPUT; however, the call should be made only if the user
has a concern about possible bad points or excessive waviness in the
input coordinates. Following entry to this subroutine the 8 equiva-
lent of each input x coordinate is computed for use during the
interpolation process. Then for each input y coordinate, a corre-
sponding interpolated value is obtained using the weighted
quadratic-equation method of subroutine INTER with input arrays
loaded with the remaining y coordinates and 8 values. (Note that
the input y coordinate itself is not loaded.) If the deviation
between the input and interpolated y coordinate exceeds a specified
tolerance, the interpolated y coordinate is flagged as being out-of-
tolerance, the interpolated value substituted, and then execution
continues to the next point. If, however, during this interpolation
process, two consecutive points are found to be out-of-tolerance, an
error flag is set which will terminate the execution of the par-
ticular input case. The following additional parameters are used in
this subroutine:
X,Y input arrays containing either upper or lower surface
and y coordinates
ISURF if equal to i, indicates upper surface coordinates
input, and, if equal to 2, lower surface
TI work array containing all 0 values except value at
desired interpolation point
YI work array containing all y coordinates except value at
the desired interpolation point
YN temporary array containing interpolated y coordinates




The primary function of subroutine SMOXY is to perform the
iterative smoothing process and is, therefore, the most important
subroutine in the entire airfoil smoothing program. The basic
-- m
inputs to this subroutine are the initial x and y coordinates,
either Y' or 7", the transformed e values, weighting factors for
each input point, and the input option parameter IOP which specifies
the type of input data. If either Y' or 7" are input instead of the
y coordinates, the desired trailing edge and nose y coordinates must
also be input.
After entry to the subroutine, the input option parameter is
checked to determine the type of input data. If the first deriva-
tives Y' are input (IOP = 2), two sets of second derivatives y" are
computed. One set is computed using the least-squares polynomial
smoothing method (subroutine LSQSMO) and the second set, using the
least-squares cubic-spline method (subroutine CSDS). Each set of
second derivatives and the desired trailing-edge and nose y coordi-
nates are then input to subroutine YNEW which computes a correspond-
ing set of y coordinates. These y coordinates and their correspond-
ing second derivatives are then used to compute a new set of first
derivatives using the spline equation (31). The y coordinates and
the sum-of-the-squares of the difference between the original input
and computed first derivatives are then computed for each set and
the set with the smallest sum is chosen for subsequent smoothing.
If the second derivatives _" and the desired trailing-edge and
nose y coordinates are input (IOP=3), a corresponding set of
coordinates are computed with subroutine YNEW and a set of first
derivatives computed with spline equation (31). Then, regardless of
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the input option, program execution proceeds to the iterative
smoothing process. Prior to the start of this iteration cycle, a
n
search is made of the upper and lower surface y coordinates to
determine the maximum upper surface and minimuJn lower surface
values. During each smoothing cycle, these two coordinates are
heavily weighted in an attempt to ii1sure that the maximum thickness
of the final smoothed airfoil is reasonably close to that of the
original input airfoil.
As discussed in the method section of this report, the initial
step in the smoothing process is to determine the smoothed secona
derivatives of the input y coordinates using an iterative piecewise
least-squares polynomial smoothing method. During this iteration
process, each call to subroutine LSQSMO produces a new set of
coordinates and their corresponding first and second derivatives.
The next step in the iteration process is to compute the sum-of-the-
squares of the difference between the current and previous set of
second derivatives and then to check the sum to insure that the cur-
rent value is less than the previous value. This will determine
whether or not the iteration process is converging. If the process
is diverging, the iteration cycle is terminated, an appropriate
error message printed, and execution proceeds to the next step. If
the process is converging, the next iteration input _ coordinates
for subroutine LSQSMO are computed using the following weighting
procedure:
If _i-1 = N - YI i-1
(48)
and hi =Iy N - yil i
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and if the sign or magnitude of Ai equals Ai_I, then
1
(YN)i+I = _ (YI + YN)i (49)
and, if not, the Newton-Raphson formula
( Ai-I ) . [(yl) i - (Yi)i_l] (50)(YN)i+l= (YI)i-i - Ai - Ai_1
is used, where i is the iteration number, I indicates input value,
and N indicates new value computed by LSQSMO. After computing the
new weighted coordinates, the sum-of-the-squares difference of the
second derivatives is checked to see if it is less than the speci-
fied convergence value EPS. However, if the value of the difference
sum is greater than the convergence value, the iteration cycle is
repeated. If the value has converged or the iteration cycle begins
to diverge, program execution proceeds to the next step which is to
smooth the second derivatives one additional time using the least-
squares cubic-spline method of subroutine CSDS. The additionally
smoothed second derivatives and the final trailing-edge and nose
coordinate from the piecewise least-square polynomial smoothing pro-
cess are then input to subroutine YNEW which computes a correspond-
ing final set of smoothed y coordinates.
The final smoothed coordinates are then checked for relative
smoothness by another call to LSQSMO with all the coordinate weight-
ing factors set equal to 1.0. The next execution step is to compute
a corresponding set of final smoothed first derivatives using spline
equation (31). Then the final smoothed first and second derivatives
with respect to x and the curvature are computed and printed in
addition to the original input and final smoothed coordinates and
the final smoothed first and second derivatives y' and y".
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Following the detailed printout step, a check is made for
negative thickness or crossover between the upper and lower surface
near the trailing edge of the airfoil. During the least-squares
polynomial smoothing process, the input weighting for the trailing-
edge coordinates are multiplied by a factor of 7 to help ensure that
the final smoothed airfoil has the same trailing-edge thickness as
the original input airfoil. In spite of this additional weighting,
the final smoothed airfoil will often have negative trailing-edge
thickness; especially if the input airfoil has zero or a very small
trailing-edge thickness. If a crossover is discovered during this
step, an error message is printed, an error flag set, and execution
returned to the calling program.
If no crossover is discovered, the next and final step is to
determine the location of all inflection points (i.e. Y' = 0) in the
final smoothed airfoil. This step is accomplished by checking each
0-interval of the final airfoil for 8 locations where the first
derivative spline equation (31) is equal to zero. This equation can
be written as the quadratic equation
a82 + b8 + c = 0 (51)
with
I!
a = 2hi" 7
(52)
II II t
Yi+lSi - Yi 8i+i
b = hi
< ) ¢ )Yi 0i+l - Yi+lSi hi -" -" i+l - Yic = 2h + --6 (Yi+l - Yi) - hi i
3O
where hi = 8i+1 - 8i. The real solutions to this equation
which lie within the 8-interval are the inflection points. All
inflection point locations and the results of the final smoothness
check are then printed and control returned to the calling program.
A description of the parameters in the argument list for this
subroutine is presented in the description of program AIRSMO and the
subroutine INPUT. The following parameters are used internally:
WT multiplier for weighting of maximum thickness
coordinates
YPP and YPPU work arrays containing current values of _"
YUSMO and YN work arrays containing current values of
WK, A, and DUM internal work arrays
SUMY array containing sum-of-squares differences from
least-squares polynomial smoothing process
JMAXL and JMAXU array index values for the minimum lower surface
and for the maximum upper surface _, respectively
GP and GPP dx/d8 and d2x/d82
DYDX and DY2DX dy/dx and d2y/dx2
CURV curvature k
RLE leading-edge radius (i/k at nose)
Subroutine YNEW
The primary function of subroutine YNEW is to control the
4
iterative procedure that computes a set of new y coordinates from an
input set of second derivatives and desired trailing edge and nose
coordinates. The new set of coordinates can be computed using two
different solution approaches. For the first approach (IPT = 0),
the resultant simultaneous cubic-spline equations solved are
generated using the combined upper and lower surface
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second derivatives and settinq the end conditions equal to
the leading- and trailing-edge coordinates. The value of the first
derivative at the nose will, of course, be the same whether
approached from e_ther the upper or lower surface; however, the
y-coordinate at the nose may differ from the desired input value.
The desired input nose coordinate can be obtained by adding a small
constant incremental value to the input second derivatives. This
small value acts the same as a constant of integration resulting in
a small stretching or shrinking of the computed _ coordinates. The
incremental value is determined in this subroutine using the simple
[terat[ve Newton-Raphson equation
f(Ax i)
AXi+I = Axi f'(Axi ) (53)
where Ax represents the incremental value, f(Ax) the difference
between the desired and computed nose coordinates, f'(Ax) the slope
of the difference curve (determined using simple differencing), and
i the iteration number.
For the second approach (IPT = i), the resultant simultaneous
cubic-spline equations solved are generated in a piecewise manner
first using the lower surface second derivatives and setting the end
conditions equal to the trailing-edge and nose coordinates, and then
using the corresponding quantitites for the upper surface. This
approach ensures, of course, that the resultant airfoil will have
the desired nose coordinate; however, the slope at the nose may
differ when approached from the upper and lower surfaces. Here
again, like the first approach, a better match can be obtained by
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adding a small incremental value to the input second derivatives.
This increment is determined using the same iterative Newton-Raphson
equation as that used for the first approach except the Ax repre-
sents the difference between upper and lower surface first deriva-
tives at the nose. Both approaches should theoretically produce the
same incremental values; however, experience has shown that the
convergence of the second approach is generally quicker and more
stable.
The following additional parameters are used internally in this
subroutine:
DUM and WK internal work arrays
DELTA incremental value added to second derivatives
Subroutine INVY
The function of this subroutine is to compute a set of
coordinates from an input set of second derivatives and desired
coordinates at the start and end of the set. The input second
derivatives and transformation 8-values are used to compute a matrix
of simultaneous equations using the cubic-spline equation (29). The
resultant matrix is tridiagonal with two less equations than
unknowns and relates the second derivatives 9" and the corresponding
coordinates. The two remaining unknowns are specified as the
desired y coordinates at the start and end of the set. The solution
of the resultant matrix is greatly simplified because only the
diagonal elements di and the two ad3acent elements ei and fi
differ from zero. Using the Crout reduction method described in
reference 6, the solution becomes a simple back substitution
YN = CN for i=N 33
and Yi = ci - fi Yi+l for i = N-l, N-2, . • • 1 (54)
where
di = di - eifi-1
fi = fi/di (55)
ci - eici_1and c. =
1 _. •
1
The tridiagonal terms from equation (29) are
e. = i/hl _ i-i
d. = -i/h. - i/h.l l-i l
f. = i/h.
i 1 (56)
and c.=(hi61)_,, <h + h > (_>
x -- Y i-i + i-i i -" _,,3 Y i + Y i+l
At the ends the coefficient terms are
dI = i, fl = 0, cI = Yl (57)
and
eN = 0, dN = i, cN = YN °
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The following is a description of the parameters in argument
list for this subroutine:
X input array containing 8 values
YPP input array containing y" values
NS index of start element
NE index of end element
Y output array containing y coordinates
m
YSTART desired y coordinate at start
YEND desired y coordinate at end
A internal work array
Subroutine LSQSMO
The function of this subroutine is to smooth and compute the
second derivatives of an input set of _ coordinates using the piece-
wise least-squares polynomial method described in the previous meth-
od section. The subroutine smooths each coordinate by fitting a
least-squares polynomial of the 4th degree through the input coordi-
nate and six adjacent coordinates. If possible, the six coordinates
used are the three coordinates just prior to and the three just
after the input coordinate; otherwise, six consecutive coordinates
are used. Prior to the execution of the smoothing process, a check
is made of the three corresponding upper and lower surface coordi-
nates adjacent to the nose coordinate to determine whether or not
the input airfoil is symmetric about the 8-axis in the nose region.
If the airfoil is symmetric in the nose, the smoothing process is
performed in the clockwise direction for the upper surface and
counterclockwise for the lower surface; otherwise, it is performed
clockwise for both surfaces.
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During the smoothing process, each coordinate is given the
specified input weighting factor and the six adjacent coordinates
are given a weighting of 1.0. The maximum and minimum thickness
coordinates are also given an additional weighting equal to the
parameter WT times the input value. In a similar manner, the upper
and lower surface trailing-edge coordinates are given an additional
weighting of 7 times the input value. After computing the coeffi-
cients of the least-squares polynomial for each coordinate, a new
y-coordinate value, the first-, and the second-derivatives are
computed using equation (17), (18), and (19), respectively.
The following is a description of the parameters in the argu-
ment list and the internally used arrays and constants:
X input array of 0 values
Y input array of y values
W input array of weighting factors
YN output array of smoothed y coordinates
YP output array of first derivatives y'
YPP output array of second derivatives y"
N number of input coordinates
IMAX and JMAX array index of maximum and minimum thickness
coordinates
NOSE array index of nose coordinate
WT additional weighting factor for maximum and
minimum thickness coordinate
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EPS allowable deviation between corresponding upper and
lower surface 8 and y values in the nose region
ISYM if equal to zero, input airfoil is symmetric
in nose region
XI, YI, WI arrays containing 7 consecutive values of 8,
y, and w
A array containing elements of symmetric least-squares
matrix
B array containing coefficients of resultant 4th order
least-squares polynomial
Subroutine CSDS
The function of subroutine CSDS is to fit a least-squares cubic
spline through a set of input 8 values and either the y coordinates
or the second derivative 7"- A very detailed description of theory
and computer coding associated with this subroutine is presented in
reference 5 and, therefore, will not be presented in this report.
This subroutine is also a part of the standard math-library subpro-
gram package on the Langley CDC computer system and is identified by
the same call name and parameter list. A complete description of
the input and output parameters are presented at the beginning of
the listing of the subroutine in Appendix A.
Subroutine PCARD
The function of subroutine PCARD is to write the final smoothed
data on an output file (TAPE1) for postprocess disposal to a desired
output device. The case title is written on the output file ini-
tially and is followed by a card image containing the value of the
input option (IOP parameter) corresponding to the output option
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(IPUNCH parameter). Then for the upper and lower surface, the
nulnberof coordinates is written on the output file followed by one
of four types of smoothed output data as specified by the value of
the output option paralneterIPUNCH. The four types of output data
are as follows:
IPUNCH = 1 x-coordinate, smoothed y-coordinate, and weighting
N
IPUNCH = 2 8-value, smoothed y coordinates, and weighting
IPUNCH = 3 8-value, smoothed y', and weighting
IPUNCH = 4 8-value, smoothed y", and weighting
If IPUNCH equals 3 or 4, the y coordinates of the lower surface
trailing edge, the nose, and the upper surface trailing edge are
also written on the output file. All data are written on the output
file in a format suitable for input to the airfoil smoothing pro-
gram. Except for the IPUNCH parameter, all other parameters in the
argument list are fully defined in the description of subroutine
INPUT.
Subroutine PLOTAF
The function of subroutine PLOTAF is to plot the input and
smoothed _ coordinates, smoothed y', and smoothed y" versus the 8
values (IPLOT=I) and to plot the input and smoothed 9 coordinates
versus the input x coordinates (IPLOT=2). All plots are scaled for
postprocess plotting on the Langley 33-inch CALCOMP drum plotters.
The called subroutines CALPLT, NOTATE, AXES, PNTPLT, LINE, and
NFRAME are all part of the Langley plotting subroutine
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package and are available by attaching the CALCOMP direct-access
library file. Prior to plotting the smoothed 9 and _ coordinates
and the slaoothedy' values, additional values are interpolated at
each degree of 8 from -180 to +180 degrees. The ordinate axes are
automatically scaled to insure that all input values will be
plotted. A sample of the two types of plots generated by this
subroutine is presented in figure 3 for IPLOT=I and in figure 4 for
IPLOT=2. Except for the IPLOT parameter, all other input parameters
are fully defined in the description of subroutine INPUT.
Subroutine PLOTCK
The function of subroutine PLOTCK is to plot the square root of
the local smoothed curvature versus the 8-transformation value
(IPLOT=3). Prior to plotting the curvature, additional values are
interpolated at each one-half degree of 8 from -180 to +180
degrees. By plotting the square root of the curvature rather than
just the curvature, the very large curvature peaks in the
nose region of the airfoil are reduced and the normally low
curvatures in the trailing-edge regions are increased and, as a
result, a more evenly proportioned plot is generated. A sample of
the type of plot generated by this subroutine is presented in figure
5. All input argument parameters are fully defined in the descrip-
tion of subroutine INPUT.
Subroutine CAMTK
The function of subroutine CAMTK is to compute the camber and
thickness distribution of the final smoothed airfoil. A detailed
explanation of the method used to compute the camberline is pre-
sented in the method section of this report. The first execution
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step in the subroutine is to load the x and y coordinates and y
values into separate arrays for the upper and lower surfaces from
the nose to the trailing edge. The first derivatives dy/dx are then
computed at each input point on the upper surface.
The next execution step is the search for the camberline. As
previously stated in the method section, the search begins at the
upper surface trailing-edge point and proceeds counterclockwise
along the upper surface to the nose point. At each upper surface
point, a simple linear interpolation procedure is used to locate the
corresponding lower surface point that satisfies the camberline
criteria of equal magnitudes of the local upper and lower surface
slopes with respect to an axis system aligned with the local
camberline. The search for the lower surface point is performed
with an interpolation interval of 1/2000th of the chord. After
locating the lower surface point, execution continues to the next
upper surface point and the search begins on the lower surface at
the previously located point and proceeds clockwise toward the nose
point.
After completing the camberline search for each point on the
upper surface, the next execution step is to locate the intersection
of the camberline with the airfoil leading edge which is the loca-
tion of zero thickness. This intersection is found by fitting a
second-order polynomial to the previous three camberline coordinates
and then extrapolating to find the intersection with the nose region
which is defined with cubic-spline functions. The upper surface
coordinates, corresponding lower surface coordinates, camberline
coordinates, thickness, and slope of the camberline are printed at
each step during the search for the camberline and the nose inter-
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section points. An error term is also printed for each point and
represents the absolute value of the difference between the local
slopes o_ the upper and lower surface camberline search points with
respect to the local camberline-axis system.
The next execution step is to write the camber and thickness
distribution data on an output file (TAPE1) for possible input to
the airfoil scaling program AFSCL. This execution step is activated
only if the value of the IPUNCH input parameter equals 5. The final
execution step, if the value of the input KPLOT parameter is nonzero
(IPLOT = 4, 8, 9, or i0), is to plot the camber and thickness dis-
tribution data. A sample of the type of plot generated is presented
in figure 6. The camberline coordinates are plotted at the bottom
part of the figure, the half-thickness distribution at the center,
and the upper and lower surface search points at the top part of the
figure.
A description of the parameters in the argument list for this
subroutine is presented in the description of program AIRSMO and
subroutine INPUT. The following parameters are used internally:
TU and TL temporary arrays containing input upper and lower
surface e-values from nose to trailing-edge points.
YU and YL temporary arrays containing input upper and lower
surface smoothed y coordinates
YPPU and YPPL temporary arrays containing input upper and lower
surface y values




XhS and YhS arrays containing x and y coordinates of lower
surface camberline search points
TH array containing value of slope of camberline
XC and YC arrays containing x and Yc coordinates ofc
camberl ine
TK array containing the half-thickness values
NM number of interpolated points allowed on the lower
surface
NT number of camberline coordinates
DU and DL slope of the upper and lower surface search points
with respect to the local camberline axis system
Subroutine INTP
The function of subroutine INTP is to interpolate additional
smoothed airfoil coordinates. This subroutine is called if the user
specifies a value of 1 or 2 for the parameter INTR read by subrou-
tine INPUT. If the value of INTR equals i, the interpolation is
is performed at a standard set of 57 _ values loaded internally in
the subroutine and defined as follows:
= 0.0, 0.00025, 0.0005, 0.00075, 0.001, 0.0015, 0.002,
0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08,
0.09, 0.i, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.225, 0.25, 0.275, 0.3,
0.325, 0.35, 0.375, 0.4, 0.425, 0.45, 0.475, 0.5, 0.525, 0.55,
0.575, 0.6, 0.625, 0.65, 0.675, 0.7, 0.725, 0.75, 0.775, 0.8,
0.825, 0.85, 0.875, 0.9, 0.925, 0.95, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1.0.
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If the vaLue of [NTR equals 2, the desired x values are input by the
uSeL at,dmay include up to 100 values as specified by the parameter
NINT. The iuterpolation is performed for the upper and then the
lower surfaces using the cubic-spline equations (30), (31), and
(32). The derivatives dy/dx and d2y/dx2 and the curvature are also
m
computed and printed for each x value. The user must also input a
value for the paralneterCNEW which is the desired value of the
chord. The x and y interpolated coordinates are multiplied by CNEW
and printed as x and y coordinates. If the value of the parameter
IPUNCH equals 6, the interpolated x and y coordinates are written
on the output file (TAPE1) for postprocess disposal to a desired
output device. A description of the parameters in the argument list
for this subroutine is presented in the description of program
AIRSMO and subroutine INPUT.
Subroutine COORD
The function of subroutine COORD is to interpolate a value for
- /dx 2for y, dy/dx, d2y , and the curvature at a specified value of 9
using the cubic-spline equations (30), (31), and (32). The
following subroutine constants are used internally:
TI input 8 value
YI interpolated y-coord inate
DYDX interpolated first derivative dy/dx
DY2DX interpolated second derivative d2y/dx2
CURV interpolated curvature
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Function Subprograms SINH and COSH
The function of these two function subprograms is to compute
the hyperbolic sine and cosine in terms of the exponential func-
tion. The relationships are
X --X
sinh(x) = e - e2 (58)
X --X
e + e
and cosh(x) - 2 ' (59)
respectively.
Program SCALE
The primary function of program SCALE is to read the input data
and control the execution of the airfoil scaling process. The cain-
Der and thickness distribution data input to this program are gener-
ated by the subroutine CAMTK in the airfoil smoothing program
AFSMO. After specifying and computing several global program
constants, the first execution step is to read the input data. A
detailed description of the input data and the required formats are
discussed in the user-guide presented in Appendix E. After reading
the input data, calls are made to subroutines PSEUDO and LEROY to
initialize the plot vector file SAVPLT for subsequent postprocess
plotting on a variety of plotters at Langley. The input xc coor-
dinates of the input camberline are then checked to insure mono-
tonically increasing order. The equivalent 8 value for each camber-
line xc coordinate is then computed.
The next execution step is to compute the xc location and the
magnitude of the maximum value of the input half-thickness distribu-
tion. A cubic spline is fit through the input thickness data and
then all locations and corresponding thickness values where the
first derivative of the spline function equals zero are computed
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using equations (51) and (52). The location of the maximum value is
then determined and printed on the output file. If the value of the
input parameter IOP equals I, the slope of the camberline coordi-
nates are then computed using spline equation (31). The angular
value of the slope is then obtained by computing the arctangent of
the value of the first derivative.
The next step is to call the scaling subroutine SCTK to gener-
ate first the coordinates of the airfoil with the input maximum
thickness-chord ratio and then the coordinates of the airfoil with
each of the desired scaled maximum thickness-chord ratios. The
final execution step is to call subroutine CALPLT to finalize the
plot-vector file SAVPLT.
The following arrays must be dimensioned and constants defined
in this program:
XC and YC arrays containing input xc and Yc coordinates of
the camberline
TK array containing input half-thickness distribution
t/c/2
TH array containing input camberline slopes
THETA array containing computed 8 values




TKNEW array containing input values of desired maximum
thickness-chord ratios
TITLE 80-column title for input case
VAR and WK work arrays
JWRITE number of tape or file containing output data
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JREAD number of tape or file containing input data
NTMAX maximum number of allowable elements in TKNEW
array
PI value of
RAD value of one radian 180/_
CONS value of constant K defined by equation (4)
NT number of elements in XC, YC, TK, and TH arrays
IOP camberline slope option
IPLOT plotting option
IPUNCH punch output option
LT n_nber of desired input maximum thickness values
TKMAX value of the maximum thickness-chord ratio of the
input thickness distribution
DELTA xc location of TKMAX
IERR if nonzero, error occurred during generation of
scaled airfoil in subroutine SCTK
Subroutine SCTK
The function of subroutine SCTK is to scale the coordinates of
an input airfoil from the input maximum thickness-chord ratio to a
new desired maximum thickness-chord ratio. The first execution step
is to generate the coordinates of the baseline airfoil by combining
the input calaber and the scaled thickness distributions using
equation (33) and (34) for the upper surface and equations (35) and
(36) for the lower surface. Each scaled thickness distribution is
obtained by multiplying the input thickness distribution by the
ratio of the desired-to-input maximum thickness-chord ratio. This
procedure is simple; however, several problems may occur which
require special handling.
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If the value of the input camber distribution is nonzero in the
trailing-edge region, the airfoil generated may not have either an
upper or lower surface y coordinate at the trailing-edge location
where x equals 1.0. To eliminate this problem, a second-order poly-
nomial is fit to the last three computed coordinates near the trail-
ing edge on each surface and a new _ coordinate either extrapolated
or interpolated at x equals 1.0. Also, if the camber distribution
is nonzero in the nose region, the airfoil generated may have
coordinates that are less than 0.0. This problem is eliminated by
translating and stretching or shrinking the coordinates of the air-
foil so that the nose of the adjusted airfoil is at _ equals 0.0 and
the trailing edge at _ equals 1.0. The only other problem that may
occur is the possible generation of either upper or lower surface
coordinates that are not monotonically increasing from nose to
trailing edge. This particular problem cannot be eliminated; there-
fore, a check is made to see if it occurred and, if so, an error
message is printed, an error flag set, and execution returned to
program SCALE.
The upper and lower surface x and y coordinates are multiplied
by the value of the parameter CNEW and then loaded into separate
arrays from the nose to the trailing edge. The coordinates, input
camber distribution, and scaled thickness distributions are then
printed. If the IPUNCH parameter is nonzero, the scaled airfoil
coordinates are then written on the output file TAPE1 in a format
suitable for input to the smoothing program. If the IPLOT parameter
is nonzero, the next and final execution step is to plot the scaled
airfoil and its corresponding camber and thickness distributions as
illustrated in figure 7. A description of the parameters in the
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argument list for this subroutine is presented in the description of
program SCALE.
Subroutine CUBSPL
The function of subroutine CUBSPL is to fit a cubic spline
through an input set of x and y values. The input data are used to
compute a matrix of simultaneous equations using the cubic spline
equation (29) with the unknowns being the second derivatives"at each
input point. This tridiagonal matrix has two less equations than
unknowns; therefore, the second derivative at end points of the data
set must be specified. In this subroutine second derivatives at the
end points are computed by fitting a second-order polynomial of the
form
y = ax2 + bx + c (60)
to each end point and its two ad3acent points and then differentiat-
ing to determine the second derivative which is
d2y/dx2 = 2a (61)
The Crout reduction method, which is discussed in the description of
subroutine INVY, is used to solve the matrix for the remaining
second derivative. The tridiagonal matrix terms are
ei = hi_i/6





i hi-i / "
The following parameters are used in this subroutine:
X and Y array containing input x and y values
YPP array containing computed second derivatives
d2y/dx 2
N number of elements in X Y, and YPP arrays
A work array dimensioned by 2 times N in the calling
program
DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The airfoil smoothing program was formulated to smooth the
coordinates of airfoil-type contours which are characteristically
round in the front and sharp or blunt in the rear. Several users in
the past have attempted to use this program to smooth nonairfoil
shapes such as internal contours of engine nacelles or wind tun-
nels. These attempts have been generally unsuccessful because of
the effects of the 8-transformation function which was formulated to
stretch the x-axis in the leading- and trailing-edge regions. The
smoothing program can be used successfully to smooth nonairfoil
contours by redefining the 8-transformation function as
8 = ±_x (63)
and making the appropriate changes in the computer code.
An airfoil contour may be input into the smoothing program in
several forms. The most widely used form is, of course, as x and y
coordinates (IOP = 0) which have been obtained from actual measure-
ments of an existing airfoil or from theoretical computations.
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Regardless of the source of the coordinates, the user should strive
to input a proportionally larger number of coordinates in regions of
higher curvature which is generally the nose region for most air-
foils. The user may input as many as I00 coordinates for each air-
foil surface; however, it is recommended that no more than 35 to 40
coordinates be input for each surface because, in general, the more
dense the coordinate spacing the more restricted the smoothing pro-
cess will become. If the user desires to limit the extent of
smoothing in a particular region, it is suggested that a few high]y
weighted coordinates be input rather than a large number of closely
spaced coordinates.
The question often arises as to the number of smoothing itera-
tions (ITER parameter) the user should specify. It is recommended
that zero iterations be specified for the initial run of a new air-
foil case. The plots generated during the initial run can then be
examined to establish the initial smoothness of the airfoil, the
suitability of the input x-coordinate spacing, and the possible
existence of bad input y coordinates. During all subsequent runs,
it is recommended that the maximum of 300 iterations be specified.
The convergence criteria for this smoothing program is rather strin-
gent; however, the smoothing process should converge or be near
convergence in less than i00 iterations for most airfoils. If the
process has not conveyed in 300 iterations, the resultant coordi-
nates can be written on the output file TAPE1 in the form of either
x and y coordinates or e and y values and then input again into the •
smoothing program for another 300 iterations. If, during the ini-
tial smoothing attempt, the process begins to oscillate, it is sug-
gested that fewer coordinates be selected in the region where the
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oscillation occurs and the case be resubmitted. The oscillatory
region can be located by setting the IPRINT parameter in program
AIRSMO equal to 0 which will generate a summary print of the com-
puted second derivatives for each iteration.
The airfoil contour may also be input in the form of _ coordi-
nates and the corresponding 8-values (IOP = 2). This form is often
used to resubmit a set of coordinates that required adjustment due
to either bad or poorly defined nose _ coordinates that are often
revealed during the initial run of a new airfoil. The stretching
effect of the 8-transformation function will highlight any coordi-
nate discrepancies in the nose region of the airfoil.
Two additional input forms are available to modify or smooth an
airfoil contour and are less direct than the previous two forms
discussed. The two additional input forms consists of inputting the
first Y' (IOP = 3) or second 7" (IOP = 4) derivatives as a function
of the 8-transformation value. The corresponding y coordinates are
obtained by solving a tridiagonal matrix of simultaneous cubic
spline equations; therefore, local changes in the input derivatives
have a less localized and more global effect in the computed
coordinates. Great care should be exercised when using either of
P
these two input forms; especially the second derivative, because
seemly small changes in the derivatives will very often result in
m
rather large changes in the y coordinates. In spite of its sensi-
tivity, these two input forms provide a very easy and direct method
to reduce or eliminate waviness in the curvature of the final
smoothed airfoil.
The airfoil smoothing program has been used extensively at
Langley for the past several years and has worked successfully for a
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wide range of airfoil shapes. A comparison between the unsmoothed
and smoothed first and second derivatives for a typical airfoil is
presented in figure 8. The corresponding changes in the y coordi-
nate are very small and are not distinguishable on a page-size plot
of the airfoil contours. As illustrated in figure 9, the improve-
ment in the smoothness of the curvature distribution is excellent.
Only two problems have occurred persistently during the past
several years of program utilization. The first problem occurs when
attempting to smooth airfoils with very sharp or zero-thickness
trailing edges. Although the trailing-edge coordinates are heavily
weighted, the smoothing process will often result in a small shift
in the upper and lower surface trailing-edge coordinates. Many
times the shift will be in the opposite direction and a negative
trailing-edge thickness will occur. As previously discussed, the
program checks for negative thickness and, if detected, will print
an error message and proceed to the next input case. The most
practical solution to this problem is simply to terminate the input
coordinates very near the trailing edge at a point with small finite
thickness. The second problem, as noted in the method section of
this report, is a difficulty in locating the first few camberline
coordinates of an airfoil with a reflexed (upward-turned) camberline
near the trailing edge. This problem can generally be overcome by
simply reversing the input order of the coordinates so that lower
surface coordinates are input first, followed by the upper surface
coordinates. This will not affect the smoothing process, but will
cause the camberline search procedure to reverse surfaces.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The airfoil computer programs AFSMO and AFSCL described in
this report have been used successfully at Langley for several
years to smooth and scale a wide variety of airfoil shapes gen-
erated by various theoretical methods or measured from existing
airfoil models and wing panels. The smoothing process is very
stable and generally converges in less than a hundred iterations.
The smoothing program user-supplied input requirements are very
simple and consist of basically specifying the title, input/output
options, and the upper and lower surface coordinates. The camber-
line search procedure in the smoothing program generates the
basic camber and thickness distribution data needed as input to
the scaling program. The only additional user-supplied input for
the scaling program are a title, input/output option, and the
number of and the values for the desired maximum thickness-chord
ratios.
The output plots generated by the smoothing program are very
helpful during the analysis and possible modification of the
smoothed airfoil. After several years of extensive use by Langley
personnel no appreciable execution errors have occurred or airfoil
shape limitations been revealed. The use of the AFSMO program to
smooth nonairfoil shapes should not be attempted without redefini-
tion of the x-axis transformation function. Both programs were
coded for use on the Langley CDC CYBER computers. No specialized
system software is needed to execute either program and all
required subroutines are listed in this report except for several
basic CALCOMP plotting subroutines which are unique to the Langley
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computers. Both programs have been successfully converted for
use on other computer systems; however, double-precision accuracy
was necessary for the conversion of the smoothing program because




COMPUTER LISTING OF AIRFOIL SMOOTHING PROGRAM AFSMO
This appendix contains a computer listing of the airfoil
smoothing program AFSMO which consists of a main program, fifteen
subroutines, and two function subprograms.
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LISTING OF DECKz AI_SNO PAGE Z
C_RD NO.
41 C AS 41
1 CALL INPUT (TITLE,ITER_IPLOTpIPUNCH_IOPpICAMTKpINTRpYLTE,YNOSE,YUT AS 42
1E_NINT_XINTgCHEW,NP_XgYjWgTHETAtYPSeYPP_pNO$_pCHDRDPIERR) AS 43
IF (IERR-1) 2_1_5 AS 46
4P C AS 45
C _HOOTH AIRFOIL COORDINATES AS 46
C AS 47
2 CALL SMOXY (THETA;XpYtWJYSHOpYPSjYPPSpNP_HD$_pYLTEJYNOSEpYUTEpEPS_ AS 48
1DP_ITER_TITLE_IOP_IERR) AS €9
50 IF (IERRoHEoO) GO TO I AS 50
C AS 51
C PUNCH OUTPUT DATA AS 5Z
C AS 53
IF (IPUNCHtGEtZeANOeIPUNCHeLEo4) CALL PCARn (IPUNCHsXtY_W,THETApY5 AS" 54,
5_ 1HO_YPS_YPPS,NOSEINP_CHORD_TITLE) AS 55
C AS 56
C PLOT SHOOTHEDAND UNSHOOTHEDY/Cp SMOOTHEDYPSp AND SHOOTHED AS 57
C YPPS VERSUS THETA, ALSO PLOT SHOOTHEDAND tlN¶HOOTHEDYIC VERSUS AS 58
C xlC AS 59
60 C AS 60
ZF [IPLOT,EO,O,OR,IPLOTeEQ, 4) GO TO 4 AS 61
IF (IPLOToEQ.3) GO TO 3 AS b2
C AS 63
CkLL PLOTAF [THETApY_YSHOpYPS_YPPS_NP_TTTLFpZPLQT) AS 64
65 C AS 65
IF (IPLOT.EO.5*ORoIPLOT.EQ*I) GO TO 4 AS 66
IF (IPLOT,EO,ToOR,IPLOT.EQo7) GO TO 3 AS 67
IF (IPLOT*EQ*10) GO TO 3 AS 6B
GO TO 4 , AS 69
70 C AS TO
C PLOT SMOOTHEDCURVATUREVERSUS THETA AS 71
C AS 7Z
3 CALL PLOTCK (THETA_YSHO;YPSpYPPS_HP,TTTLE) AS 73
C AS 74
75 4 KPLOT=O AS 75
IF (IPLOT.EQ.4.OReIPLOToGEoS) KPLOT'Z AS 76
C AS 77
C COMPUTE THICKNESS AND CAHBER DISTRIBUTION AS 78
C -_ AS 79
BO IF (ICANTKoEQol) CALL CAHTK (THETA,YSH_2YPPSpNO_E_NP_EPS_/KPLOT_IPU AS 80
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LISTING OF DECKs AIRSHO PAGE 3
CARD NO.
81 INCH, TITLE) AS 81
C AS 82
C INTERPOLATE NEW COORDINATES AS 83
C AS 84
P5 IF (INTR,GT.O) CALL INTP (THETA,XPYSNO_YPPSJNPgNO_EpCHORDPTZTLEpNI AS 85
1NT_XINT_CNEUpZNTR,IPUNCH) AS 86
C AS 87
C RETURH AND READ NEXT CASE AS 88
C AS 89
90 GO TO 1 AS 90
¢ AS 91
C FINALIZE PLOTTING DEVICE AS 92
C AS 93
5 CALL CALPLT (0._0._999) IAS 94
95 WRITE (JVRITEo6) AS 95
END FILE 1 AS 96
RE_IND 1 AS 97
_TOP AS 98
C AS 99
100 6 FORMAT (1Hllfll¢8Xp38H-- THE LAST CASE HAS BEEN PROCESSED ll) AS 100
END AS 101-
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LISTING OF DECKt INTER PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE INTER [XINT_YINT_N_XsY, JSTARTtJENDpICO) IP 1
c IP Z
C INTERPOLATION ROUTINE ZP 3
C ZP 4
5 C ROUTINE SOURCE -- NORTH AHERICAN ROCKWELL L. A. DIVISION 1973 IP 5
C 1P 6
C ICD=O WEIGHTING NETHOD USED IP 7
C ICD-1 LINEAR INTERPOLATION IP 8
C IP 9
10 DIHEN_ION X(H)_ Y(N) ZP 10
C IP 11
C CHECK TO SEE IF XINT IS OUTSIDE BOUNDS OF X-ARRAY IP 12
C IP 13
JEND=JSTART IP 14
15 IF (JSTART.EO,N) GO TO IZ IP 15
C CHECK TO SEE IF X ARRAY IS INCREASING OR DECREASING IP 16
SGN=I. IP 17
IF (X(N).LT.X(JSTART)) SGNI-le IP 1E
DI=SGN*(XINT-X(N)) IP 19
20 IF [D1,GE,O,O) GO TO 12 IP 20
DI=SGN_(XINT-X(JSTART)) IP 21
IF (D1.LE.O.O) GO TO 13 IP 22
IF (ICD.EQ.1) GO TO 14 IP 23
C WEIGHTING METHOD REQUIRES AT LEAST 4 VALUES IN X AND Y ARRAYS IP 242_ IP (H,LT,4} GO TO 14
C IP 25
C WEIGHTING METHOD IP Zb
C IP 27
IP Z8
C DETERMINE X-ARRAY INOICES FOR TWO POINTS FORWARD (JpL) AND TWO IP 29
30 C POINTS AFT (K_M) OF XINT IP 30
O0 I L=JSTARToN IP 31
J=L IP 32
DI'SGN_(X(J)-XINT) IP 33IF (D1) 1P2p3
35 1 JEND=J IP 34
IP 35
2 YINT=Y(J) IP 36
RETURN IP 37
3 IF (J,LE,2) GO TO 5 IP 38
tF (J,EOoN) GO TO _ IP 39
40 JJ=3 IP 40
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LISTING OF DECKs INTER PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 GO TO 6 IP 61
6 JJ=2 IP 62
J-H-1 ZP 63
GO TO 6 IP 46
65 5 JJ-l IP 65
J-3 IP 66
6 K=J-1 IP 67
_=J-Z IP 68
LmJ+I IP 69
50 C INTERPOLATE A YINT VALUE (YSL) BY FITTIN_ A 3TRAIGHTLIHE IP 50




55 D=(XINT-X(K))I(X(J)-X(K)) IP 55
YSL-D_Y(J)+(1,0-D]eY(_) IP 56
C INTERPOLATE A YIHT VALUE (YP1) BY FITTING A OUADRATIC BETMEEN IP 57
C _e K_ AND J IP 58
Cl-03eD21((X(H)-X(K))_(X(H)-X(J))) IP 59
60 C2-01*D31((X(K)-X(H))_(X(K)-X(J))) IP 60
C3-D2*DII((X(J)-X(H))*(X(J)-X(K))) IP 61
YPI-CI_Y(H)+C2_Y(K)+C3tY(J) IP 62
C INTERPOLATE A YINT VALUE (YP2) BY FITTING A QUADRATIC BETWEEN IP 63
C Kp J, AND L IP 66





70 C IP 70
IF (JJ-2) 7s8_9 IP 71
7 YP2-YPI IP 72
D-(XINT-X(1))/(X(2)-X(1)) IP 73
Y_L-D_Y(2).(leO-D)tY(1) IP 76
75 GO TO q IP 75
8 YP1-YPZ IP 76
D'(XINT-X(N-1))/(X(N)-X(N-1)) IP 77
YSL-D_Y(N)+(1,0-D)_Y(N-1) IP 78
C COHPUTE DEVIATION BETWEEN LINEAR ANO QUADRATIC YINT VALUES IP 79
80 9 DEV1-ABS(YP1-YSL) IP 80
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LISTTNG OF DECK_ INTER PAGE 3
CARD NO.
81 DEV2-ABS(YP2-YSL) IP 81
IF (DFVI.DEV2) lOtlO_ll IP 82
10 YINT-YSL IP B3
RETUP_ ZP 86
B5 C COMPUTE WEIGHTING FACTORS IP 85
11 WT2=(DEVI_D}I(DEVI_D.(1,0-D|*DEV2) IP 86
WTI-I,0-WT2 IP 87
C COMPUTE FINAL YINT IP 88
YINT-WT2tYP2.WTI#YpI IP 89
gO RETURN IP 90
12 YINT=Y(N) ZP 91
JEMD=N IP 92
RETURN IP 93
13 YINT=Y(JSTART) IP 96
95 RETURN IP 95
C IP 96
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION METHOD IP 97
{ IP 98
1€ DO 15 L=JSTARTpN IP 99
100 J=L IP 100
DI-SGNe(X[J)-XINT) IP 101
IF (01) 15,2,16 IP 102
15 JEND=J IP 103
16 YINT'Y(J-1).(Y(J)-Y(J-1))t[XINT-X(J-1))I(Y(J)-X(J-1)) IP 1Ok
105 RETURN IP 105
END ZP 106-
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LISTING OF DECKZ INPUT PAGE 1
CARD _0.
1 SUBROUTINE INPUT (TITLEslTERpIPLOTpIPUNCHpIOP_ICAMTKpINTRpYLTE_YNO IU 1
1SEpYUTE,NINTgXINT,CNEWtNPpX,Y_WtTHETA,YPSpYPPS,NDSE,CHORDpIERR) IU 2 -
C IU 3
C ROUTINE TO READ INPUT DATA FOR AIRFOIL SHDDTHItlG PROGRAM IU 4
5 C IU 5
C CODED _Y -- HARRY MORGAN HASAILARCITADIAA_ lgB2 IU b
C IU 7
C* * IU 9
10 Ct DESCRIPTION OF INPUT CARDS FOR SMOOTHING PROGRAM $ IU ZO
C* * IU 11
C_ C_RD NUMBER DESCRIPTION * IU 12
C* * IU 13
C**.,,,.,,.,.,,,*,,.-,,,..,,-,*,,,.*,,-,,,eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee_eeeeee* IU 16
15 C* I FOPMAT(BJlO) * IU 15
C* TITLE CARD $ IU 16
C_..,.,, ..... ....,....,,,.,.,,,,.,.,,,,,,..,,*.,*.,.,*.,,,,.,..,.,...,,_ IU 17
Ce 2 FORMAT(BFlO.O) * IU 18
C* TTER - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SMOOTHING ITERATIONS * IU 19
20 Ce IPLOT - PLOTTING OPTION * IU ZO
C* O - NO PLOTS * IU 21
C* 1 - PLOT SMOOTHED AND UNSMOOTHED YIC, SMOOTHED • IU 22
C$ YPS9 AND SMOOTHED YPPS VS THETA * IU Z3
C* 2 - PLOT SMOOTHED AND UNSMOOTHEO YIC VS XlC * IU 24
25 C$ 3 - PLOT SMOOTHED CURVATURE VS THETA • IU Z5
C_ 4 - PLOT CAMBER AND THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION • IU 26
C* 5 - PLOT OPTIONS I AND 2 * IU 27
C* 6 - PLOT OPTIONS 1 ANO 3 * IU Z8
C$ 7 - PLOT OPTIONS Zp ZP AND 3 * IU Z9
30 C* 8 - PLOT OPTIONS i AND 4 * IU 30
C* q - PLOT OPTIONS 1, ZP AND 4 $ IU 31
C€ 10 - PLOT OPTIONS 1, 2, 3p AND 6 $ IU 32
Ct IPUNCH - PUNCH OUTPUT OPTION * IU 33
C$ 0 - NO PUNCHED OUTPUT $ IU 36
35 C* I - SMOOTHED (X,Y_W) PUNCHED $ IU 35
C$ 2 -- SMOOTHED (THETAsYIC,W] PUNCHED * IU 3b
C1 3 - SMOOTHED (THETA_YP_W) PUNCHED (YLTE_ $ IU 37
C$ YNOSE_ AND YUTE ALSO PUNCHED) $ IU 3B
C_ 4 - SMOOTHED (THETA,YPPS,W) PUNCHED [YLTE, * IU 3q
40 C$ YNOSE_ AND YUTE ALSO PUNCHED) $ IU 40
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LISTING OF DECKt INPUT PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 Ct 5 - THICKNESS AND CA_BER DISTRIBUTION (XIC, _ IU 41
Ce YIC, TICI2, AND _LOPE) PUNCHED • IU 42
C_ b - INTERPOLATED COORDINATES PUNCHED • IU 43
Ce IOP - INPUT DATA OPTION • IU 44
45 C• 0 - (XtY,W) INPUT • IU 45
C_ 1 - (THETADYICPW) INPUT * IU 46
C• 2 - (THETApYPS_W) INPUT * IU 47
C• 3 - (THETApYPPSpW) INPUT • IU 48
C* ICAMTK - THICKNESS AND CAMBER DISTRIBUTION OPTION • IU 49
50 C* O - DO NOT COMPUTE THICKNESS AND CAMBER • IU 50
Ct 1 - COMPUTE THICKNESS AND _AHBER • IU 51
Ce IBAD - BAD COORDINATE CHECK OPTION * IU 5Z
Ct 0 - DD NOT CHECK FOR BAn COOPDINATES • IU 53
C* 1 - CHECK FOR BAD COORDINATES t IU 5f!
55 C* IT_N - INPUT COORDINATE TRANSLJTION AND POTATION OPTION * IU 55
C• 0 - DO NOT TRANSLATE A_D ROTATE $ IU " 56
Ce 1 - TRANSLATE AND ROTATE SO THAT X-AXIS • IU 57
Ce CORRESPONDS TO THE LONGEST CHORDLINE * IU 58
C* INTR - COORDINATE INTERPDLATInN OPTInN • IU 59
60 Ce O - NO INTERPOLATION DE,TRIO * IU 60
C* 1 - INTERPOLATE NEW COORDINATES USING STANDARD 57 * IU 61
Ce XICCOORDINATES DE¢INEO IN SUBROUTINE INTP • IU 62
C* 2 - INTERPOLATE NEW COORDINATES AT INPUT XIC • IU 63
C_ VALUES (0.0 .GE. YIC .LE. 1.0) _ IU 64
_ C$°OOeOOO°I°OOO ooooeooooooeooooooooooooooooo
C• 3 FORMAT_IO:O; ..................... •* IuIU 6665
Ce NU - NUMBER OF UPPER SURFACE INPUT CnORDINATES _ IU 67
C•°°°°e°oo°°oeoeeoooeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeoeoooeoooo*e. ............... ooo.• IU 6B
C_ 4 FOPMAT(3FIOoO) • IU 69
70 C• XUeYUeWU - UPPER SURFACE INPUT COORPINATES AND WEIGHTING • IU 70
C* (NU CARDS ARE INPUT) * IU 71
C* IF IOP=O_ XU=X AND YU=Y COORDINATES * IU 72
C* IF IOP=lp XU-THETA AN_ YUmYIC * IU 73
C* IF IOP=2_ XU=THETA AND YU=YPS * IU 74
75 C* IF IQP=39 XU=THETA AND YU=YPPS * IU 75
C* FOR ALL IOP_ WU=WEIGHTING FACTOR * IU 76
C_°eeoooooeoeeeoeo°oeeoeeeo°eo°eeoeoeoooooooeooeoooleooeoooeooeeeoooooe e IU 77
C• 5 FOPMATftO.O) • IU 78
C* NL - NUMBER OF LOWER SURFACE INPUT COORDINATES $ IU 79
_O C$°eoeeeoeoeeeeeeeeeeeeoeoeoeeeooeeeoooeeeeeooeeooeeoooooeeeeeeeeeeeeee _ IU BO
i
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LISTING _F DECK* INPUT PAGE 3
CARD NOo
81 C* 6 FORFAT(3FIO.O) * IU 81
•* XL,YLpWL - LOWER SURFACE INPUT COORDINATES AND WEIGHTING t IU 82
C* (NL CARDS ARE INPUT) * IU @3
C_ IV lOP=O, XLeX AND YL=Y CDORDINAT_ • IU 84
B5 C* IF IOP-lj XL-TH_TA AND YL-Y/C 2 IU _5
C2 IF IOP=2p XL-THFTA AND YL=YPS e IU _6
Co. I_ IOP-]p XL=THETA AND YL=YPPS * IU B?
C2 F_R ALL IOP_ WL-W_IGHTING FACTOR t IU 8B
C2eeleeleel°eeeeeeeeleeeeeleoeeleleelleeeleleelleeeleelleeeeeeeloeleeel * IU _
gO C* ? CDRMAT(3FIOoO) SKIP IF IOP-O OR I + IU gO
C+ YLTE_YNOSF_YHTE - LDWPR SURFACE TRAILING-FDG_, NO%_j * IU 91
C+ AND UPPER SURFACE TRAILI_G-_D+ff + If! q2
C+ YIC COODnINATES * IU 93
C2''°'°°''' "eeeeeeee°oeeooeeeooeoeeoeeee'eoeeoeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeoe i IU _
q5 C* B FORMATIFIO.O} SKIP IF INTR-O OR I * IU Q+
C* NINT- NUMBPR O_ INT_QPOLATION X/C COORDINATF_ _ IU 96
C_@ellllooo°l°l@ll@@ll@ol@llll@o@oll@I°@l@l°o@@@°@@@m°@m°o@Iom@@l@@@l@o 2 IU 9_
C* 9 FORMAT(SFIO.O} _KIP IF INTR-O OR I 2 IU 9B
C* XINT - INT_RPOL^TION X/C COORDINATES {NINT VALU_ INPUT| 2 IU gQ
• .,oo,,.o,...••o,..oo•o.•,...+ IU 100
•* + IU 101
C* CHEW - DPSIRFD CHORD LENGTH OF INTERPOLAT_D CqqRDINATES * IU 102
,_C_°°lo°•°°ll°°°l°llll°o•°eeoelll°loeee°eooeleel°eeoeoeeeeeoeOlOlOelloel _ IU _0_
105 C* RESTRICTIONS, + IU 104
+ IU 105
C+ IT+R NOT GPFAT_R T_AN +00 + IU 106
.Co NU OR NL NOT G_+ATPR THAN 100 2 IU 107
C+ NINT NnT GQFATFR THAN lO0 * IU I08C*
IU 10q
II0 ***2*********22*+****+*+*2**+**+******2++*****+,+**+,+****+*****+******+ IU 110C
IU 111
DIMFNSIDN V^R{_)_ TITLe(8|, XINT(1), l(1)_ Y(1)t W(I)_ THFTI{1)_ Y IU 112IRS(I)_ YPPS(I)
C IU 113
IU 114
115 COMMON ISMY/ XUflOO)_YU(100)+WU(lOO)_XL(100)+YLIIOO)_WL(100| IU 115c
COMMON IBLKII P_PI_,RAO_CONS IU 116
C IU 117
COMMON IINOUT! JREAD_+WRIT_tI_RINT IU 11B
1_0 , IU 11q
IU I_0
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LISTING OF OECK! INPUT PAGE 4
CARD N_.
1?1 C $INH( X)- (EXP (X)-EXP(-X) t12. IU 121
C IU 122
C INITIALIZE ROUTTNE cqNSTANTS IU 123
C IU 124





130 C READ AND PRINT INPUT DATa IU 130
C IU 131
C READ AND WoITE TITLE IU 132
READ (JREADpZ?) TITLF IU 133
IP (FOF(JREAD)) 25p1 IU ]34
135 1 WRITE (JWRITE, 2R) TITLE IU 135
C F'EAD AND WRITF OPTIONS IU 136
READ (JREAD, 2Q) VAR IU 137
ITER-IFIX (VAR(1)) IU 138
IPLOT-IFIX(VAP (?.)) IU 13q
140 IPUNCH-IFIX(VaR(3) | IU 140




145 INTR-IFIX(VAR{8| ) IU 145
C CHECK LIMIT._ OF OPTIONS IU 146
IF (ITER.GT.ITRMAX) ITrR-ITRMAX IU 147
IF (IPLOT.GT.IO) IPLOT-O IU 148
IF (IPUNCH.GT.[} IPl'NC_=D IU 14q
150 IP (IDP.GT.3) GO Tn 23 IU l§O
I_ (ICAMTK.NE,O) TCAMTK-1 IU 151
IF (IBAD.NE,O) IBAD-I IU 152
IF (ITRN.NE.O) ITRN-1 IU 153
IF (INTP.GT.2) TNTR=O IU 154
155 WRITE (JWRITE,30) ITER, TPLOT, IRUNCHeIDP_,ICAMTKpIB^DjITQN,INTR IU 155
C READ AND WRITE NUMBER Ol: UPPER TURFACE INPUT POINTS IU 156
READ (JREAD_2q) VAR(1) IU 157
NU-IFIX(VAR (1)1 IU 15B
IF (NU.GT.NtI,AX| GO TrJ Z?- IU 15q
160 WRITE [JWRITE_31) NU IU 160
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LISTING DF DECKI INPUT PAGE 5
CARD ND.
161 C READ AHD WRITE UPPER SURFACE INPUT POINT_ AND WEIGHTING IU 161
READ (JREADp32) (XU(I)tYU(I)JWU(I)_I=lpNU) IU 162
DO 2 I-I_NU IU 163
I_ (WLI(I).LT.I.0) WU(I)-I.0 IU 16_
165 2 CONTINUE IU 165
IF (IOP.EQ.O) WRITE (JWRITEp33) (XU{I)$I-1,NU) IU !66
IF (IOP.HE.O) _/RITE (JWRITEp3¢) (XUI£),I-lpNU} IU 167
IF {IOP.LT.2) WRITE (JWRITEp35) (YU(I),I-I,NU) IU 16B
IF (IOP.EQ.2) WRITE (JWRITE,36) (YU(I)PI-I,NU) IU 169
170 IF (IOP.EQ.3) WRITE (JWRITEp37) (YU(I)gI-IpNU) IU 170
WRITE (JWRITE, 381 (WU(I)sI'IsNU) IU 171
C READ AND WRITE NUMBER OF LOWER SURFACF INPUT POINTS IU 172
READ (JREAD_2q} VAR(1) IU 173
NLmIFIX(VAR(1)) IU 174
175 IF (NLeGT,NMAX} GO TO 22 IU 175
WRITE (JWRITEp3q) NL IU 176
C READ AND WRITE LOWER SURFACE INPUT POINTS At_DWEIGHTING IU 177
READ (JREAD,32) (XL(1)_YL(I),WL(I)_I-t,NL) IU 178
DO 3 I-I_NL IU 179
180 IF (WL(I).LT.I.0) WL(I)-I,O IU 1BO
3 CONTINUE IU 181
IF (IOP.EQ.O) WRITE (JWRITE,¢O} (XL(I)pI-I_NL| IU 182
IF (IOP.NE.O) WRITE (JWRITE_¢I) (XL(1)pI-lpNL) IU 183
IF (IOP.LT.Z) WRITE (JWRITE_Z) (YL(I)pI-I,NL) IU 18_
185 IF (IOP.EQ.2) WRITE (JWRITEp¢3) (YL(I),I-19NL) IU 185
IF (IDP.EQ.3) WRITE (JWRITE,44) (YL(II,I-1,NL) IU 186
WRITE (JWRITEe¢5) (WL(I)tI=I_NL) IU 187
C READ AND WRITE TRAILING-EDGE COORDINATES _ IU 18B
IF (IDP.LE.1) GO TO 4 IU 189
190 RE_D (JREAD_29) YLTE,YNDSEpYUTE IU 190
WRITE (JWRITEs¢6) YLTEpYNOSE_YUTE IU 191
C READ AND WRITE NUMBEROF INTERPOLATION COORDINATES IU 19Z
6 IF (INTR.EO.O) GO TO 6 IU 193
IF (INTR.NE.2) GO TO 5 IU 196
195 READ [JREAD_Z9) VAR(1) IU 195
NINT-IFIX(VAR[1]) IU 196
IF (NINT.GT.NMAX) GO TO 2_ IU 197
WRITE [JWRITE,_7) HINT IU 198
C READ AND WRITE INTERPOLATIDN COORDINATES IU 199
2OO READ (JREADpZg) (XINT(I)pI-I_NINT] IU 2OO
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CARD NO,
201 WRITE (JWRITE,48) (XINT(I),I=I_NINT) IU 20Z
C READ AND WRITE NEW CHORDOF INTERPOLATED COORDINATES IU 20Z
5 READ (JREAD_29) CNEU IU Z03
URITE [JWRITEpCg) CNEW IU Z04
205 C IU ZO5
C CHECK UPPER SURFACE COORDINATES FOR BAn POINTS IU 206
C IU 207
6 IF (IOPoNEoO) GO TO 7 IU 208
IF (IBAD,EQ,I) CALL BADPT (XU,YUsNUpTOLRPIpI_RR) IU Z09
710 IF (IERR.NE.O) GO TO 26 IU Z10
C IU Zll
C CHECK LOWERSURFACE COORDINATES FOR BAO POINTS IU Z1Z
C IU Z13
IF (IBAD.EQ.I) CALL BADPT (XL, YL_NL_TOLRpZpIERR) IU Z16
21_ IF (IERR,NE,O) GO TO 26 IU 215
C IU Z16
C TPANSLATE AND ROTATE THE INPUT COORDINATES S_ THAT THE X-AXIS IU 217
C CORRESPONDSTO THE LONGEST CHORDLINE OF THE AIRFOIL IU Z18
C IU Zlq
220 IF (ITRN.EO.I) CALL TRNSRT (XU, YUpWU,NU, XLPYLtWLpNLJTITLE) IU ZZO
C IU ZZZ
C LOAD X, Yp THETA_ YPS_ AND YPPS ARRAYS IU ZZZ
C IU ZZ3
7 IF (IOP] 6,8,15 IU ZZ4
2?5 C IF IOP=Op COMPUTE THETA FROM INPUT X IU 225
C COMPUTETHETA FOR LOWERSURFACE IU ZZ6
8 CHORD=XL(NL)-XL(1) IU 227
DELTA=XU(NU)-XU(Z) IU ZZ8
IF (DELTA.GT,CHORD) CHORD=DELTA IU 2Z9
230 NP=O IU Z30
DO 111=E,NL IU 231NP-NP+I
J=NL+I-I IU 23ZIU 233
W(NP)=WLIJ) IU 234
235 DELTA-(XL(J)-XL(1))ICHORD IU 235
IF (DELTA.LE.CONS) GO TO 9 IU 236
DELTA=TAN(DELTAICONS-I,) IU 237
THETA(NP)=-PIZ-ALOG(DELTA+SQRT(DELTA_nELTA+lo)) IU 236
GO TO 10 IU 239
2_0 9 THETA(NP)--ACQS(1.-DELTAICONS) IU 240
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11 YINP)=YL(J)ICHORD IU Z41
NDSE-NP IU Z42
C COMPUTE THETA FOR UPPER SURFACE IU 243
245 Jm I IU 244
IU Z45




250 DFLTA=(XU(I|-XU(I|)ICHQRD IU 250
IF (D_LTA.LE.CONS} GO TO 1Z IU 251
DELTA=TAN(DELTAICONS-I,) IU 252
THETA(NP)=PI2.ALOG(DELTA+SQRT(DELTASDELTA+le)) IU Z53GO TO 13
255 12 THETA(NP)=ACDS(1.-DELTA/CONS| IU 254
13 X(NP)-XU(1)ICHORD IU 255
I_ Y(NP)'YU(I)ICHORD IU 256
GD TD 20 IU 257
IU 256
C IF TOP=I, 2p OR 3, COMPUTEXlC FROM INPUT TH_TA IU Z59
260 C COMPUTE XlC FOR LOWER SURFACE IU 26015 CHORD=leO
NP=O IU 261
00 17 I-I,NL IU 262
NP=NP+I IU 283
Z65 J=NL+I-I IU Z64
W(NP)=WL(J) IU 265
IF (IOP.EO.1) Y(NP)-YL(J) IU Z66
IF (IOP.EO.2) YPS(NP)=YL(J) IU 267
IF (IOP.FQ.3| YPPS(NP}=YL(J) IU Z6B
270 THETA(NPI=XL(J)IRAD IU Z69
DELTA=ABS(THETA(Np)) IU 270
IF (DELTA.GT.PI2) GO TO 16 IU 271
XL(J)=CDNS$(Z.-COSfDELTA)) IU 272
GO TO 17 IU 273
IU Z74
275 16 XL(J)=CONS$(ATAN(SINH(DELTA-PI2))+I.)
1'7 X(NP}-XL(J) IU 275
NOSE=NP IU 276
C COMPUTE XlC FOR UPPER SURFACE IU Z77
XU(1)=XL(1) IU 278
280 DO 19 I-2tNU IU Z79
IU Z60
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CARD NO.
2B1 NP-NP+I IU 281
W(NP)-WU(I} IU 282
IF (IOP,EQ.1) Y(NP)'YU(I) IU 283
IF (IOP.EQo2) YPS(NP)=YUII) IU 284
285 IF (IOP.EQ.3) YPPS(NP)=YU(I) IU 285
THETA(NP)-XU(I)IRAD IU 286
DELTA=ABS(THETA(NP)) IU 287
IF (DELTA.GToPI2) GO TO 18 IU 288
XU(Z)-CONS*(1,-COS(DELTA)) IU 289
2qo GO TO 19 IU Z90
18 XU[I)=CONS*fATAN(SINH(DELTA-PIZ)).I,) IU 291
lq X(NP)-XU(I} IU 29Z
C IU 293
C PRINT SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA IU 294
29_ C IU 295
20 WRITE (JWRITEeSO| TITLE IU Z96
DO 21 I=IPNP IU 297
DELTA=THETA(I)tRAD IU 29B
IF (IDP.LE.1) WRITE (JWRITEJ51) 12X(1)pY(T),OELTApW(I) IU Z99
300 IF (IOP.EO.2) WRITE (JWRITE,52) I,XfI)_DELTApYPS{I)_W(I) IU 300
IF (IOP.EQ.3) WRITE (JWRITEP53} IX(I)pOELTApYPPS(II_W(I| IU 301
21 CONTINUE IU 302
WRITE (JWRITE,54) CHORD IU 303
GO TO 26 IU 306
305 C IU 305
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGES IU 306
C IU 307
22 NN=IFIX(VAR(1)) IU 308
WRITE (JWRITEe55) NN IU 309
310 GO TO 25 IU 310
23 WRITE (JWRITEp56) IOP IU 311
GO TO 25 IU 31Z
24 WRITE (JWRITE_5?) NINT IU 313
C IU 314
315 C NO ADDITIONAL INPUT DATA IU 315
C IU 316
25 IERR'2 IU 317
C IU 318
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM IU 319
320 C IU 320
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CARD NO.
321 2b RETURN IU 321
C IU 322
27 FORMAT (8A10) IU 323
28 FORMAT (1HEp57X_lkH--INPUT DATA--/15XpTHTITLE_pZX,BAZO) IU 3Z4
325 29 FORMAT (8F10.5) " IU 325
30 FORMAT (15Xp6HITER =pI4,3Xe7HIPLOT =,I3p3XpSHIPUNCH =,I3,3X_PHIOP IU 326
I=tZ3t3X,BHICAMTK =PI3t3Xp6HIBAD "PI3_3Xp6HITRN =pI3p3X_6HINTR =pI3 ZU 327
2) IU 326
31 FORMAT (15Xp4HNU =sZ4) IU 32q
330 32 FORMAT (3F10.5) IU 330
33 FORMAT (15X_3HXU=,BE15161[BXp8E15,6t} IU 331
34 FORMAT (15X93HTU=98E15o61(8X98E15,6)) IU 332
35 FORMAT (/SXj3HYU=pBE15.b/(8XtBE15.61) IU 333
36 FORMAT (14Xp4HYPU=tSE15,61{8XJBE15.6)) IU 334
335 37 FORMAT (/3X_SHYPPU=,BE15,61(8X_8E15.6)) IU 335
38 FORMAT [/SX_3HWU=p8E15,61[8X_8E15,6)) IU 33b
39 FORMAT (IfiX,4HNL =PI4) IU 337
40 FORMAT (15Xp3HXL=p8E15.61(8X_BE15.6}} IU 338
61 FORMAT (/SX_3HTL=p8E15.61(BXp8EZS°6)) IU 339
340 42 FORMAT (15X_3HYL=P8ElP.6/(8XJSE15.6)) IU 340
43 FORMAT (14X_4HYPL=_8EZP.61(8Xp8E15o6)} IU 341
44 FORMAT (I3X_SHYPPL=,SE15.61(8XpSEIS.6)! IU 342
45 FORMAT (15X_3HWL=JBE15.61(SX_SEZS.6}) IU 343
46 FORMAT (13Xp6HYLTE =_EES.6jPXpTHYNOSE "_E15o6pSX_6HYUTE =_E15e61 IU 344
345 47 FORMAT (/3X_6HHINT =pI4) IU 345
48 FORMAT (/3X_SHXINT=_SE15°61(8X_SEI5.6)) IU 346
49 FORMAT (13X_6HCNEW =pFIO.3) IU 347
50 FORMAT (1HI_ZgX,ZSH--SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA--flSX,gHTITLE-- p6AIOI IU 34B
llgX_lHIplOXp3HXICp12Xp3HYICp12X_SHTHETAplOXp3HYPSp12XP4HYPPSP16Xpl IU 349
350 2HW) IU 350
51 FORMAT (IlOp2F15.b_F1fi.2p30X_F15.2| IU 351
52 FORMAT (IlO_F15.6_lPX,FlP.2_F15e6_lSX_F15.2) IU 35Z
53 FORMAT (IlO_F15.6_lSX_FIS.2_lSX_FZSob_F15o2} IU 353
54 FORMAT (15X_7HCHORD =_FtS,6) IU 356
355 55 FORMAT (llSX,28HINPUT CARD ERROR NU OR _L =,14) IU 355
56 FORMAT (IISX_23HINPUT CARD ERROR IOP =_I6) IU 356
57 FORMAT (II5X_Z4HINPUT CARD ERROR NINT =_I5) IU 357
END IU 358-
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LISTTNG OF OECKI TRNSRT PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE TRNSRT (XU_YU, NU_NUeXLeYL,ULeNLeTTTLE) TR 1
C TR Z
C ROUTINE TO TRANSLATE AND ROTATE THE INPUT AIRFOIL COORDINATES SO TR 3
C THAT THE X-AXIS CORRESPONDSTO THE LONGEST CHOROLIICE TR 6
5 C TR 5
C CODED 8Y -- HARRY HORGAN NASAILARCITADIAA_ 1982 TR 6
C TR 7
DIMENSION XU(1)p YU(Z)p WU[I)t XL(1)t YL(1)t WLfZ)e TITLE(8) TR 8
C TR q
10 COMHONIHL_I X(ZOO);Y(ZOO)pgfZO0) TR ZO
C TR 11
CO_HON IBLKll PI_PI2pRAOpCONS TR ZZ
C TR 13
CONMQNIINOUTI JREAD, JNRITEpIPRINT TR 16
15 C TR 15
C PRINT INPUT COORDINATES TR 16
C TR 17
WRITE (JNRITE_13) TITLE TR 18
JBNU TR Zg
20 IF (NL.GT,NU) J=NL TR 20
DO 1 I=leJ TR 21
IF (I,LE.NU.AND.Z.LE.NL) WRITE (JNRIT_P14) T;XU(I)_YU(1),XL(I),YL( TR ZZ
II) TR 23
IF (I.LE.NU.AND.Z.GT.NL) WRITE (JWRITEp14) TjXUfI)_YU(I) TR Z4
25 IF (I.GT.NU,AND.I.LE.NL) WRITE (JWRITF_15) IpXL(I);YL(1) TR Z5
1 CONTINUE TR Z6
C TR Z7
C COHPUTE LONGEST CHORDLINE TR Z8
C TR Z9
30 C LOAD LOUER SURFACE COORDINATES TR 30
N=O TR 31
DO 2 I=I,NL TR 32
J=NL+I-Z TR 33
N=N+Z TR 34
35 N(N)=NL(J) TR 35
X(N)=XL(J) TR 36
2 Y(N)=YL(J) TR 37
J=l TR 38
IF (XL(1).EQ.XU(1).AND.YL(1).EQ.YU(1)) J=2 TR 39
40 C LOAD UPPER SURFACE COORDINATES TR 40
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CJRD NOD




65 3 Y(H)=YU(I) TR 45
C CONPUTE MIDPOINT OF TRAILING-EDGE BA_E TR 46
XTE=O.5_(X(E)+X(N)) TR 47
YTE=OeSt(YIll+Y(N}} TR 68
C FIND HOST FORWARD LEADING-EDGE POINT AND LONGEST CHORD TR 69
50 CHORD=OoO TR 50
DO 5 I=XPN TR 51
DIST-SORT(fXfI)-XTE)_Z+(Yfl)-YTE)_2) TR 5Z
IF (DIST-CHORD) 515_4 TR 53
6 CHORD=DIST TR. 54
55 NOSE=I TR 55
XNOSE=X(I) TR 56
YNOSE=Y(I) TR 57
5 CONTINUE TR 56
C TR 59
60 C TRANSLATE AND ROTATE AIRFOIL TR 60
C TR 61
IF (CHORD.LE.O.O) GO TO 6 TR 62
COSA=(XTE-XNOSE)/CHORD TR 63
SINA=(YTE-YNOSE)ICHORD TR 64
65 ANGLE=ATAN(SINAICOSA)_RAD TR 65
GO TO 7 TR 66
6 COSA=O.O TR 67
SINA=O._ TR 6e
ANGLE-O;O TR 69
70 7 DO 8 I=lpN TR 70
DIST=X(I) TR 71
X(I)=(DIST-XNOSE)#COSA+(Y(I)-YNOSE)_SINA TR 72
8 Y(I)=(YfI)-YNOSE)eCOSA-(DIST-XNOSE)eSINA TR 73
C TR 74
?5 C REDEFINE LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE COORDINATES TR 75
C TR 7b
DO q Z=I_NOSE TR 77
J=NOSE+I-I TR 78
WL(I)=W(J) TR 79
80 XL(I)=X(J) TR 80
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CARD NO,
el 9 YLII|.Y(J) TR B1
NL-NOSE TR 82
DO 10 I=NOSE,N TR 83
J=I+I-NOSE TR 84
85 WU(J)-W(I) TR 85
XU(J)=X(1) TR 86
I0 YU(J),Y(I) TR 87
NU-J TR 88
C TR 89
go C PRINT NEW AIRFOIL COORDINATES TR 90
C TR 91
WRITE (JWRITEp16) TITLE TR 92
J=NU TR 93
IF (NL.GT.NU) J'NL TR 94
q5 DO 11 I-IpJ TR 95
IF (I.LE.NU.AND.I.LEoNL) WRITE (JWRIT_,I6) I,XU{I)pYU(I),XL(I)pYL( TR 9b
1I) TR 97
IF (I.LE.NU.AND.I.GT.NL) WRITE (JWRITEp16) I#XU(II#YU(1) TR 98
IF (I.GT,NU.AND.I.LE.NL) WRITE (JWRITF, 15) I,_L(I),YL(I) TR 99
100 11 CONTINUE TR 100
WRITE (JWRITEp12) XNOSE,YNOSE,ANGLE TR 101
RETURN TR 102
C TR 103
12 FORMAT (15X,THXNOSE =eF15.6*PX_THYNOSE =pFlP.6eSX,THANGLE =,'F8,3) TR 106
105 13 FORMAT (IHlt3ZXeZIH--INPUT COORDINATES--/15X,THTITLE_,ZX,SAIOII9X TR 105
lp1HI_llX*ZHXU_13X, ZHYU,13X_ZHXLjI3XpZNYL) TR 106
16 FORMAT (SX, IS,4F15.6) TR 107
15 FORMAT (SX_IS_30XsZF15.6) TR 108
16 FORMAT (1H1,21X,38H--TRANSLATED AND ROTATED COORDINATES--115X_7HTI TR 109
110 1TLE--pZX_SAlOIIgX, 1HIellXwZHXUeZ3XsZHYt1_13Xe2HXLp13X,2HYL) TR 110
END TR 111-
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LISTING OF DECK: BADPT PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 SUBROUTINE BADPT (XgYtNP, TOLRpISURFpZ_RR) BD 1
C BD 2
C ROUTINE TO EDIT BAD POINTS FROM X AND Y INPUT COORDINATES BO 3
C BO 4
5 C CODED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASAILARCITADIAAB 198Z BD 5
C BD 6
DIMENSION X(1), Y(1)t SURF(Z) BD 7
C BD B
COMMON IHLMI TI(IOO)pYI(IOO)gYN(IOO)pTHETA[IO0) BD 9
10 C BD 10
COMMON IBLKll PI_PIZpRADpCONS BD 11
C BD 12
COMMON IINOUT/ JREAD_JWRITEpIPRINT BD 13
C BD 16
15 DATA SURF(1)ISHUPPERI,SURF(2)ISHLOWERI BD 15
C BD 16
C IF TOLERANCE IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE RETUPN BD 17
C BD 18
I_RR-O BO 19
20 IF (TOLR,LE,O,O) RETURN BD 20
C BD 21
C COMPUTE LOCAL CHOPD BD 22
C BD 23
CHORD=X(NP)-X(Z) BD 24
Z5 C BD 25








C COMPUTE THETA EQUIVALENT OF X BD 34
35 C BD 35
DO 2 I=IBNP BD 3b
DfLTA-(X(I)-X(1))/CNORD BD 37
IF (DELTA.LE.CONS) GO TO I BO 38
DELTA-TAN(DELTAICONS-I.) BD 39
40 THETA(I)=PIZ+ALOG(DELTA+SQRT(DELTA*DELTA+I.)) BD 40
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CARD NO.
41 GO TO 2 BD 41
1 THETA(Z).ACOS(1.-DELTAICONS) BD 4Z
2 CONTINUE BD 43
C BD 44
45 C LOOP TO SEARCH FOR BAD POINTS BD 45
C BD 46
3 NNAXmNHAX+I BD 47
4START=I BD 48
C COHPUTENEW Y VALUE BY INTERPOLATInN BD 49
50 DO 5 I=2eN1 BO 50
K=O BD 51
C LOAD TI AND YI ARRAY- OMIT T_E T(TH) TNPUT DATA POINT BD 52
DO 4 J=I#NP BD 53
IF (I,EQ, J) GO TO 4 BD 54
55 K=K+I 8D 55
TI(K]=THETA(J) BO 56
YI(K)=Y(J] BD 57
4 CONTINUE BD 58
C INTERPOLATE I(TH) DATA POINT BD 59
60 CALL INTER (THETA(I),YN(I)gKPTIJYI,JSTARTgJENOjTCD) BD 60
JSTART=JEND BD 61
5 CqHTINUE BD 62
C CHECK TOLERANCEOF INTERPOLATED POINT_ BD 63
ZPT=O BD 64
65 ERRHAX=O. BO 6_
DO 7 I=2,N1 BD 66
ERRMIN=O. BD 67
ERR=ABS(YN(I)-Y(I)) BO 68
IF (ERRoGE,TOLC) ERRMIN=ERR BO 69
70 IF (EPRMZN-ERRHAX) 7p7p6 BD 70
6 IPT=I BO 71
ERRHAX=ERRHIN BO 7Z
T CONTINUE BD 73
IF (IPT,EQ.O) RETURN BD 74
75 C PRTNT COORDINATES OF BAD POINTS BO 75
ZF (HHAX°EQol) gRITE (JURITEpq) SURF(ISUR¢)pTOLC 8D 76
_RZTE (JWRZTE910) IPTpX(IPT)_Y(IPT)_YNflPT) BO 77
C REPLACE BAD POINT WITH IHTERPOLATEn VALUE BO 78
YfIPT)=YN(IPT) BD 79
80 C CHECK TO SEE IF THIS BAD POINT IS ADJACENT TO THE PREVIOUS BAD BD 80
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LISTING OF DECKz BADPT PAGE 3
CARD NO.
81 C POINT -- IF IT ISp PRINT A WARNING NESSAG_ AND TERHINATE BD 81
C PROGRANEXECUTION BD 82
IF ((IPTP,EO,IPT-I).OR.(IPTP.EQ.IPT+I)) GO TO 8 BD 83IF (IPTPeEQeIPT) GO TO 8
85 IPTP=IPT BD 86BD 85
IF [NHAX,GE,NP) RETURN BD 86
C BD .87
C RETURN TO START OF LOOP AND SEARCH FOR NEXT BAD POINT BD 68C
qo _O TO 3 BO 89
C BD 90
C WARNING NESSAGE PRINT STATEHENT BD 91
C BD 92
8 WRITE (JWRITEpII) BD 93
q5 IERR=I BD 96BD 95
RETURN BD 96
C BO 97
9 FORHAT (1HllIlX_44HWARNING -- BAD POINT_ HAVE BEEN FOUND ON THE_IX BD 98
1pASplX_37HSURFACE BASED ON AN EDIT TOLFRANCE OF_F10,61) BD 99
100 10 FORHAT (1X,15HBAD POINT AT I=sI6_SX_6HX • pFlO,6_SX96HY • eFlO,6p5 BD 100
1X,18HREPLACED WITH Y • _F10,61) BD 101
11 FORNAT (1XpqSHADJACENT BAD POINTS HAVE BEEN FOUND-- PLEASE CORRECBD ZOZ
1T YOUR INPUT DATA AND RESUBNIT THIS CJSE,) BD 103
END BD 106-
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lE, EP~, I)F, ITER, TITlE, lOP, IER~)
THIS SUBROUTINE P~ESENTS A TECHNIQUE FOR SMOOTHING Y INPUT
COORDINATES USING LEAST SOUARES POLYNOMIAL AND CURIC SPLINF
METHODS
IF IOP-O OR 1, COMPUTE YPPlI (UN5M~OTHED SECCNO DERIVATIVFS) FROM
L~AST SCUARE~ POLY~~MIAL ~ITTING OF Y V5 THETA. TH~N COMPUTE
YPPS (SMOOTHEO SECOND Df-PIVATIVES) FROM LEAST SQUARES CUBIC
SPLINE FITTING OF YPPU VS THETA. ~INALLY COMPUTE YSMO (~MOOTHEO Y
COORDINATES I lISIN/; INVEI<SE CUBIC ~PLINE METHOD.
IF IOP-2, COMPUTE ~fCONO DERIVATIVES FROM INPUT FIRST DE~IVATIVES.
THEN CO~PUTE UNSM~OTHED Y COORDJNArES FROM ~ECOND DERIVATIVES AND
FOLLOW SAME PROCEDURES AS OUTLINFD ABOVE FOR lOP 0 nR 1.
IF IOP-3, COMPUTE UN~MOOTHED Y COORDINATES FRO" INPUT ~ECONO
DERIVATIVES. T4~N F"LL~W SAME PROCF.DURES AS OUTLINED ABOVE FOR
lOP 0 OR 1.
CODFD BY -- HARRY MORGAN HASA/LAPC/TAD/AA9 lq82
DIMENSION THETA, X, Y, W, YSMO, YPS, AND YPPS BY HP IN CALLING
PROGRAM

























































































LISTING OF DECK: SMOXY
PAGE 2
CARO NO.
61 C COSH(X)=(EXP(X)+EXP(-X))I2,C SO 61
IERR=O SO 62
IF (IOP*EQ.O.OReZOPoEQal) GO TO 13 SO 63
k5 IF [YOP,EO,2) GO TO 1 SO 66
IF (IOPoEQI3) GO TO 11 SO 65
C SO ¢6
SO 47
C IF IOP=Zt COMPUTESECOND DERIVATIVES FRON INPUT FIRST $0 68
C DERIVATIVES, THEN CONPUTE INITIAL YIC _OORDINATES FROH SECOND SO 6950 C DERIVATIVES,
C SO 50
C COMPUTESECOND DERIVATIVES USING CSDS SO 511 DD 2 I=19NP . SO 52
2 DUP(I)ml,0 SO 53
55 TI=O*O SO 56
SO 55
CALL CSOS (LNXpNPPTHETApYPSPDUH,TI,-1,A,WKpIERR) SO 56IF (IERR=NE,O) GO TO 71
DO 4 I=ZeNP SO 57
IF (I,EQ,NP) GO TO 3 SO 58
60 YPPS(1)=AfI, 2) SO 59
GO TO 6 SO 60
3 DELTJ=THETA(I)-THETA(I-Z) SO 61SO 62
YPPS(I)=(3*eA(Z-I_6)*DELTA+Ze*A(I-lp3)),DELTJ.A(I_I, 2) SO 636 CONTINUE
SO 66
65 C CONPUTE SECOND DERIVATIVES USING LSOSHO SO 65DELTA=l,
SO 66
CALL LSQSMO (THETApYPS_W_DUMpYPP_YUSHn_NP,leNP, NOSEpDELTA_EPSpIERR SO 671}
IF (IERReNE.O) RETURN SO 68
SO 69
70 C COMPUTE Y/C COORDINATES SO 70
CALL YNEW (THETA'YPPS_Y'NOSE_NPsYLTEIYNDSEpYUTE_EPS,DUH_MKeJWRITE_ SO 7110)
SO 72
CALL YNEW"(THETAsYPP_YUSHOpNOSE_NPgYLTFpYNDSEpYUTEpEPS_DUH,WK,JURI SO 731TE,O)
SO 74
75 C COHPUTE NEg FIRST DERIVATIVES AND COMPARF WITH INPUT SO 75C FIRST DERIVATIVES
WRITE (JWRITE_73) TITLE SO 76
SUBI=OeO SO 77
SUM2=O,O SO 78
PO DO 7 I=IPNP SO 79
SO 80
78
LISTING OF DECKz %MOXY PAGE 3
CAPri NO.




85 1TA SO 85
GO TO 6 SO 86
5 DELTA=THETA(2)-THETA(1) 50 87
YN(Z)=-YPPS(Z)_DELTA/3,-YPPS(2)*DELTA/6,+(Y(?]-Y(Z))IDELTA 50 88
DUM(1)=-YPP(1)_DELTAI3o-YPP(Z)*DELTAI6o+(YUSM_[2)-YUSWO(Z))IDELTA 50 89




7 WRITE (JWRITE,76) IgYPS(I)gYN(I);TIjOIIM(1)gT2 SO, 96
g5 WRITE (JWRITEpTS) SUMI_SUM2 SO 95
C SELECT OUTPUT FROM EITHER CS05 OR L$OS_O 50 96
DO 10 I'lpNP SO 97
IF (SUM2,LT,SUM1) GO TO 8 SO g8
YPP(1)=YPPS(I) SO 9g
100 GO TO q 50 100
8 Y(I)aYUSMO(1) SO 101
YN(I)=DUM(I) SO 101
q YSMO(I)-Y(I) 50 103
10 YUSMD(I)=Y(I) SO 106
105 IF (SUM2.GE.SUMI) WRITE [JWRITE,76) 50 105
IF (SUM2.LT.SUMZ) WRITE (JWRITE$77) 50 106
IF (ITER.EQ.O) GO TO 68 50 107
GO TO 13 SO 106
C SO 109
110 C IF IOP-3_ COMPUTE INITIAL YIC FROM INPUT SECOND DERIVATIVES SO 110
C AND Y#C COORDINATES AT THE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE TRAILING SO 111
C EDGE AND NOSE 50 lZZ
C SO 113
11 CALL YNEW (THETApYPPS_Y_NOSE;NP,YLTEtYNOSEeYUTE,EPSpDUMpWK,JWRITEJ SO 116
115 10) SO 115
C COMPUTE FIRST DERIVATIVES 50 116
DO 12 I=IjNP SO 117
Y_MO(I)mY(I) SO 118
YUSMO(I)=Y(I) 50 119
120 IF (I,EQ,1) GO TO 12 50 lID
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PAGE 4
CARD NO.
121 DELTA=THETA(II-THETA(I-1) SO 121
YN[I)=YPPS(I-E)*DELTAI6.+YPPS(])_DELTAI3o+[Yfl).y(z_I))IDELTA SO 12212 PP(Z)=Y PS(I)
DELTA=THETAf2}-THETA(1) SO 123
SO 124
125 YN(1)=-YPPS(1)tDELTAI3.-YPPS(Z)¢DELTA/6.+(y(2)-y(1))IDELTA SO 125IP (ZTER.EQ.O) GO TO _8
C SO 126
C INITIALIZE ARRAYS SO 127
C SO 128
130 13 DO 16 I=l_NP SO 129
YUSHO{I)=Y(I) SO 130
IF (IOP.LT.2) YPP(I)=O.O , SO 131
YSMO(I)mTHETA(I}eRAD SO 132
14 DUM(I)-I. SO 133
135 IF (ITERoGT.O) GO TO 17 SO 136
C SO 135
SO 136
C IF IOPlO OR 1 AND NO SMOOTHING DESIRFn (I.E, ITER-O) _ COMPUTE SO 137C SECOND DERIVATIVE FROM CUBIC SPLINF SUBROUTINEC SO 138
SO 139
160 CALL CSDS (LMXsNP*THETA,Y, OIJMsO.O,-1,ApUKpIERR) SO 160IF (ZERR.NE.O) GO TO 71
C COMPUTE Y AND SECOND DERIVATIVE SO 161
DO 16 I=I,NP SO 162
IF (I*EQoNP) GO TO 15 SO 163
165 YSMO(I)=A(Igt) SO 1€€ l
YN(I)'A(IP2) SO 145
YPP(I)=Z.tA(I,3) SO 166
GO TO 16 SO 167
15 DELTA=THETA(I)-THETA(I-1) SO 168
SO 16q
150 YSMO(I)=((A(I-1p6)_DELTA+A(I-I_3))_DELTA+A(I-lt2))_DELTA+A(Z_I_I) SO 150
YN(I)=(3"_A(I-I,_)tDELTA+Z.eA(I-1,3))tnELTA+A(I_ls2) SO 151YPP(I)=6.*A(I-1p4)tDELTA+2,*A(Z-lp3)16 CONTINUE SO 152
GO TO 68 SO 153
155 C SO 154
SO 155
C FIND HAXZHUH INPUT Y VALUE AND ITS LOCATION FOR UPPER AND SO 156LOWER SURFACES
C LOWER SURFACE SO 157
17 YMAX=O,O SO 158
160 JMAXL'I SO 159
SO 160
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CAPD NO,
].bl DO 1° I-lpNOSE SO 161
J-NDS E+E-I SQ 162
IF (ABS(Y(J)),GT,YMA_} GO Tn 18 SO 163
Grl TO Ig SO 164
165 18 YMAX-ABS(Y(J)| SO 165
JHAXL-J Sg 166
1q CONTINUE SO 167
C UPPER ._IIR_aC_ Sn 16B
YMAX-O,O SO 16q
170 JMAXU-I. SO 170
DO 21 I=NOSE,NP SO 171
IF (AB._(Y(1)),GT,Y_AX} GO TO 20 SO 172
GD TD 21 SO 173
20 YMAX-ABS(Y(1)) SO 17_
175 JMAXU-I SO 175
21 CONTINUE SO 176
C SO 177
C COMPUTE UNSMnnTHED SECOND DC.RIVATIVE USING LEA_T SO 178
C ..KObARES POLYNf]MIAL METHOD SO 17q
180 C St] 180
JI-0 SO 181
ICON-O SO 182
MTER= 0 SO 183
J-IT_R Sq 184
le5 KTI-O Sq 185
IF (IPPINT,NE,O) WDITF. (JWRIT_.,?q) TITLE _qO IB_
Dr] 23 I-It30 SO 187
KTI-KTI+I ._0 188
LTER (I)-10 SO 18o
190 J-J-lO SO lqO
IF (J) 2ZpZ4p23 SO 191
22 LTEP( I)-lO+J SO 192
GO TO ?.4 S_ 193
23 CONTI FUE SO lq_
lq5 24 DO 3Q LLmI_KTI SO 195
N1-LTIFR(LL) SO Ig6
DO 34 I-I,NI SO lq7
C CALL LEAKT SOUAPE_ POLYNOMIAL SMOOTHING ROUTINF SO 108
CALL LSOSMD (THFTA,YUSMf!,WpYNpDUMpYPPU, NP, JMAXLpJMAXU_NOSF,WT_FPSp SO Igq
200 II_RR) Sfl 200
81.
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PAGE 6
CARD NO,
201 IF (IERR*NE.O) RETURN
C COMPUTE ERROR TERM SO 201
SUMY(1)=O.O SO ZOg .
DO 25 J=I,NP SO 203
205 Z5 SUMY(I)'SUMY(Z)+(Yppu[J].ypp(J))_¢2 SO Z04
Jl=Jl+l SO 205
SO ZO6
IF ((I.LE.3).AND.(LL.EQ.1)) GO TO Z6 SO 207
IF (I,EQ,I) GO TO 26 SO 208
C CHECK FOR OSCILLATIONS IN CONVERGENCE OF ERROR TERH SO gO9
210 IF (SUMY[I)-SUMY(I-I)] 26t26,32 SO 210C LOAD ARRAYS FOR NEXT ITERATION
26 DO 31 J'lpNP SO 211
WK(JgI)=YPPU(J] SO 212
IF (LL,EO,1,AND,I,EO,1) YPPS(J)=YPPU(J) SO 213
215 YPP(J)-YPPU(J) SO 216
CC=YU_MO(J) SO 215
IF (J1-2} 2q_ZBp27 SO 216
27 AA=YN(J)-YUSMD(J) SO 217
B_'A(Jpl)-A(J_Z) SO Z18
Z20 TI=SIGN(1.,AA) SO 219
TZ=SIGN(I.tBB) SO 220
SO 221
IF (T1.EQ.T2,OR,AA,EQ, BB) GO TO 28 SO 2ZZ
YUSMO[J)=A(Js2)-BB*(YUSMO(J)-A[JpZ))IfAA-BB)GO TO 30 SO Z23
225 28 YUSMO[J)=O.5_(YUSMO(J)+yHfj)) SO 224
GO TO 30 SO 225
29 YUSMO[J)=yN[J] $0 226
30 AfJ_I]=YN(J] SO 227
31 A(Jp2)=CC SO 228
230 GO TO 33 SO 229
32 NTER-I-1 SO 230
ICON-2 SO 231
GO TO 36 SO 232
33 NTER=I SO 233
SO 234
235 C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE BASED ON INPUT EPS SO 235IF (SLIMY(I).LE.Ep$) GO TO 35
34 CONTINUE SO Z36
GO TO 36 SO 237
35 ICON=! SO 238
240 C SO 239
SO 240
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CARD NO,
241 C PRINT SECDHD DERIVATIVES GEHERATED DU_I_ S;!_OTI!IHG PROCESS SO Z41
C SO Z42
3b IF (IPR!_T,NE,O} GO TO 38 SO Z_3
WRITE (J_RITE,eO) TITLE SO 244
245 DO 37 J=lt_P SO Z4_
37 WRITE [JWRITE_81: J_ys_o(J_(U_(,Ir_].T-_HTFR) SO Z6e
WRITE (3_t_ITE_B2} (SUHY(I)pt=I;UTER) SO 247
38 IF (IPRINT.HE.O) WRITE (JWRITE_Tq) LL,(SUHY(1)_I-IJNTER) SO 248
MTER=.TER+NTER SO 249
250 IF (ICON,HE=O) GO TO 40 SO 250
3q CONTINUE SO Z51
40 IF (ICON,EO,O) WRITE (JWRITEsB3) HTER SO 252
IF (ICOti.EQ.I} WRITE (JWRITE_B4) MTER SO 253
IF (ICON,EQ,2) _RITE (JWRITE_OS| _TER SO 254
255 C SO Z55
C COHPUTE SHOOTHED SECO_ID DERIVATIVE USING LEAST SQUARES SO ZSb
C CUBIC SPLINE SO 257
C SO 2_0
DO 41 I-I,NP SO 259
260 41 DUM(I)-DF SO Z60
C CALL LEAST SQU_RES CUBIC SPLINE RnUTINE SO Zbl
CALL CSDS (LMXpNPtTHETA_YPPU_DUHeFLOATfNP)_-lpA_WK_IERR) SO 262
IF (IERR,NE,O) GO TO ?I SO 263
C COMPUTE SECOND DERIVATIVE SO Z64
265 SUM'O,O SO 265
DO 44 I'I,NP SO Zb6
IF (I.EQ,NP) GO TO 42 SO 267
YPP(I)'A(I_I) SO 268
GO TO 43 SO 269
270 42 DELTA-THETA(I)-THETA(I-I) SO 270
Ypp(1).((A(I-I,4)_DELTA+A(I-I:3))_DELTA+AfI-I_Z))_DELTA.A(I-ltl) SO Z71
43 SUM-SUM+(YPPU(I)-YPP(I))$_2 SO 272
44 YPPU(I)-YPPS(I) SO Z73
WRITE (JWRITE,_8) SUM SO 274
Z75 C SO Z75
C COMPUTE HEW Y COORDINATES FROH SMOOTHEn _ECOqD DERIVATIVES SO 276
C SO 277
CALL YNEW (THETA_YPPpYSHO,NOSE_NP,YUS"D(1),YUSMO(NOSE)_YUSHO(NP)_E SO 278
IPS_DUM_WK_J_RITE_) S0 27q
2BO C SO 280
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CHECK NE~ Y COORDINATES FOR SMOOTHNESS
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CARD NO.




325 GO TO 52 SO 325




330 52 nELTA=THETA(I)eRAD SO 330
DIF-Y(I}-YSMO(1) SO 331
YPPS(I)-YPP(I| SO 332
53 WRITE (JWRITEp87} I,DELTA,X(I)gY(1)2YUS"Ofl)pYSHq(1)IDIF,YPS(I),yp SO 333
IP(IIsDYDX,DYZDXsCURV SO 334
335 WRITE (JWRITEpBq) RLE SO 335
C SO 336
C CHECK FOR INTERSECTION OF UPPER AND LOWER SURFACES SO 337
C SO 330
C DFFINE ITERATION INTERVAL SO 33q




IF (TN,LT,TE) TE=TN SO 344





350 Jr=NOSE SO 350
J2-2 SO 351
C DO-LOOP TO SEARCH FOR INTERSECTION SO 352
DO 5q I=2,N1 SO 353
IF (TP,LE,AA) TN-TN+OIF SO 354
355 IF (TP.GT.AA) TN=TN+BB SO 355
IF (TN.GT.TE) GO TO 61 SO 356
TI'TN SO 357
C FIND UPPER SURFACE Y-COORDINATE AT THETA - TN SO 358
DO 54 K'JlpttP SO 359
360 J-K-1 SO 360
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IF (TI.GE.THETA(J).ANO.TI.LE.THETA(J+l» GO TO 55
CONTINUE
OELTA-THETA(J+l)-THETA(J)






FIND LOWER SURFACE Y-COORDINATE AT THFTA - TN
Tr--Ttl
00 56 f( -J Z,NOSE
J-NOSE+I-K









COMPUTE THETA FOR INTERSECTION OF ~TRAIG4T LI~E SEGMENTS THRU
LAST TWO POINTS ON EACH SURFACE
CC-(YU2-YU1-YLZ+YLl)/(TN-TP)
IF eABSeCC).LT.l.E-lO) GO TO 58
Tl-(Yll-YUl)/CC+TP
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 58
CHECK TO SEE IF INTERSECTION THETA IS BETWEEN THIS TN-VALUE
AND THE PREVIOUS TN-VALUE
IF (Tl.GE.TP.ANO.Tl.LE.TN) GO TO 60






IF (TI.GE.TE' GO TO 61











































LISTING OF DECKI SHOXY PAGE 11
CARD NO.
401 T1-TI*RAO SO 401
WRITE (JWRZTEt72) T1 SO 40Z
IERR-1 SO 403
RETURH SO 404
405 C SO 405
C FIND LOCATIONS WHERE DYIDX-O, SO 606
C SO 407
61 KPT-O SO 608
NI-NP-1 SO 409





415 1)-YPP(I))*DELTAI6,-(YSNO(I.I)-YSHO(I)|InELTA SO 415
GP-BB*BBI4._AA*CC SO 416
IF (GP) 66e6Ze62 SO 417
62 GP-SQRT(GP) SO 618
TI-(-BB+GP)I(2,#AA) SO 419
420 T2=(-BB-GP)I(2,_AA) SO 4ZO
IP (T1,GE,THETA(I).AND.Ti,LE,THETA(I+I|| GO TO 63 50 421
GO TO 64 SO 6ZZ
63 KRT'KRT+Z SO 423
WK(KRT_I)'T1 SO 624
425 64 IF (T2.GEeTHETA(I),AND,TZeLE,THETA(I+I)) GO TO 65 SO 425
GO TO 66 SO 426
65 KRT-KRT+I SO 427
_K (KRT_ 1)'T2 SO 426
66 CONTINUE SO 429
430 IF (KRT,EO,O) GO TO 70 SO 430
C FIND XlC AND YIC WHERE DYIDX=O, 50 431
DO 69 I=I_KRT SO 432
CALL INTER (UK(I_I)_WK(I_2)eNP_THETAtX_ZpKTIJO) SO 433
DO 67 J=l_N1 SO 434
435 J1-J SO 435
JZ-J+l SO 436
IF (WK(Ipl)oGE*THETA(J),AND*WK(Ipl),LE,THETA(3+I)) GO TO 68 SO 437
67 CONTINUE SO 438
68 AA'THETJ(J2)-WK(191) $0 439
440 BB-WK(I_I)-THETA(J1) SO 440
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69 WK(I,3)-YPP(Jl).(AA••3/(6.*DELTA)-AA.DELTA/6.)+YPP(J2)*(88••3/(6•• SO 443
IDELTA)-BB*DELTA/6.)+(YSHO(Jl).AA+YSHO(JZ).S8)/DELTA SO 444
70 CONTINUE SO 445
IF (KRT.GT.O) WRITE (JWRITE,90J (WK(I,2J,WK(I,3),WK(I,I),I-l,KRT) SO 446
C SO 'tIt7
C PRINT RESULTS OF SMOOTHNESS CHECK SO 448
C SO 449
IF (tTER.EO.O) RETURN SO 450
WRITE (JWRITE,9U TITlE,DF SO 451
WRITE (JWRITE,9Z) (I,A(I,l),A(I,ZJ,I-l,NP) SO 452
WRITE (JWRITE,93) SUHl,SUM2 SO 453
RETURN 'SO 454
C SO 455
C PRINT WARNING HESSAGE IF ERROR OCCURRED IN CALL TO CSDS SO 456
C SO 457
71 WRITE (JWRITE,94) IERR SO It58
RETURN SO 459
C SO 460
72 FORHAT U5X,lOBHERROR HESSAGE -- S1400THING 'ROCESS RESULTED IN . SO 461
IAN INTERSECTION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACES AT THETA -,FlO.3) SO 462
73 FORHAT (lHl,lX,7HTITLE--,2X,8AI01112X,6ZH--CHECK OF FIRST DERIVATI SO 463
lVES GENERATED FROH IOP-2 INPUT DATA--III9X,lHI,5X,12HDY/DT(INPUT), SO 464
24X,llHDY/OT(CSOSJ,8X,3HOIF,6X,13HDY/DT(LSOSHO),8X,3HDIF/) SO It65
74 FORHAT (5X, I5,5(5X,FlO.6) J SO 466
75 FOR~AT (/Z5X,16HSUH OF SQUARES -,4X,FI0.6,20X,FI0.6) SO 467
76 FOR HAT (/IOX,25HOUTPUT FROH CSOS SELECTED) SO 468
77 FORHAT C/IOX,27HOUTPUT FROM LSQSHO SELECTED) SO 469
7B FORHAT ClHhlX,7HTITLE--,2X,BAlOll30X,53H--SIII1 OF SOUARES GENERATE SO 470
10 DURING SHOOTHING PROCESS--) SO 471
79 FORHAT (/lX,15,10FlZ.7) r SO 472
80 FORHAT (IHl,lX,7HTITLE--,2X,8AlOll30X,67H--SECOND DERIVATIVES VIR SO 473
ITHETA GENERATED DURING SHDOTHING PROCESS--/4X,lHI,5X,5HTHETA,10(5X SO 474
Z,6HOYZ/OTJ/J SO 475
81 FORMAT U5,FIO.Z,lOFll.6) SO 476
82 FORHAT (/lX,14HSUH OF SOUARES,(lOFll.6» SO 477
83 FORHAT (I3X,41HSHOOTHING PROCESS HAS NOT CONVERGED AFTER,I4,lX,lOH SO 478
lITERATIONS) SO ~79
84 FORHAT (I3X,33HSHOOTHING P~OCESS CONVERGED AFTER,I4,lX,10HITERATIO SO 4BO
LISTING OF DECK: SMDXY PAGE 13
CARD NO.
481 1NS) SO 481
85 FORMAT (13X_41HSMOOTHING PROCESS BEGAN nSCILLATING AFTER_I4slX,IOH SO 48Z
1ITERATIONS) $0 483
86 FORMAT (1HlslXs7HTITLE--t2XjSAlOlI48X,28H--_MOOTHING OUTPUT SUHMAR SO 484
4R5 1y--ll4X_IHI_SXpSHTHETApSX_3HXIC,TXp3HYICtTXp4HYTICBSX_6HYSHOICD4X_ SO 485
25HDELTA_TXp3HYPSt6Xp4HYPPSp8XpSHDYIDXpTX_E1H_(OYIDX)IDXp6Xp 50 486
19HCURVATUREI) SO 487
87 FORMAT (15pFlOe2_TFlOe693E15o6) SO 488
88 FORMAT (13X_58HSUH OF SQUARES FROH LEAST SQUARES CUBIC SPLINE SHOO SO 489
490 1THING =pE12o4) SO 4qo
89 FORMAT (/3X*22HLEADING-EDGE RADIUSIC-pFIO,6) SO 491-
qo FORMAT (13Xt16HDYIDX-O, AT XIC,_FIOo6pSX_4HYIC,JFIOe6pSX,6HTHETA=t 50 692
1F10.3) SO 493
ql FORHAT (1Hl_lX, THTITLE--_2X_SAlOlI12X_29HCHECK OF SHQOTHED COORD[N SO. 494
495 1ATESp3Xp3HDF.tFIO.6fl9XplHI_SXpZOH(YSMOfC-CHECK VALUE)p7X_ SO 495
218H(YPPS-CHECK VALUE)l) SO 496
92 FORMAT (SX_ZS_IOX_FlO.6_lSXpFlO°6) SO 497
q3 FORHAT (15XplSHSUH OF SQUARES-eF10.b_lSXjFlO.6) 50 698
q4 FORMAT (13Xp21HINPUT ERROR -- POINT 9T3plSH IS NOT INCREASINGI) SO 499
500 END SO 500-
89
LISTING OF DECK, YNEW PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE YNEW (THETAgYPPJYpNOSE,NPpYLTEpYNOSEPYUTE,EPS,DUMjWKsJW YW 1
1RITE,IPT) Y_ Z
C YW 3
C ROUTINE TO COMPUTE NEW YIC COORDINATE_ USING AN ITERATION YW 6
C PROCEDURE THAT INSURES A DESIRED Y/C CnnRDINkTE AT THE NOSE YW 5
C (IPT=O) OR THAT INSURES CONTINUITY OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE WIP TO YW 6
C THETA AT THE NOSE (IPT=I) YW 7
C YW 8
C CODED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASAILAR_ITADIAAB 1982 YW 9
IO C YW 10
C DIMENSION THETA_ YPP_ Yt AND DUM BY NP AND WK BY 2$NP IN YW 11.
C CALLING PROGRAM YW 1Z
DIMENSION THETA(1)_ YPP(1), Y(1)_ DUN(l), WK(I) YW 13
C YW 16





ZO TI=THETA(NOSE|-THETA(NOSE-1) YW ZO
TZ=THETA(NOSE+I)-THETA(NOSE] YW ZI
DO I I=IJNP YW Z2
I DUM(I)mypP(1) YW Z3
C YW Z4
Z5 C ITERATION LOOP TO COMPUTE INCREMENTAL ADJUSTMENT TO SECOND YW 25
C DFRIVATIVE TO INSURE THAT THE DESIRED CONVERGENCE OPTION AT YW Z6
C THE NOSE IS OBTAINED YW Z7
C YW 28
Z N1=N1+l YW Z9
30 IF (N1,GT,NMAX) GO TO 11 YW 30
IF (IPT,EO,1) GO TO 3 YW 31
C IF IPT=O, COMPUTE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE YIC COORDINATES YW 32
C CONCURRENTLY YW 33
CALL INVY (THETA_DUM, lsNPpYeYLTE_YUTEpWW} YW 36
35 C COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OUTPUT AND DFSIRED YIC COORDINATE YW 35
C AT THE NOSE YW 3b
DIF=Y(NOSE)-YNOSE YM 37
GO TO 4 YW 38
C IF IPT=I, COMPUTE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE Y/C COORDINATES YW 39
40 C CONSECUTIVELY YW 60
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CARD NO,
41 3 CALL INVY (THETA, DUM_NOSE,NP, Y, YNOSEJYUTEpWK) YW 41
CALL INVY (THETApDUMpZ,NOSEpY,YLTEtYNOSEpWK) YW 62
C COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UPPER ANO LOWER SURFACE FIRST YW 43
C DERIVATIVES AT THE NOSE YW 44
45 AA=-DUM(NQSE)*T213e-DUN(NOSE+I)*TZl6.+(Y(NOSE.I)-Y(NOSE))IT2 YW 45
BBmDUM(NOSE-1)*Tll6,+DUM(NOSE)_Tll3,.(Y(NOS_)-Y(NOSE-1))IT1 YW 46
DIF=AA-BB YW 47
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE YW 48
4 IF (ABS(DIF).LE.EPS) GO TO q YW 49
50 C COMPUTE ADJUSTMENT VALUE TO SECOND OERIVATIVE YW 50
IF (N1,EQ,O) GO TO 6 YW 51
IF (DIF,EQeDIFP) GO TO 5 YW 52
SP'(DELTA-DELTAP)I(DIF-DIFP) YW 53
DELTAP=DELTA YW 54
55 DIFP=DIF YW 55
DELTA=DELTA-DIFeSP YW 56
GO TO 7 YW 57
5 DELTA=O.5_fDELTA+DELTAP) YW 58
GO TO ? YW 59
60 _ DELTAP=DELTA YW 60
DIFP=DIF YW 6Z
DELTA=DELTA+OIF YW 62
C ADD ADJUSTMENT VALUE TO SECOND DERIVATIVE YW 63
? DO 8 I=lpNP YW 64
65 B DUM(I)=YPP(I).DELTA YW 65
C CONTINUE TO ITERATE YW 66
GO TO 2 YW 67
C YW 68
C PRINT CONVERGENCE MESSAGE YW 69
70 C YW TO
9 WRITE (JWRITEp14) NleDELTA YW 71
C REDEFINE THE SECOND DERIVATIVE YW 72
DO I0 I=12NP YW 73
10 YPP(I)-DUM(1) YW 7_
75 IF (IPT.EQ.1) GO TO 12 YW 75
GO TO 13 YW 76
C YW 77
C PRINT NON-CONVERGENCE MESSAGE YW 78
C YW 79
80 11 NI=NI-1 YW 80
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WRITE (JWRITE,15) N1 YW 81
YW 82
CO~PUTE NEW UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE Y/C COORDINATES CONCURRENTLY YW 83
YW 84
CALL INVY (THETA,YPP,l,NP,Y,YLTE,YUTE,WK) YW 65
YW 86




FOR~AT (/3X,88HITERATION PROCEDURE TO C""PUTE INCRE"ENTAL ADJUST"E YW 91
INT TO SECOND DERIVATIVE CONVERGED IN ,I3,23H ITERATIONS AND DELTA YW 92
2-,E12.4) YW 93
FORMAT (/I/IOX,40HWARNING THE FOLLOWING ERROR HAS OCCURRED/13X,95H YW 94
1ITEP.ATION PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE INCRE"ENTAL ADJUST~ENT TO SECOND DE YW 95
2RIVATIVE DID NOT CONVERGE IN ,I3,11H ITE~ATIONS) YW 96
END YW 97-
LISTING OF DECKt INVY PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 SUBROUTINE INVY (X,YPP,NS_NEpY, YSTARTpYENDgA) IV 1
C IV 2
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTESY VALUES FROM KNOWNSECOND DERIVATIVES AND IV 3
C END CONOITIONS IV 6
5 C IV 5
C CONED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASAILARCITAOIAAB 1982 IV 6
C IV 7
C IN CALLING PROGRAMDIMENSION X, YPPe AND Y BY HE AND A BY 2*HE IV B
C IV 9
I0 OIMEHSION X(1}t YPP(1)J Y(1)J A(NE_?) IV 10
c IV II
C SET END CONDITIONS IV 12
C IV 13
Y(NS)=YSTART IV 16
15 Y(NE)-YEND IV 15
C IV 16
C PERFORMFORWARDELIMINATION IV 17
C IV 1B
A(ltl)'YSTART IV 19
20 A(I,2)-O.O IV 20
N'NE-NS+I IV 21
Nl'N-1 IV 22
DO 1 I'2,N1 IV 23
J-NS+I-I IV 2_





30 1 A(I_I)-(C-H2*A(I-lpl))ID IV 30
C IV 31
C PERFORMBACK SUBSTITUTION IV 32
C IV 33
JINE IV 36
35 DO 2 Im2PN1 IV 35
J-J-1 IV 36
N-N-1 IV 37
2 Y(J)-A(Npl)-A(Ht2)*Y(J+I) IV 36
C IV 39
40 C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM IV 60
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CARD NO.


































SUBROUTINE LSQSMO (X.V.W.VN.VP,VPP,N,IHAX,J"AX,"OSE,WT,EPS,IERR) LH 1
LH 2
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SHOOTH X AND Y BY CONSECUTIVELY FITTING LH 3
A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE 4 THRU 7 POINTS AT A TIHE LH 4
LH 5
COOED BV -- HARRVHORGAN NASA/LARe/TAO/AA8 1982 LH 6
LH 7
DI"ENSION X(I), Y(l), W(1), YN(1), YP(1), YPP(1) LH 8
LH 9
DIMENSION XI(7), YI(7), WW(7), A(5,6), B(5) LH 10
LH 11
COMMON IINOUTI JREAD,JWRITE,IPRINT LH 12
LH 13
CHECK NOSE REGION FOR SYMMETRY LH 14
LM 15
ISVM-l L" 16
DO 1 1-1,3 LH 17
IF CABSCXCNOSE-I)+X(NOSE+I».GT.EPS) TSYM-O LH 18




FIT A LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL OF DEGPEf 4 T~qU 7 POINTS LH 23
L" 24
DO 14 I-1,N LH 25
LOAD 7 POINTS FOR LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT L" 26
IF CI.LT.4) GO TO Z LH 27
IF CI.GT.N-3) GO TO 3 LH 28
J1-I-3 L" 29
JZ-I+3 LH 30
GO TO 4 L'" 31
Jl-l LH 32
JZ-7 LH 33




IF (lSVH.EQ.O) GO TO 7 L" 38
IF CI.GT.NOSE-3.AND.I.LE.NOSE) GO TO 5 LH 39
IF CI.LT.NOSE+3.AND.I.GT.NOSE) GO TO 6 LH 40
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LISTING OF oeCKt LSOSHO PAGE Z
CARD NO.
41 GO TO 7 LH 'tl
5 Jl-NOSE-6 LH 4Z
JZ-NOSE LH 1t3
GO TO 7 LH 44
45 6 H-NOSE LH 45
JZ-HOSE+6 LH 46
7 DO e L-Jl,JZ LH 47
J-L LH 48
IF (I.L E.Nose J J-J1+JZ-L LH 49
50 KK-KK+l LM 50
WWCKKJ-l.O LH 51
IF CI.EO.JJ WWCKKJ-WCIJ LH 5Z
IF CJ.EO.IHAX.OR.J.EQ.JHAXJ WWCKKJ-WT*WCJJ LH 53
X1(KKJ- XC J J LM 54
55 8 YICKKJ-YCJJ LH 55
IF CI.LE.ltJ WWC7J-7.*WCIJ LH 56
IF CI.GE.N-3J WWC7J-7.*WCNJ U. 57
C COMPUTE LEAST S~UARES MATRIX LH 58
00 9 L- 1, 5 LH 59
60 DO 9 J-l,6 LH 60
q ACl,JJ-O. LH 61
DO 11 K-l,7. LH 6Z
Tl-l. Lit 63
DO 11 J-l,5 Ut 64
65 Tz-n LH 65
DO 10 l-l,S Lit 66
ACJ,LJ-ACJ,LJ+TZ*WWCKJ LM 67
10 TZ-TZ*XICKJ LH 68
ACJ,6J-ACJ,6J-YICKJ*Tl*WWCKJ LH 69
70 11 n-n*x IC KJ LH 70
C SOLVE FOR COEFFICIENTS OF LEAST SQUARES POlYNOltIAL LH 71
DO lZ K-l,4 Lit 7Z
DO 12 J-K,4 LH 73
Tl-ACJ+l,KJ/ACK,KJ LH 74
75 DO 12 l-K,6 LH 75
12 ACJ+l,l)-ACJ+l,l)-ACK,l)*Tl LM 76
BC5J--AC5,6)/AC5,5J LH 77
DO 13 L-2,S LH 78
K-6-l Lit 79
80 BCKJ--A(K,6J/A(K,KJ LH 80
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CARD HO.
81 KI'K+I LH 81
00 13 J'K1p5 LH 82
- 13 B(K}-BfK)-B(J)_A(KpJ)IA(K,K) LN 83
C COMPUTENEW Y • FIRST , AND SECOND DERIVATIVE LH 86
85 YN(I)'(((B(5)*X(I)+B(4))_X(I)+B(3))¢X(I)+B(Z))_X(I)+B(1) LH 85
YP(I)'((4.*B(5)*X(I).+3.*B(6))*X(I)+E**B(3))*X(I).B(2) LH 86
YPP(I)=(12.*_(5)*X(I)+6._B(_))_X(Z).Z.eB(3) LH 87
14 CONTINUE LH 86
IF (I_YH,EQ,O) RETURN LH 89


















SUBROUTINE CSDS ("AX,IX,X,F,DF,S,IPT,r.OEF,WK,IE~R) CS 1
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CS 2
C. • CS 3
C• PUR Pas E f • CS 4
c* SUBROUTINE CSDS FITS A SMOOTH CU8IC SPLINE TO A • CS 5
C. UNIVARIATE FUNCTION. DATA MAY BE UNEQUALLY SPACED•• CS 6
c* • CS 7
C. USE f • CS 6
c* CALL CSDS(HAX,IX,X,F,OF,S,IPT,COEF,WK,IERR) • CS 9
c* • CS 10
C. ~AX INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE ~AXI"UM NUMBER OF DATA. CS 11·
c* POINTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. • CS 12
C. • CS 13
C. IX INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE ACTUAL NU~BER OF DATA • CS 14
C. POINTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. IX~HAX. • CS 15
C. • CS 16
c* X ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT AR~AY OTMe~SIONED AT LEAST • CS 17
C. IX IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON ENTRY TO CSDS, • CS 18
C. XCI) HUST CONTAIN THE VALUF OF THE INDEPENDENT • CS 19
C. VARIABLE AT POINT I. • CS 20
C. • CS 21
C. F ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARPAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST • CS 22
C. IX IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON ENTPY TO CSDS, • CS 23
c* F(I) I1UST CONTAIN THE VALUE OF T~E FUNCTION AT • CS 24
c* POINT XC!). • CS 25
c* • CS 26
c* OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST • CS 27
c* IX IN TH~ CALLING PROGRAM. UPON ENTRY TO CSDS, • CS 28
C. DF(I) HUST CONTAIN AN ESTIMATF OF THE STANDARD • CS 29
c* DEVIATION OF FfI). • CS 30
c* • CS 31
c* S A NON-NEGATIVE INPUT PARAMETER WHICH CONTROLS THE • CS 32
c* EXTENT OF SMOOTHING. S SH~ULO BE IN THE RANGE • CS 33
c* (IX-fZ.IX) ••• 5)<S«IX+(Z.IX) ••• 5). • CS 34
C. • CS 35
c* IPT INPUT INITIALIZATION PARAMETER. THE USER HUST • CS 36
C. SPECIFY IPT--1 WHENEVER A NEW X AR~AY IS • CS 37
c* INPUT. THE ROUTINE WILL ALSO C~ECK TO INSURE THAT • CS 38
C. THE X ARRAY IS IN STRICTLY INCREASING ORDER. • CS 39
C. • CS 40
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c* COEF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED (MAX,4) • CS 41
C. IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON RETURN, COEFCI,JJ • CS 42
C* CONTAINS THE J-TH COEfFICIENT OF THE SPLINE FOR • CS 43
C. THE INTERVAL BEGINNING AT POINT XCIJ. THE • CS 44
C* FUNCTIONAL VALUE OF THE $PLINE AT ABSCISSA Xl, • CS 45
C* WHERE XCIJ<Xl<XCI+1), IS GIVEN gYI • CS 46
C* FCX1)-CCCOEFCI,4J.H+cnEFCI,3JJ.H+COEFCI,2J).H • CS 47
C* +COEFCI,l) • CS 48
C* WHERE H-XI-XCIJ • CS 49
C. • CS 50
C* WK A ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORK AREA ARRAY DI~ENSIONED AT • CS 51
C. LEAST C7.IX+9J IN THE CALLING PROGRA~. • CS 52
C. • CS 53
C* IERR OUTPUT ERROR PARAHETERZ • CS 54
C* -0 NORMAL RETURN. NO ERROR DETECTED. • CS 55
C. -J THE J-TH ELEMENT OF THE Y ARRAY IS NOT IH • CS 56
C* STRICTLY INCREASING OROEP. • CS 57
C. --1 THERE ARE LESS THAN FnUR VALUES IN THE X ARRAY •• CS 58
C. • CS 59
C. UPON RETURN FROM CSOS, THI~ PARA~ETER SHOULD BE • CS 60
C. TESTED IN THE CALLING PROr.RAM. • CS 61
C. • CS 62
C. • CS 63
C* • CS bit
C. REQUIRED ROUTINES -NONE • CS 65
C* • CS 66
C. SOURCE IHSL ROUTINE ICSSMU MODIFIED BY • CS 67
C* COMPUTER $CIENCES CORPORATION • CS 66
C. • CS 69
C. LANGUAGE -FORTRAN • CS 70
C. • CS 71
C* DATE RELEASED SEPTfHRER 5, lq73 • CS 72
C. • CS 73




DIMENSION XCI), FCl), DFCl), COEFCHAX,4), WKCIJ CS 78
C CS 79
C SET UP WORKING AREAS CS 80
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CARD NO.
81 C Cs 81
IERR-O CS 8Z
IF UPT .NE.-I) GO TO 4 Cs 83
IPT-O Cs 84
85 IF (J)(.LT.4) GO TO 1 CS 85
GO TO Z CS 86
1 IERR--l Cs 87
RETUflN Cs 88
Z IXl-rX-l CS 89
qO DO 3 I-l,IXl Cs 90
IF (X(I+l)-X(I).GT.O) GO TO 3 CS 91
IERR-I+ 1 Cs 9Z
RETURN CS 93

























120 IF (IX.lT.3) GO TO 10 CS 1Z0
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LISTING _F DECKs C_DS PAGE 6
CARD NO.
121 DO 5 I-3_IX C$ 121
G=H C$ 122
- H=X(Z)-X(I-1) CS 123
E=FF C$ 124










135 WK(IJK1)--DF(I-1)/G-DF(I-1)tH C$ 135
5 CONTINUE CS 136
DO 6 I-3, IX CS 137
IJKI-IBI+I C$ 138
IJK2"IB2.I C$ 139
140 COEF(I-t,2)-WK(I)_WK(I).WK(IJK1))WK(IJK1).WK(TJK2)tWK(IJKZ) C$ 140
COEF(I-1P3)-WK(I)*WK(IJKI+I}+WK(IJK1)_WK(IJK2.t) CS 141
CDFF(I-1,4)-WK(I))WK(IJK2+2) C$ 142
6 CONTINUE CS 163
C CS 1 _ l
145 C NEXT ITEgAT70_ CS 145
C CS 146
7 IF (IX.LT.3) GO TO 10 CS 147
DO 8 1-3)IX CS 148
IJKI-IBI+I-1 CS 149










160 IJKO-IJKN-1 C$ 160
i01
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CARD NO.




165 H=COEF(I-I_6)tP CS 165
8 CONTINUE CS 166
00 q I=3, IX CS 167
J=IX-I+3 CS 168
IJKS=IBS+J C5 169





175 q CONTINUE CS 175
10 E=O CS 176
H=O CS 177
C CS 178
C COHPUTE U AND ACCUMULATEE CS 179
180 C CS 180




185 IJ_6=IB6+I CS 185
WK(IJK6)=(H-G)*DF(I-1)tDF(Z-I) CS 186
E=E+WK(IJK6)_(H-G) CS 187
11 CONT]HUE CS 188
G=-H_DF(IX)_DF(IX) CS 189









IF (IX.LT,3) GO TO 13 CS 199
200 00 1Z I-3_IX CS 200
I02
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CARD NO,








12 CONTINUE CS 209
210 13 H-E-P_FF C5 Z10
IF (H,LE,O) GO TO 14 CS 211
C CS 212
C UPDATE THE LAGPANGE MULTIPLIER P CS 213
C FOR THE NFXT ITERATION CS 214
215 C CS 215
P-P+(S-F2)I((SQRTfSIE).P)_H) CS 216
GO TO 7 CS 217
C CS 218
C IF E LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO $9 CS 219
220 C COMPUTE THE _nEFPICIENTS AND RETURN. CS 220
C CS 221
14 DO 15 I'2,NP1 C$ 222
IJK6"IB6+I CS 223
COEF(I-I_I)-F(I-1)-P*WK(IJK6) CS 224
225 IJKSIIB5+I C$ 225
COEF(I-lp3)IWK(IJKS| CS 226
15 CONTINUE CS 227
DO 16 II2,1X CS 228
HIX(I)-X(I-1) CS Z29
230 COEF(I-lp4)=(COEF(I_3)-COEF(I-IP3])/(3,#H) CS 230
COEF(I-1PZ)-(COEF(Iel)-COEF(I-lpl))IH-(H*_OEF(I-Zp4)+COEF(I-lp3))_ CS 231
1H CS 232
16 CONTINUE CS 233
RETUPN CS 234
235 END CS 2351
I03




















































DETERMINE OUTPUT PUNCH OPTION













CODeD 8Y -- HARRY MORGAN NASA/LARe/TAO/AAB 1982






























LISTING OF OECKt PCARD PAGE 2
CARD NO.
41 IF (IOP.EQ.O) DX(J)=X(I)*CHORD PH 41
IF (IOP.NE.O) DX(J)=THETA(I)*RAD PH 42
IF (IOP.EQ.O) DY(J)aYSMO(I)tCHORD PH 43
IF (IOP._Q.1) DY(J)=YSMO(I) PH 46
45 IF (IOP.EQ.2) DY(J)=YPS(I) PH 65
IF (IOP.EQ.3) DY(J)=YPPS(I) PH 46
1 CONTINUE PH 47
WRITE (JWRITEp14) J PH 48
XI-FLOAT(J) PH 49
50 WRITE 11p15) XI PH 50
IF (IOP.EQ.O) WRITE (JWRITEp16) (DX(I)_I=I_J) PH 51
IF (IOP.NE,O) WRITE (JWRITEj7) (DX(I)pI=lgJ) PH 52
WRITE (JWRITEe17) (DY(I)_I=I_J) PH 53
IF (KP.EQ.1) WRITE (JWRITEpZL) (DW(I)pI=I,J) PH 54
55 DO 3 I=l_J PH 55
IF [IQP.NE.O) GO TO 2 PH 56
It (DW(1).GT.I,O) WRITE (1_2Z) DX(I),DY[I)pOW[I) PH 57
IF (OW(I).LE,t.O) WRITE (1,18) OXfI)_OY(I) PH 58
GO TO 3 PH 59
60 2 IF (DW(I).GT.I.O) WRITE (1,B) DX(I),DY(I)_DW(1) PH 60
IF (OW(I).LE.I.O) WRITE (1p9) OX{I)PDY(I) PH 61
3 CONTINUE PH 62
C PH 63
C PUNCH LOWER SURFACE QUANTITIES PH 66
65 C PH 65
J=KP-O PH 66
00 4 I=lpNOSE PH 67
J-J+1 PH 68
K=HOSE+I-I PH 69
70 DW(J)=W(K) PH 70
IF (W(K)°GT.I.0) KP=I PH 71
IF (IOP.EQ.O) DX(J)=X(K)*CHORD PH 72
IF (IOP.NE.O] DX(J)=THETA(K)*RAD PH 73
IF (IOP.EQ.O) DY(J)-YSMO(K)_CHORD PH 74
75 IF (IOP.EO.Z) DY(J)mYSMO(K) PH 75
IF (IOP.EQ.2) DY(J)=YPS(K) PH 76
IF (IOP,EO,3) DY(J)=YPPS(K) PH 77
4 CONTINUE PH 78
WRITE (JWRITE,19) J PH 79
eO XI=FLOAT(J) PH 80
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IF (IOP.EQ.O) WRITE (JWRITE,16) CDXCI),Y-l,J)
IF CIOP.NE.O) WRITE (JWRITE,7) (DX(I),I-l,J)
WRITE (JWRITE,17) (DY(I),I-1,J)
IF (KP.EQ.l) WRITE CJWRITE,2l) CDW(I),I-l,J'
00 6 I-I, J
IF (IOP.NE.O' GO TO 5
IF (OW(I).GT.l.O' WRITE (1,22' DX(I',OYCI),OW(I)
IF COWCI).LE.l.O) WRITE (l,lS' OXCI"nYfI)
GO TO 6
IF (OWCI,.GT.l.O) WRITE Cl,8' DX(I),DY(I),DW(I)
IF CDWCI).LE.l.O) WRITE Cl,9) DX(I"DYCI)
CONTINUE






























































LISTING OF DECKs PCARD PAGE 6
CARD NO,
121 lq FORHAT (13XpCHNL =_I€) PH 1Z1
20 FORHAT (/3Xp6HYLTE =tFIO. 6_SXj7HYNOSE -,FIOe6pSXI6HYUTE =,FlOe6) PH Z22
2t FORHAT (13X,¢HDW =pSFlO.2/(TX_6F10.2)) PH 123
22 FORHAT [ZF10.69FlO.Z) PH 12k
125 END PH 125-
I07
































THIS POUTINE PLOTS INPUT AND SMOOTHED VIC, S"OOTHED VPS, AND
SHOOT~ED VPPS VERSUS THETA. ALSO PLOTS INPUT AND SHOOTHED Y/C
VERSUS X/C.
COOED BY -- HARRY HORGAN NASA/LARC/TAD/AAB 1982
































































LISTING OF DECK_ PLOTAF PAGE 2
CARD NO.
61 J=K-1 PF 61
IF (YP,GE,THETA(J),AND.YP,LE.THETA(K)) GO TO 4 PF 42
3 CONTINUE PF 43
4 H-J PF _4





50 YPSI(I).YPPS(J)*(DELTAIb,-X2*X21(E.*DELTA)I+YPPS(J+I)*(XI*XZI(2,#D PF 50
1ELTA)-DELTAI6.)+(YSHO(J.I)-YSHO(J))IDELTA PF 51
IF (ABS(YI(I)),GE,YNAX) YNAX-ABS(YI(I)) PF 52
5 CONTINUE PF 53
C PF 54
55 C PRINT INTERPOLATED YIC-COORDINATES PF 55
C PF 56
IF (IPRINT,NE,O) GO TO 6 PF 57
WRITE (JWRITEp15) TITLE PF 58
WRITE (JWRITEt16} (IpTI(I),XI(I)tYI(I)pI-I_NR) PF 59
60 C PF 60
C DETERNINE SCALING FACTOR FOR YIC AXIS PF 61
C PF 62
6 YSCALE-O,1 PF 63
IF (YHAX°LE,O.06) YSCALE-O,01 PF 64
65 IF ((YMAX.GT.O.Ob),AND.(YHAX.LE,O,12)) YSCALE-O,02 PF 65
IF ((YNAX,GT,O.lZ),AND.(YNAX,LE,O.24)) YSCALE-O.04 PF 66
IF ((YMAX,GT.O,26),AND,(YHAX,LE,O,30)) YSCALE-O.05 PF b7
YHIN--6.tYSCALE PF 68
YSAV-YSCALE PF 69
70 C PF 70
C DRAW AND LABEL YIC AND THETA AXIS PF 71
C PF 72
IF (IPLOT.EO.2) GO TO 11 PF 73
CALL CALPLT (2,_1,,-3) PF 7_
75 CALL NOTATE (O,,O,eSIZeTITLEeO.eBO) PF 75
CALL AXES (O,p2,_O.j36._-lBO,plO,,-2.,1,JlOHTHETAgDEG, pSIZ_-lO_O) PF 76
CALL AXES (O.pZ._90°_lZ°pYHIN_YSCALEp-l,eO°_3HYICgSIZP3_2) PF 77
CALL NOTATE (1,0_13,1_,SpZeOot-1) PF 78
CALL NOTATE (1,5_12,9_SIZpBHSNOOTHEDeO,e_| PF 79
80 CALL NOTATE (1.0e13,7_,Tp3pO,,-1) PF 80
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LISTING OF DECK; PLOTAF PAGE 6
CARD NOo
121 IF (YRAX=LEeZo40)oANDe(YRAXoGTelo20) YSCALE=o4 PF 121
IF (YHAX.LE.1.20).AND.(YNAXoGTeOe60) YSCALE'.2 PF 122
IF (YHAX.LE.O.60).AND.(YHAX,GT,O.30) Y3CALE'.I PF 123
IF (YHAX.LE.O.30).ANDo(YNAX.GT.O.24) YSCALE'.05 PF 12k
125 TF (YNAX.LE.O.26).ANDo(YNAX.GT.O.12) YSCAL_'.O¢ PF 125
ZF (Y_AX.LE-O.lZ).AND.(YHAX.GT°O.06) Y_CAL_'.02 PF 1Z6
IF (YHAX.LE.O,O6)oAND.(YMAX.GE.O.O0) Y$CAL_'.01 PF 127
YNIN--6.*YSCALE PF 128
C PF 129
130 C DRAWAND LABEL YP_ YPPp AND THETA AXI_ PF 130
C PF 131
CALL CALPLT (OoP8.t-3) PF 132
CALL AXES (OopO._O.,36._-180._10.,-Z._l°,lOHTHETA,DEGojSIZ,-10_O) PF 133
C DRAWAND LABEL YPS AXES PF 136
135 CALL AXES (O._Ootgo.p12._CHINeCSCALEp-1°pOop3HYPS_SIZpSpZ) PF 135
C DRAWAND LABEL YPPS AXES PF 136
CALL AXES (36.pOopgO.t1Zo,YMIN, YSCALEp-l.,O._6HYPPSpSIZp-6p2) PF 137
CALL NOTATE (1oO_11e1_o6p3pO._-1) PF 138
CALL NOTATE (loSplOogpsIZ,6HYPPSgOop6) PF 139
160 CALL NOTATE (1°0_11.7_o6,2_0.,-1) PF 160
CALL NOTATE (loSjlloS, SIZ_3HYPS,O._3) PF 141
CALL CALPLT (Oo_6.p-3) PF 162
C PF 163
C PLOT SHOOTHEDFIRST DERIVATIVES YP VS TH_TA PF 16_
165 C PF 165
YPSI(NM+I)-O.O PF 1_6
YPSI(NM+2)-CSCALE PF 167
CALL LINE (TIpYPSI,NMgI_OpO,O,) PF 168
C PF 169





155 YPPS(NP+2)'YSCALE PF 155
CALL LINE (THETA_YPPSpNPplpOgO_Oe) PF 156
DO 10 I'I_NP PF 157
TP-THETA(I)*RAD/lOo+18.O PF 158
YP'YPPSfI)IYSCALE PF 159
160 CALL PNTPLT (TP_YP_22_ISZZ) PF 160
!!!
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CARD NO.
161 10 CONTINUE PF 161
CALL NFRANE PF 16Z
C CHECK PLOT OPTION PF 163
IF (IPLOT.EQ.I.OR.IPLOT.EQo6) RETURN PF 166
165 IF (IPLOT.EO.8) RETURN PF 165
C PF 166
C DETERHINE SCALING FACTOR FOR Y/C AXIS PF 167
C PF 168
11 IF (YSAV.EQ.O.01) YNAX=8 PF 169
170 IF (YSAVoEQoOeO2) YHAX-1Z PF 170
IF (YSAV*EQ.O.04) YHAX=20 PF 171
IF (YSAV.EOoO.05) YNAX=Z6 PF 172
YHIN=-O.OZ25*YHAX PF 173
C PF 176
175 C PLOT INPUT AND SHOOTHED YIC-COORDINATE_ VS XlC PF 175
C PF 176
C ORAq AND LABEL YIC AND XIC AXIS PF 177
C PF 178
CALL CALPLT (Zo,2eo-3) PF 179
1_0 CALL NOTATE (O.,O.,SIZ, TITLEpO.,SO) PF 180
CALL CALPLT (O°_Z.s-3) PF 181
CALL AXES (O°,O.tO*_kO°oO.P.OZPJ-2.,I.,3HXI_PSIZp-3p2) PF 182
CALL AXES (O.sOesOO.pYHAX_YNINeOeOZS_-Z._I.p3HYIC,SIZp3tZ) PF 183
YP=YHAX-OeO PF 186
185 CALL NOTATE (I.0_YP_SIZpZ_O.9-1) PF 185
YP=YHAX-I.I PF 186
CALL NOTATE (IoS_YP_SIZ28HSHOOTHED_0o,8) PF 187
YP=Y_AX-.3 PF 188
CALL NOTATE (loOtYP_SZZp3,0e,-1) PF 189
190 YP=YMAX-.5 PF 190
CALL NOTATE (1,5_YP_SIZpSHINPUT_O._5) PF 191
YP=OoSSYNAX PF 192
CALL CALPLT (Oo_YP,-3) PF 193
C PF 194
lq_ C PLOT INPUT YIC-COOROINATES PF 195
C PF 196
O0 16 I=IPNP PF 197
TP-ABS(THETA(I)) PF 198
IF (TP.LE.PI2) GO TO 1Z PF 199
ZOO XP=CONS_(ATAN(SINH(TP-PIZ))+I.)I.OZ5 PF ZOO
112
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CJRONO.
201 GO TO 13 PF 201
12 XP'CONS_(1.-COS(TP))I.OZ_ PF 20Z
13 YP'Y(I)/.O25 PF 203
CALL PNTPLT (XP,YPP22, ISIZ) PF 206
20_ 1; CnHTINUE PF 205
C PF Z06
C PLOT $HOOTHED YIC-COORDINATE$ PF Z07
C PF ZO8
XI(NH.I)'YI(NH+I)-OoO PF 209
210 XI(NM.2)'YI(NM.2)-,025 PF Z10
CALL LINE (XIpYI,NMJ190_090,) PF 2il
CALL NFRAME PF 212
C PF 213
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAH PF Z16
215 C PF 215
RETURN PF Z16
C PF Z17
15 FORMAT (1Hl,lX,THTITLE--,2X,BAlOlI69X,28H--TNTERPOLATED COORDINATE PF 218
tS--I10XpIHZ,3X, SHTHETA,SX,3HXICt7X,3HYICp12X,1HIp3X, SHTHETA_SXt3HX PF Z19
2?0 21C,7Xp3HY/C*12XplHI_3X_SHTHETA_SX_3HXIC_TXp3HYICI) PF Z20
16 FORHAT (3(7XpI_pFB.ZPEFIO.6)) PF 221
END PF 2Z2-
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LISTING OF DECK! PLOTCK
PAGE 1
CAPD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE PLOTCK (THETAjYSMOpYPS,YPP$_NPpTITLE) PC 1C
PC 2
C ROUTINE TO PLOT SQUARE ROOT OF SHOOTH_O CURVATURE VERSUS THETA PC 3
PC 4
5 C CODED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASAILARC/TADIAAB 1982 PC 5
PC 6
DIMENSION THETA(1)_YSMO(1), YPS(1)t YPPS(])_ TITLE(B) PC 7C
PC 8
COHMOH /HLMI T1(723) PC 9
10 COMMON /SHY/ CURV(723) PC 10
COMMON IRLKll PI_PIZeRAD_CONS PC 11COMMDM IINOUT/ JREAD_JWRITE2IPRIHTC PC 12
DATA NMI7211,SIZ/.401tISIZI31 PC 13
15 C 1pc 14
C SINH(X)-O.St(EXP(X)-EXP(-X)) PC 15
C COSH(X)-O.5*(EXP(X)+EXP(-X)) PC 16C PC 17
C INTERPOLATE NM CURVATURE POINTS PC 16
ZO C PC 19
IF (IPRINT.NE.O) GO TO 1 PC 20
WRITE (JWRITE_15) TITLE PC 21
1 DP'(THETA(NP)-THETA(1))IFLOAT(NM-1) PC 22
TDEL-THETA(I|-DP PC 23
25 M-2 PC 24
DO _ T'I,HM PC 25
PC 26
TDEL-TDEL.DP PC 27
IF (TDEL.LT.THETA(I)) TDEL-THETA(1) PC 28
IF (TDEL.GT.THETA(HP)) TDEL-THETA(HP) PC 2930 TI(I)-TDEL*RAD
TP-TDEL PC 30
IF (M.LT.2) M-2 PC 31
DO 2 K-MpNP PC 32
J-K-1 PC 33
PC 34
35 IF (TP.GE.THETA(J).AND.TP.LE.THETA(K)) GO TO 3 PC 352 CONTINUE
3 M'J PC 36
DELTA'THETA(J.I)-THETA(J) PC 37
TZ'THETA(J+I)-Tp PC 38
40 T1-TP-THETA(J) PC 39
PC 40
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CARO NO,




45 YPPI-(YPPS[J)*TZ+YPPS(J+I)*T1)IDELTA PC 45
OELTA=YPI PC 66
IF (TP.LE.O.O) DELTA='DELTA PC 47
TP=ABS(TP) PC 68
IF (TP.GTePI2) GO TO 4 PC 69
50 GP=CONS*SIN(TP) PC 50
GPP=CONS_COS{TP) PC 51
XI=CONS*(1.-COS(TP)) PC 52
GO TO 5 PC 53
4 TI=COSH(TP-PZ2) PC 54




5 IF (TP*LE*O*OeORoGPeEQ.OeO) GO TO 6 PC 59
60 OYDX=DELTAIGP PC 60
PYZDX=(YPPI_GP-DELTA_GPP)I(GP_*3) PC 61
CURV(I)-ABS(DYZDX)I(SQRT(le+DYDX**2)**3) PC 62
GO TO 7 PC 63
6 DYDX=O,1Egq PC 66
65 OYZDX=O.1E99 PC 65
CURV(Z)=CON$1(DELTA*DELTA) PC 66
7 IF (IPRINT.NE.O) GO TO 8 PC b7
_RITE (JWRITEe16) IeTI(I)pXIeYIeYPIeYPPTeDYDXpOY2DXJCURV(I) PC 68
8 CURV(I)=SQRT(CURV(I)) PC 69
70 C PC 70
C DETERMINE SCALING FACTOR FOR CURVATURE AXES PC 71
C PC 72
CHAX=O.O PC 73
00 9 Z=lpNH PC 76
75 IF (CURV(I].GT.CHAX) CMAX-CURV(I) PC 75




80 C DRAW AND LABEL CURVATURE AND THETA AXES PC 80
!15
LISTING OF DECK: PLOTCK
PAGE 3CARD NO.
81 C
CALL fiRIDCK PC 81
CALL CALPLT (2.,2.t-3} PC 8Z
CALL NOTATE (O°,O.,SIZ,TITLEPO,t80) PC 83
e5 CALL CALPLT (O.pZoe-3) PC 84
PC 85
CALL AXES (O*'Oe'O*'36t*'180o*lOoe-ZetleP10HTHETAeDEGe,SIZs_10, O) PC 86
CALL AXES (O°'Oo'90")20e'O'gCHAXJ-2oplep15HSQRT(CURVATURE),SZZ,15, PC 8712)
C PC 88




q5 CURV(NH+2)=C_AX PC 94
CALL LINE (TIeCURVtNHJI,0,OeOeO) PC 95C PC 96
C COMPUTEAND PLOT CURVATUREAT INPUT THETA POINTS PC 97C PC 98
100 DO 1_ I=lpNP PC 99
DELTA=YPS(I) PC 100
IF (THETA[I)oLE.O.O) DELTA=-OELTA PC 101
TP=ABSfTHETA(Z)) PC 102
IF (TPeGToPZZ) GO TO 10 PC 103
105 GP=CONS*SIN(TP) PC 106
GPP'CONS*COS[TP) PC 105
GO TO 11 PC 106
10 TI-COSH(TP-PI2) PC 107
T2=SINH(TP-PZ2) PC 108
110 GP=CONSIT1 PC 109
GPP=-CONS*TZI(TI*T1) PC 110
11 IF (TP.LE°O.O°OR,GP.EO,O°O) GO TO 12 PC 111DYDX=OELTAIGP PC 112
DYZDX=(YPPS(Z)*GP-DELTA_GPP)I(GP**3) PC 113
115 TI'ARS(DYZDX)I(SQRT(1,+DYDX,_2)**3) PC 116GO TO 13 ; PC 115
1Z TI=CONSI(DELTA_DELTA) PC 116
13 T2"THETA(Z)*RADIZOo+18oO PC 117
TI=SGRT(T1)ICflAX PC 118
120 CALL PNTPLT (TZ_TI_2ZpISIZ) PC 119
PC 120
!16
LISTING DF DECKz PLOTCK PAGE 4
CARD ND.
121 1€ CONTINUE PC 121
C PC 1ZZ
C ADVANCE TO NEXT FRAME AND RETURN PC 123
C PC 124




15 FORMAT (1HtplXeTHTITLE--pZX,BAlOII36X_26H--INTERPOLATED CURVATURE- PC 129
130 1-13X,1HI,6X,SHTHETAJSXp3HWIC,TX_3HYIC_X,SHDYIOT_SX, 6HDYZIDT,7XsSH PC 130
ZDYIDXjTX_llHD(DYIDX)IDX95XpqHCURVATUR_I) PC 131
16 FORMAT (ISjFlO.2e6FlO.6,3E15.6) PC 132
END PC 133-
!17


































THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE THICKNESS AND Cl"BER DISTRIBUTIONS
OF THE SHOOTHED AIRFOIL
CODED BY -- HARRY ~ORGAN NASA/lARe/TAD/AlB 198Z











lOAD THETA, X/C, VIC, AND SECOND DERIVATIVES INTO SEPARATE





























































































LISTING OF DECKz CA_TK PAGE 2
CARD NO.
41 NL=NOSE CK 61
J=NOSE+I CK 62
DO 4 Z'I,NO_E CK k3J'J-1
45 TL(J}=THFTA(I) CK 66CK 65
YL (J)=YSHO(I) CK 66
TP=ABS(THETA(Z)) CK 67
IF (TP.GT.PZ2) GO TO 3 CK 48XL(J)=CONS_(I.-COS[TP))
50 GO TO 4 CK 69CK _0
3 XLfJ)=CONS_(ATAN(SINH(TP-pIz))+I.) CK 51
4 YPPL(J)=YPPS(I) CK 52
C COMPUTE FIRST DERIVATIVES OF UPP_P SURFACE CK 53DO 5 I=2pNU
55 DELTA=TU( I )-TU(1-1) CK 54CK 55
DYXU(I)=YPPU(I)$DELTAI3..YPPU(I-1)*DELTAIb.+fYU(I)-YU(I-1))IDELTA CK 56
IF (TU(I]°LE°PI2) DYXU(I)=OYXU(I)/(CONS*SIN(TU(I))) CK 57
IF (TU(I).GT.PI2) DYXU(I)=DYXU(I)eCOSH(TU(Z)-PIZ)ICONS CK 565 CONTINUE
60 DYXU(1)=O,1Eq9 CK 59CK 60
C CK 61
C COHPUTE THICKNESS AND CAHBER DISTRIBUTIONS BY FINDING LOMER CK 6Z
C SURFACE COORDINATE (XLS,YLS) CORRESPONDING TO INPUT UPPER CK 63C SURFACE COORDINATE (XUpYU)




70 NMl=NM-1 CK 69CK 70
A1-PIIFLOAT(NN1) CK 71DEL=E./(FLOAT(NM1}_2)
DO 12 I=I,NU CK 72
C LOAD XU AND YU CK 73





_0 C FIND XLS CK 79CK 80
119








































IF CI.EO.1.AND.D.LE.OEL) GO TO 10









IF (K.EQ.NSJ GO TO 8
DKL-COL-DLP)/CXXL-XP)
DKU-(DU-DUP)/CXXL-XP)










































LISTING OF DECKI CAMTK PAGE 4
CARD NO.
121 IF (XKoLEoXP.DEL°AND.XK,GE.XXL-DEL) GO TO 11 CK 121
8 KSAVE-K CK 122
XpIXXL CK 123
OUP-_U CK 126
125 DLP-DL CK 125
9 CONTINUE CK 126
IF (I.GT,1) GO TO 12 CK 127
10 XK-XL(NL) CK 128
KSAVE-NS CK 129




12 CONTINUE CK 134
135 C COMPUTE YLS FOR EACH XLS AND PRTNT RESULTS CK 135
URITE (JWRITEp44) TITLE CK 136
DO 19 I-I_NT CK 137
IJ=LX(I) CK 138
DELTA-XLS(I) CK 139
140 IF (DELTA.GT.I.) DELTA-l° CK 160
ZF (DELTA.LE.CONS) GO TO 13 CK 141
DELTA-TAN(DELTAICONS-1.) CK 162
TP'PI2+ALOG(DELTA+SQRT(DELTA*DELTA+I.)) CK 143
GO TO 14 CK 166
165 13 TP=ACnS(1.-DELTAICONS) CK 165
14 DO 15 J-loNL1 CK 146
J2-NL-J CK 167
J1"J2+1 CK 148
IF (TP*GE.ABS[TL(JZ))°AND.TP,LE.ABS(TL(J1))| GO TO 16 CK 169
150 15 CONTINUE CK 150









160 IF (YU(IJ).EO.YYL) TH(I)-O,O CK 160
121
i'
LISTING OF DECKz CAMTK
PAGE 5
CARn NO.
161 IF (YUKIJ),NE,YYL) THKIJ'ATAN((XLS(I)-XUKIJ))I(YU(Ij)_yyL)) CK 161IF (TK(I).LE.O.O) GO TO 17 CK 162
DYL=YPPL|J1)_(DELTA/6.-TZ*TZI(Z._DELTJ))+YppL(j2).(TI#T1/(2.tDELTA CK 163I)-DELTAI6.)+(YL(J2)-YL(J1))/OELTA ,
165 IF (TP.LE.PIZ) DELTA=CON$_SIN(TP) ; CK 166
IP (TP,GT.PI2)DELTA=CONS_COSH(TP-PI2) CK 165IF [TP. LE.O.O) DYL-O.1E99_ CK 166
IF (TP.GT.O.O) DYL--DYLIDELTA CK 167
COST'(YU(IJ)-YYL)I(Z.eTK(II)) ,, CK 166
170 SINT=(XLS(1)-XU(IJ))I(Zo_'TK(I)) CK 169
zi CKz7oDU=(COSTtDYXU(IJ)-SINT)/flSINT*DYXU( )+COST)DL=(COST*DYL-SINT)/(SINT_DYL+COST) K 171
T2=ABS(ABS(DU)-ABS(DL)) _ ! CK 172GO TO 18 : , CK 173
175 17 T2=O,O ! i CK 174
18 TI-TH(I)*RAD I i_ CK 175
CK 176
WRITE (JWRITE,45) I'XU(I_)'YU(IJ),XL_(I)pYYLpXC[I)#YC(I)sTK(I),Tlt CK 1771T2 :
19 CONTINUE _ -t
l CK 178180 C CK 179
C COMPUTE STARTING LOC_TION OF CAMBED DISTribUTION (I.E CK 180C • CK 181
THICKNESS = O) BY FIITTING SECOND _ORnER CURVE TO LAST THREE CK 182
C COMPUTED CAMBER LINE COORDINATES fAN_ THEN OETERMINING CK 183
C INTERSECTION OF THAT CURVE WITH _IRFOIL SURFACE18_ C , CK 186
ISYM=I CK 185
DO 20 I=1_5 CK 186
IF (ABS(XUII)-XL(I)).GT.EPS) ISYM-O CK 187
IF (ABS(YU[I)+YL(I)).GT.EPS) ISYM=O CK 188
190 20 CONTINUE ; CK 189
IF (I_YM. EQ.1) GO TO 30 CK 190
IF [XC(NT).LE.DEL) GO TO 31 CK 191
XI-XC(NT)**2 CK 192
X2=XC(NT-1)**Z CK 193
lq5 X3=XC(NT-2)**2 ' CK 196
D'F(XIpXC(NT),I.,X2_XC(NT-Z)jI._X3pXC(NT_2)pl°) CK 195CK 196
AI=F(YC(NT)'XC(NT)pZ._YC(NT-1)_XC(NT-1)_ltpYC(NT,2),XC(NT.Z)_lo)ID CK 197
AZ'F(X19YC(NT)_Z,,XZ,YC(NT-1)_l.px3pYc(NT_2)pl.)ID CK 198AS=YC(NT)-AI*X1-A2*XC(NT)
200 NMI-NMI_ CK 199
" CK ZOO
122
LISTING OF DECK: CAHTK PAGE 6
CARO NO,




205 YYLP=YL(1) CK 205
YYCP=(AI_X+A2)_X+A3 CK 206
NMI=NNI+I CK 207
DO 27 I=ZjNM1 CK 208
X=X+D CK 209
210 IF (X.GToCONS) GO TO Z7 CK ZIO
TP'ACOS(1.-XICONS) CK 211
-- DO 21K=ZjNU CK 212
KI=K-1 CK 213
K2"K cK 21_
215 IF (TP.GE°TU(K1).ANDeTPoLE,TU(K2)) GO TO 22 CK 215
21 CONTINUE CK Z16
22 DELTA=TU(K2)-TU(K1) CK 217
TI"TP-TU(K1) CK 218
T2=TU(K2)-TP CK 219
220 YYU=YPPU(K1)_(T2_31(6°#OELTA)-T2_DELTAI6°I+YPPU(K2)_(TI_31(6o#DE CK 220
1LTA)-TI_DELTAI6o)+(YU(K2)*TI+YU(K1)tT2)IOELTA CK 221
DO Z3 J=ZpNL CK Z22
J2=J-1 CK 223
Jl=J CK 224
225 IF (TP.GE.ABS(TL(JZ))eANDeTPeLEoABSfTL(J1))) GO TO 24 CK ZZ5
23 CONTINUE CK Z26
24 DELTA=TL(J2)-TL(J1) CK 227
TI=-TP-TL(J1) CK 228
TZ-TL(JZ)+TP CK 229





235 IF (DKU.EQ.OKC] GO TO 25 CK 235
XKU=XP+(YYCP-YYUP)I(DKU-OKC) CK 236
IF (XKU.GE*XPeANDoXKUeLEoX) GO TO Z8 CK Z37
25 OKL=(YYL-YYLP)I[X-XP) CK Z38
IF (DKL,EQoDKC) GO TO 26 CK 239
240 XKL=XP+(YYCP-YYLP}/(DKL-DKC) CK 2_0
123
LISTING OF DECKI CAHTK PAGE 7
CARD NO.
241 IF (XKL,GE,XP,AND,XKL,LE,X) GO TO 29 CK Z41Z6 XP=X CK 242
YYLP=YYL CK Z43YYUP=YYU
265 YYCP-YYC CK 266CK Z45
27 CONTINUE CK Z66
GO TO 31 CK 267
28 NT=NT+I CK Z68LX(NT)=O
250 XLS(NT)=XKU CK 249CK ZSO









260 1LTA)-TleDELTAI6.)+(YU(KZ)tTI+YU(K1)eT2)IDELTI CK 260YLS(HT)-YYU
YC(NT)=YLS(NT) CK 261CK 262
D'ABS(ABS(DU)-ABS[YC(NT))) CK 263
TI=TH(HT)eRAD CK 264
265 WRITE (JWRITE_45) NT_XLS(NT)pYLS(NT)sXLS(NT)pYLS(HT)_XC(NT)eYC(HT) CK 265
I_TK(NT)_TI_D CK 266GO TO 31
29 NT=NT+I CK 267CK 268LX(NT)=O




TH(HT)-ATAN(2._AI_XKL+A2) CK 274275 TP'ACOS(1.-XKLICON$) CK Z7_
DELTA=TL(JZ)-TL(J1) CK Z76T1--TP-TL(J1)
TZ-TL(JZ)+TP CK 277CK 278
YYL=YPPL(J1)_(TZ_31(6e#DELTA)-TZ_DELTAf6,)+YppL(JZ)_(T1et31(6.eDE CK Z79
280 1LTA)-TltDELTAI6.).(YL(J1)eT2.YL(J2)#T1)IDELT! CK 280
124
LISTING OF DECKt CAMTK PAGE e
CARO NO.




285 WRITE (JWRZTE,45) NTpXLS(NT)_YLSfNT)tXLS(NT),YLSfNT),XC(NT)_YC(NT) CK 285
ltTK(NT)_TI,D CK Z86
GO TO 31 CK 287
30 IF (LX(NT).EQ.I) GO TQ 31 CK Z88
NT=NT+I CK 289





2q5 TK(NT}=OoO CK 295
TH(NT)=O°O CK Z96.
O=O.O CK Z97
WRITE (JWRZTEp45) NTpXC(NT}pYC(NT},XLS(NT)pYLS(NT|_XC(NT|PYCfNT)gT CK Z98
1K(NT]_TH(NT)_D CK zq9
300 C CK 300
C PUNCH CAMBER AND THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS CK 301
C CK 302
31 IF (IPUNCH.NE°5) GO TO 33 CK 303
WRITE (194_| TITLE CK 304
305 WRITE (JWRITE,41] IPUNCH_TITLEeNT CK 305
C CK 306
D=FLDAT(NT) CK 307
WRITE (lp42) O CK 308
C CK 309
310 DO 32 Iml_NT CK 310
J'NT+I-I CK 311
WRITE (JWRITEP43) XC(J)JYC(J)_TK(J)jTH(J| CK 312
WRITE (la47) XC(J)pYC(J)pTK(J)_TH(J) CK 313
32 CONTINUE CK 314
31_ C CK 315
C PLOT CAMBER AND THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS CK 316
C CK 317
33 IF (KPLOT.EQ.O) RETURN CK 318
C PLOT CAMBER CK 319
320 CALL CALPLT (4oe2._-3) CK 320
125
LISTING OF DECKs CAHTK PAGE 9
CARD NO,
321 CALL NOTATE (O*,O.,SIZsTITLE, O.o80) CK 321
CALL CALPLT (Oe,Ze,-3) CK 3Z2
CALL AXES (O.,O.*O.sZO.,O.,.OSs-Z.jl.p3HXIC,SZZ_-3pl) CK 323
DU=O.O CK 324
325 DO 34 I=I,NT CK 325
IF (ABS(YC(I))oGT.OU) DU=ABS(YC(Z)) CK 326
34 CONTINUE CK 327
0=.1 CK 328
IF (DU*LEoOeZeANDeDUeGTeOeOB) D'e05 CK 329
330 IF (DLI. LE.O.O8.AND.DU.GT.O.04) D-.02 CK 330
IF (DU. LE.O.O;) D-.01 CK 331
DL=-4.*O CK 332
CALL AXES (O.jO.pqO*,B.JOLpO,-1.,O.,3HYICpST_e3p2) CK 333
CALL CALPLT [0._4._-3) CK 334
335 XCfNT+I)=YC(NT+L)=O.O CK 335
XC(NT+2)=.05 CK 336
YC(NT+2)=D CK 337
DO 35 I'IpNT CK 338
XUluXC(I)I.05 CK 339
340 YUI=YC(I)/D CK 340
CALL PNTPLT (XUlpYUlt22, ISIZ) CK 341
35 C_NTINUE CK 342
CALL LINE [XCsYC_NTplpO_O_Oe) CK 343
C PLOT THICKNESS CK 3_
345 CALL CALPLT (O._b._-3) CK 345
CALL AXES (O*_O°_O.,20opO.p.OSp-Z.jI.p3HXIC_IZg-3P1) CK 346
OU=O.O CK 367
DO 36 I=I,NT CK 348
IF (ABS(TK(I)).GT.DU) DU=ABS(TK(I)) CK 349
350 36 CONTINUE CK 350
0=.1 CK 351
IF (DU.LE.O,06) D=,01 CK 352
IF (DU. GT,O,O6.AND.DU. LE.O,IZ) D=,O2 CK 353
IF (DLt. GT.O.12.AND.DU.LE.O.24) D'.04 CK 354
355 IF (DIJ.GT°O.Z4.AND.DU°LE.Oo30| D'°05 CK 355
CALL _X_$ (O.tO*_90._6.*O._Op-l°_O.pSHTIC12p_IZ95p2) CK 356
TK(NT+I)-O°O CK 357
TK(NT+Z)=O CK 358
DO 37 Z=lpNT CK 359
360 XUI=XC(I)I.05 CK 360
126
LISTING OF DECKt CAMTK PAGE 10
CARD NO.
361 YUI-TK(I)/D CK 361
CALL PNTPLT (XU1pYU1,22,ISIZ) CK 362
37 CONTINOE CK 363
CALL LINE (XC,TKpNT,I_OpO_Oe) CK 364
365 C PLOT INPUT AIRFOIL AND AIRFOIL GENERATEO BY COMBINING CK 365
C THICKNESS AND CAHBER DISTRIBUTIONS CK 366
CALL CALPLT (0._8,9-3) CK 367
CALL AXES (OoeOo_O.pZO.sO._.OS,-2._l.,3H_lCpStZp-3_l) CK 368
CALL _XES (O._O._90opSop-e2_oOSe'Ze_lep3HYICJS_Zp3pl) CK 369
370 CALL CALPLT (0._4.p-3) CK 370
XU(NU.I)-YU(NU+I)-O.O CK 371
XU(NU+2)=YU(NU+2)=.05 CK 372
CALL LINE (XU_YUpHUplpO_OpOe) CK 373
XL(NL.I)=YL(NL+I)=O.O CK 374
375 XL(NL+2)=YL(NL+Z)-.05 CK 375
CALL LIHE (XLpYLJNLp1pOpO_O.) CK 376
DO 40 I-lINT CK 377
ZJ-LX(I) CK 378
IF (IJ.EQ.O) GO TO 38 CK 379




GO TO 3q CK 38k
3_5 3_ XUI-XLI=XLSfZ)I.05 CK 385
YUlsYLI"YLS(I)Ie05 CK 386
3q CONTINUE CK 387
CALL PNTPLT (XUZ,YUlp22_ISIZ) CK 388
CALL PHTPLT (XLl_YLLeZ2_ZSIZ) CK 389
390 40 CONTINUE CK 390
CALL NFRAME CK 391
RFTURH CK 39Z
41 FORMAT (1H1, SX,47HTHE FOLLOWING CAMBERLINE DATA HAVE BEEN PUNCHED, CK 393
15XjTHIPUNCH'pI41lSXgBAlOIlSXp4HNT =21411qXp3H_ICpTX_3HYIC95XpSHTIC CK 394
395 21Z_SX,PHSLOPE) CK 395
4Z FORNAT (F10.2) CK 396
43 FORMAT (SX94FlO.b) CK 397
44 FORMAT (1Hl,lXsTHTITLE--,2XgBAlO/13ZXp37H--THZCKNESS AND CAMBER DICK 398
1STRIBUTION_II4X,1HIsSX_4HXUICe6Xp4HYIJIC_6X_kHXLICp6XpkHYLIC,6Xp3H CK 399
400 ZXICp?Xp3HYIC,6XpSHTICI225XpSHSLOPEJlOXpPHFRRORI) CK 600
127
ISTtNG OF DECK! CAHTK PAGE 11
ARD NO.
401 45 FORHAT (T5,7FIO.6,F10.4,5X,FIO.6) CK 40146 FORHAT (RAIO) CK 40247 FORP4U (4F10.6) CK 403END CK 404-
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ROUTINE TO INTERPOLATE ADDITIONAL UPPE~ AND LOWER SURFACE
COORDINATES
CODED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASA/LARC/TAD/AAB 1982











IF INTR EQUAL 1, LOAD STANDARD X/C COOROI~ATE VALUES
IF (INTR.EQ.O) RETURN



























































































LISTING OF DECKs INTP PAGE Z
CARD NO.
41 D_ 5 Ill,HINT IT 61
XUII)=XINTII)*CHORD+XNOSE IT 62
XL(I)-XU(I) IT 63
IF (XU(I).GT,XUP] XU(1)=XUP IT 44




IF (DELTA.LE.CONS] GO TO 3 IT 49
50 DELTA=TAN[DELTAICONS-I.) IT 50
TU=PIZ.ALOG(DELTA+SORT(DELTA*DELTA+I.)) IT 51
GO TO 6 IT 52
3 TU=ACnS(lo-DELTAICONS) IT 53
4 TL=-TU IT 54
55 IF (TL.LToTHETA(I|) TL=THETA(1) IT 55
IF (TU°GT,THETA(NP)) TU'THETA(NP) IT 56
TLS(Z)=TL IT 57
CALL COORO(THETA, YPPSpYSHO,NP,TU,YU(I)_DYDX_OY2DXsCURV) IT 58
YU(I)=YU(I)*CNEW IT 59
60 WRITE (JWRITEp8) IpXU(I),YU(I),DYDXIDY2DX;CURV IT 60
5 CONTINUE IT 61
WRITE (JWRITEe9) CHEW IT 6Z
C IT 63
C INTERPOLATE LOWER SURFACE COORDINATES IT 64
65 C IT 65
WRITE (JWRITEpIO) TITLE IT 66
DO 6 I=I,NIHT IT 67
TL=TLS(I) IT 68
CALL COORD (THETAtYPPSpYSMOJNPgTL,YL(II,OY_,_YZDX,CURV) IT 69
70 YL(I)=YL(I)*CNEW IT 70
WRITE (JWRITE,8) IpXL(I)pYL(I),DYDX,DY2DX,CURV IT 71
6 CONTINUE IT 72
C IT 73
C PUNCH COORDINATES IT 74
75 C IT 75
IF (IPUNCH,NE.6) RETURN IT 76
WRITE (JWRITEe11) CNEWeTITLE IT 77
WRITE (1,12) TITLE IT 78
WRITE (JWRITEe13) HINT IT 79
FO XNT=FLOAT(NINT) IT 80
130
LISTING OF DECK8 INTP PAGE 3
CARD NOD
81 WRITE (1,14| XNT IT 81
WRITE (JWRITEP15) (XU(I)pI-lpNINT) IT BE
WRITE (JWRITEp16) (YU(I)gI-1PNINT) IT 83
WRITE (le17) (XU(I)sYU(I)tI-lpHINT) IT 86
B5 WRITE (JWRITEe18) HINT IT 85
WRITE (1,14) XNT IT 86
WRITE (JWRITE,19) (XL(I)_I-leNINT) IT 87
WRITE (JWRITEpZO) (YL(I),I-IpNINT) IT 88
WRITE (1_17) (XL(I)tYL(I),I-IpNINT) IT 89
90 C IT 90




95 7 FORMAT (1H1,SX,qHTITLE-- ,8AlO/IZ6X,42H--UPPER SURFACE INTERPOLAT IT 95
lED COORDINATES_IIgX21HI,tOXpZHXU,13Xe2HYUpltXpSHDYIDX,6X,11HD|DY! IT 96
?DX)IDXtbXpqHCURVATURE) IT 97
fl FORMAT (IlO_2F15.693E15.6) IT 98
9 FORMAT (IIOX_7HCHORD "_F10.6) IT 99
100 10 FORMJT (1HleSXjgHTITLE_ eBAIOI/Z6Xp42H--LOWER SURFACE INTERPOLAT IT lOO
IED COORDINATES--119XplHI_lOXp?HXL,13Xp?HYL,11XeSHDYIDX, bXellHD(DYI IT 101
2DX)IDXt6XeqHCURVATURE) IT 102
11 FORMAT (1Ht_IOXp5OHTHE FOLLOWING DATA HAVE BEEN PUNCHED FOR A CHOR IT 103
1D -_FIO.6II3XpqHTITLE-- ,8A10) IT 104
105 12 FORMAT (BAIO) IT 105
13 FORMAT (SXp4HNU -_I4) IT 106
14 FORMAT (FlO°2) IT 107
15 FORMAT (5X_4HXU -pBFIOo6/(gXp8FIO.6)) IT 108
16 FORMAT (SX,4HYU =pSFlO.b/(gXp8F10o6)) IT 109
110 17 FORMAT (ZFIO,6) IT 110
1B FnRMAT (SX,4HHL -,I4) IT 111
19 FORMAT (SXj4HXL =pBFIO.6/(gX_BFIO.6)) IT 112
20 FORMAT (SX_4HYL -PBFIO.b/(qX,8FIOo6)) IT 113
END IT 114-
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LISTING nF DECKz C00RD PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 SUBROUTINE COORD (THETApYPPSpYSHO,NP_TIpYIpDYDXPDYZDX_CURV) CD 1
C CD Z
C ROUTINE TO COHPUTE THE Y COORDINATEp DYIDXt D(DYIDX)IDXp AND CD 3
C CURVATURE AT k GIVEN VALUE OF THETA CD 4
5 C CD 5
C CODED 8Y -- HARRY _ORGAN NASAILARCITADIAAB 1982 CO 6
C CO 7
DIMENSION THETA(1)_ YPP$(1)p YSMO(1) CD 8
C CD 9
10 COHMON IBLKll PIJPIZ_RAOeCONS CD 10
C CD 11
C COSH(X)-(EXP(X)+EXP(-X))IZo CD 12
C SINH(X)-(EXP(X)-EXP(-X))I2o CO 13
C CO 14
15 • DO 1 Km22NP CD 15
J'K-1 CD 16
IF (TI.GE.THETA(J).AND.TI.LE,THETA(K)) GO TO 2 CO 17
1 CONTINUE CD 18
2 DELTAsTHETA(J.I)-THETA(J) CD 19





25 1)-DELTAI6.)+(YSHO(J+I)-YSHO(J))/DELTA CD 25
YPPI-(YPPS(J)*T2.YPPS(J+I)#TI)IDELTA CD 26
DELTA-YPI CD Z7
IF (TI.LE.O.O) DELTAu-DELTA CO Z8
TP-ABS(TI) CO 29
30 IF (TPoGToPI2) GO TO 3 CD 30
GP-CONStSIN(TP) CD 31
GPP=CONS*COS(TP) CO 3Z
GO TO ; CD 33
3 T1-COSH(TP-PI2) CD 34
35 T2-SINH(TP-PI2) CO 35
GPmCONS/T1 CO 36
GPP--COHS_T2/(TI*TI) CD 37
4 IF (TP.LE.O.OoORoGP.EQ.O.O) GO TO 5 CD 38
DYDX=DELTAIGP CO 39
40 DY2D×-(YPPI*GP-DELTA*GPP)I(GP**3) CO 40
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61 CURV=AB$(DYZDX)I(SQRT(Z.+DYDX**Z)e_3) CD 61
RETURH CO 62
5 DYDX=O, 1E99 CD 63
DY2DX=OelE99 CD 66




LISTING OF DECKI SINH PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 FUNCTION SINH(X) SH 1
C HYPERBOLIC SINE $H Z
$INH-O,5*(EXP(X)-EXP(-X)) $H 3RETURN
S END $HSH 5-
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LISTING OF DECKs COSH PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 FUNCTION COSH(X) CH 1
C HYPERBOLIC COSINE CH Z





COMPUTER LISTING OF AIRFOIL SCALING PROGRAM AFSCL
This appendix contains a computer listing of the airfoil scal-
ing program AFSCL which consists of a main program and two sub-
routines.
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LISTING OF DECKI SCALE PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 PRCGRAHSCALE(INPUTeOUTPUT, TAPES-INPUT_TAPE6=OUTPUT_TAPEZ) SC 1
C SC 2
C THIS PROGRAMPRESENTS k TECHNIGUE FOR SCALING THE COORDINATES OF SC 3
C AN AIRFOIL FRON ITS INPUT NAXIHUH THICKNESS RATIO TO A DESIRED SC 4
5 C OUTPUT HAXIHUN THICKNESS RATIO SC 5
C SC 6
C CODED BY -- HARRY NORGAN NASAILARCITADIAAB 1982 SC 7
C SC 8
************************************************************************ SC 9
lO C* • SC 10
C* DESCRIPTIOH OF INPUT CARDS FOP SCALING PROGRAH • SC 11
C* • SC 1Z
C* ...... o.o .... , ...... 0.0 ...... o.o,.o..oooeoooooeeeoooooooeooooeooooooo• SC 13
C* • SC 14
15 C• CARD NUHBER DESCRIPTION • SC 15
C* • SC 16
C•o.,.oooo,oooo.ooooo.oooo.o.ooeooo.o,oooo.oo.ooooooeooooooooooooooo...e SC 17
C¢ 1 FORMAT(BAIO) • SC 18
C• TITLE CARD • SC 19
_0 C_ooeeeeoeeeoeoeoeoeeoeooeooeoeeeeoeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeee • SC 20
C• 2 FORHAT(AFlO.O) • SC 21
C• NT - NUNBER OF INPUT CAMBER, THTCKNES_j AND SLOPE * SC 22
C• POINTS • SC 23
C• IPLOT - PLOT OPTION • SC 24
25 Ce 0 - NO PLOTS DESIRED • SC Z5
C• 1 - PLOTS DESIRED • SC 26
C* IPUNCH - PUNCHOUTPUT OPTION • SC 27
C_ 0 - NO PUNCHEDOUTPUT DESIREO • SC 28
Ce 1 - PUNCH COORDXNATE_OF SCALED AIRFOIL • SC 29
30 C• IOP l SLOPE OF CAHBERLINE OPTION • SC 30
C* 0 - SLOPES INPUT ON CARO 3 • SC 31
C• 1 - SLOPES CONPUTED BY PROGRAH • SC 32
Cee°eoeeeeeeeooee°eeeoeeeeoeeeeleeeeoeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeoeeoleooeoooooooe• SC 33
C• 3 FORHAT(AFIO.O| • SC 36
35 Ct XC - XlC COORDINATES OF CAHBEPLINE • SC 35
C• YC - YIC COORDINATES OF CAHBERLINE * SC 36
C• TK - TICI2 THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION • SC 37
C• TH - SLOPE OF CAHBERLINE IN RADIANS • SC 38
C• NOTE -- CARD 3 IS READ NT TIMES • SC 39
60 C•eeeeeeeeeee e° °eoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeoeeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee• SC 60
1:37.
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CARD NO,
41 C• 4 FORNAT(FIOeO) • SC 61
C• LT - NUMBER OF DESIRED OUTPUT HAXIHUH THICKHESS RATIOS • SC 4Z
C_eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee • SC _3
C• 5 FORMAT(FlO.O) • SC 66
45 C• TKNEW - DESIRED OUTPUT NAXIMUN THICKNESS RATIO • SC 65
C* NOTE -- CARD 5 IS READ LT TZ_E$ • SC 66
Ceeeeee*,,*,,,,.,**....,,,.'*,,***,*,,.***.**e**,.**,...****,,,,,,.,**,e• SC 67
C* • SC 48
Ct RESTRICTIONSe • SC 69
50 Ce NT NOT GREATER THAN 101 • $C 50
C* LT NOT GREATER THAN 10 • SC 51
Ce XC HUST BE HONOTONICALLY INCREASTNG • SC 5Z
C* _ SC 53
************************************************************************ SC 56
55 C SC 55
DIHENSION XC(lO1)e YC(101)_ TK(101)_ TH(IO1)p THETA(ZO1)p YPP(ZOZ) SC 56
1P TKNEU(IO), TITLE(8)_ VAR(6) SC 57
C SC 58
COMRON IHLRI WK(606_3) SC 59
60 C SC 60
COMRON IBLKI/ PIePIZsRADpCONS 5C 61
C SC 6Z
COMMON IINDUTI JREAD_JWRITE, IPRINT SC 63
C SC 66
65 SINH(X)=O,5_(EXP(X)-EXP(-X)) SC 65
C SC 66
C INITIALIZE PROGRAH CONSTANTS SC 67
C SC 68
JWRITE=6 SC 69





75 RAD=180.IPI SC 75
CONS-I.I(1..ATAN(SYNH(PI2))) SC 76
C SC 77
C READ AND PRINT INPUT DATA SC 78
C SC 79
80 1 READ (JREAD_Z6) TITLE SC 80
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CARD NO,
el IF (EOF(JREAD)) ZSe2 SC 81
2 READ (JREAD_27) VAR SC 82
NT=IFIX(VAR(1)) SC 03
IF (NT. GT.NTMAX) GO TO 24 SC 84
85 IPLOT=IFIX(VAR(2)) SC 85
IF (IPLOT.NE.O) IPLOT=I SC 86
IPUNCH-IFIX(VAR(3}) SC e7
IF (IPUNCH.NE.O) IPUNCH'1 SC 88
IDP-IFIX(VAR[4)) SC B9
qO IF (IOP.NEoO) IOP=I SC 90
WRITE (JWRITEpZS) TITLEgNTpIPLOTpIPUNCHpTOP SC 91
READ (JREAO, 29) (XC(I)pYC(I)pTK(I)_TH(I)eI=lsNT) SC 9Z
WRITE (JWRITE_3O) (XC(I)pI-I_NT) SC 93
WRITE (JWRITEe31) (YC(I)pI-IJNT) SC 94
95 WRITE (JWRITEp32} (TK(I),I=lpNT] SC 95
IF (IOP,EQ,O) WRITE (JWRITEp33) (TH(IIpI=lgNT) SC 96
READ (JREAO_3€) VAR(1) SC 97
LT=IFIX(VAR(1)] SC 98
IF (LT*LE.O) GO TO 1 SC 99
lOO IF (LT. GT.IO) LT=IO SC 100
READ (JREAD,3_) (TKNEW(I)eI=I,LT) SC 101
WRITE (JWRITE_35) LTp(TKNEW(I)PI=I_LT| SC 102
C SC 103
C INITIALIZE PLOTTING DEVICE SC 106
105 C SC 105
CALL PSEUDO SC 106
CALL LEROY SC 107
C SC 108
C CHECK FOR INCREASING XC SC 109
11o C SC 11o
DO 3 I=2_NT SC 111
IF (XC(I).LE.XC(I-1)) GO TO 4 SC 112
3 CONTINUE SC 113
GO TO 5 SC 114
115 4 WRITE (JWRITEp36) SC 115
GO TO I SC 116
C SC 117
C FIND MAXIMUM THICKNESS RATIO OF INPUT AIRFOIL SC 118
C SC 119
120 C COMPUTETHETA EQUIVALENT OF XC SC 120
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5 CliORD-XC CNTJ-XC (1) SC 1Z1
00 7 I-l,NT SC 122
DELTA-CXCCI)-XCC1JJ/CHORD SC 123
IF COElTA.lE.CONS) GO TO 6 SC 1Z4
OElU-UNCOELTA/CONS-1.J SC lZ5
T~ETACI)-PIZ+ALOGCOElTA+SQRTCOElTA.OELTA+l.» SC lZ6
GO TO 7 SC lZ7
6 THETACI)-ACOSCl.-OELTA/COHSJ SC 1Z8
7 CONTINUE SC 1Z9
C FIT CUBIC SPLINE THRU TK VS THETA SC 130
CALL CUBSPL CTHETA,TK,YPP,NT,WK) SC 131
C FIND LOCATIONS WHERE OCTKJ/OCTHETAJ - 0.0 SC 13Z
KRT-O SC 133
NI-NT-1SC 134




CC-CYPPCI)*THETACI+l) ••Z-YPPCI+1J*THETACI) ••Z)/CZ.*OELTAJ+CVPPCI+l SC 139
IJ-YPPCIJJ*OfLTA/6.-CTKCI+lJ-TKCI»/OElTA SC 140
GP-BB*BB-4.*AA*CC SC 141
IF CGPJ 12,8,6 SC 142
8 GP-SQRTCGPJ SC 143
n-C-BB+GPJ/CZ.*UJ SC 144
TZ-(-BB-GPJ/CZ.*AAJ SC 145
IF CT1.GE.THETACIJ.ANO.T1.LE.THETACI+IJ) GO TO Q SC 146
GO TO 10 SC 147
9 KRT-KRT+l SC 148
WKCKRT,I)-Tl SC 149
10 IF CTZ.GE.THETACI).ANO.TZ.LE.THETACI+IJ) GO Tn 11 SC 150
GO TO lZ SC 151
11 KRT-KRT+l SC 152
WKC~RT,l)-T? SC 153
1Z CONTINUE SC 154
IF (KRT .fQ.O) GO TO 16 SC 155
C CO"puTE XC LOCATIONS WHERE DCT~J/DCTHETAJ - 0.0 SC 156
DO 15 I-l,KRT SC 157
TI-ABSCWKCI,l)J SC 158
IF CTl.LE.PI2) WKCI,Z)-CONS.Cl.-COSCTlJ) SC 159
IF CTl.GT.PIZ) WKCI,Z)-CONS*CATANCSINHCTI-PIZ»+l.) SC 160
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CA~D NO.
161 DO 13 J-1,Nl SC 161
J1-J SC 162
JZ-J+l SC 163
IF CWKCI,lJ.GE.THETACJJ.ANO.WKCI,lJ.LE.THETACJ+1JJ GO TO 14 SC 164
165 13 CONTINUE SC 165
14 AA-THETACJ2J-WKCI,lJ SC 166
8S-WKCI,lJ-THETACJ1J SC 167
OELTA-THETACJ2J-THETACJ1J SC 168
15 WKCI,3J-YPPCJ1J*CAA*.3/C6••OELTAJ-AA*OELTA/6.J+YPPCJ2J.C88••3/C6•• SC 169
170 10ELTAJ-B8*OELTA/6.J+CTKCJ1J.AA+TKCJ2J*88JIOfLTA SC 170
16 CONTINUE SC 171
C COMPUTE AND PRINT MAXIMUM THICKNESS QATIo SC 172
IF CKRT.EQ.OJ GO TO 23 SC 173
TKptAX-O.O SC 174
175 DO 18 I-1,KRT SC 175
IF CWKCI,3J.GE.TKMAXJ GO TO 17 SC 176
GO TO 18 SC 177
17 N1-1 SC 178
TKMAX-WKCI,3J SC 179
180 16 CONTINUE SC 180
TKM'X-2.*TKMAX SC 181
OELTA-WKCN1,2J.CHORD+XCC1J SC 182
WRITE CJWRITE,37J TKMAX,OELTA SC 183
IF CTKHAX.LE.O.OJ GO TO 1 SC 18ft
18'; C SC 185
C IF lOP-I, COMPUTE SLOPES OF CA"8ERlI~E SC 186
C SC 187
IF CIOP.NE.1J GO TO 21 SC 188
CALL CUBSPL CXC,YC,YPP,NT,WKJ SC 189
1QO DO 20 1-1,NT SC 190
IF CI.EQ.NTJ GO TO 19 SC 191
OELTA-XCCI+1J-XCCIJ SC 19Z
THCIJ--YPPCIJ*OELTA/3.-YPPCI+1J.OELTA/6.+CYCfI+IJ-YCCIJJ/OELTA SC 193
GO TO 20 SC 194
1Q5 1Q OElTA-XCCNTJ-XCCNT-1J SC 195
THCIJ-YPPCNT-1J*DELTA/6.+YPPCNTJ.OELTa/3.+fYCCNTJ-YCCNT-1JJ/DELTA SC 196
ZO THCIJ-ATANCTHCIJJ SC 197
C SC 198
C COMPUTE ANO PRINT COORDINATES OF INPUT AIRFOIL SC 199
200 C SC ZOO
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CARD NOD
201 21 CALL SCTK (XCeYCpTKeTHeNT_TITLE,TKMAXPTKMAXpIPUNCH_IPLOT_IERR) $C 201
IF (IERR.NE.O) GO TO I SC 202
C SC 203
C COMPUTE AND PRINT COORDINATES OF SCALED AIRFOILS SC 206
205 C SC 205
DO 22 I=lpLT SC Z06
CALL SCTK [XCjYCpTKjTH_NTpTITLEpTKNEW(I|_TKMAX_IPUNCH,IPLOTeIERR] SC 207
IF (ZERR.HE.O) GO TO I SC Z08
2_ CONTINUE SC 209
210 C SC 210
C READ NEXT CASE SC 2111
C SC 212
GO TO 1 SC 213
C SC 21_
215 C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE SC 215
C SC 216
23 WRITE (JWRITEp38) SC Z17
GO TO Z SC 218
24 WRITE (JWRITE,39) NTHAX SC 219
220 GO TO 1 SC 220
C SC 221
C FINALIZE PLOTTING DEVICE SC 222
C SC 223
25 CALL CALPLT (O. pO.p999) SC 226
225 STOP SC ZZ5
C SC 226
26 FORMAT (8A10) SC Z27
27 FORMAT (€F10.6) SC 228
28 FORMAT (1Hl_57Xe16H--INPUT DATA--115X_7HTITLE--e2X_EAIOflSXs3HNTIp SC 229
230 II3_SX_6HIPLOTI_I3, SXp7HIPUNCHm_I3_5X_4HTOP.tI3) SC 230
29 FORMAT (4F10.6) SC 231
30 FORMAT (14X,4HXIC.,BE15.61(8X_8E15.6}) SC 232
31 FORHAT (14X_4HYICugBE15o61(BX_BE15o6)} SC 233
32 FORMAT (I2Xp6HTICIZl_BE15,bI(8XeBE15o6)| SC 236
235 33 FORMAT (12X_6HSLOPEmgBElP.61(8X_BE15.6|) SC 235
34 FORMAT (FIO°Z) SC Z36
35 PORMAT (12X_3HLT-,I3,5X_gHNEM TIC -_10F12.6| SC 237
36 FORMAT (15Xp_OHXC ARRAY IS NOT NONOTONICALLY INCREASING) SC 236
37 FORNAT (15Xe28H(TIC)HAX FOR INPUT AIRFOIL "pFIO.6P2XpEHAT XIC 1j SC 239
240 1_10.6) SC 2_0
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CARD NO,
261 38 FORNAT (II_Xt66H(TIC)MAX OF INPUT AIRFOIL WAS NOT FOUND -- CHECK Y SC 261
1OUR INPUT DATA) SC 262
39 EORHAT (/15X,35HINPUT CARD ERROR - NT GREATER THAN ,I61 SC 263
END $C 266-
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SUBROUTINE SCTK lXC,YC,TK,TH,NT,TITLE,TKNEW,TKMAX,IPUNCH,IPLDT,IER SK 1
lR J SK 2
SI( 3
THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES THE COORDINATES ~F AN AIRFOIL FROM A BASIC SK 4
~AXI~UM T~ICKNESS RATIO lTKMAXJ TO A NEW "AXI~U~ THICKNESS RATIO SK 5
CTKNEWJ SK 6
SK 7
CODED BY -- HARRY MORGAN NASA/LARC/TAD/AAB 1982 SK 8
SK 9
DI~ENSION XCCIJ, YCCl), TKCl), THCl), TITlE(8) SK 10
SK 11
CO~MON IHLMI XC220J,YC220J,XUCllOJ,YUCI10J,~Lll10J,YLlI10J,XPPTl11 SK 12
10J,YPRTU10J,TPRT(UOJ SK 13
SK 14
CO~MON 18lKl1 PI,PI2,RAO,CONS SK 15
SK 16
CO~"ON IINOUTI JREAD,JWRITE,IPRINT SK 17
SK 18
SCALE THICKNESS AND COMPUTE UPPER AN~ LOWER SURFACE COORDINATES SK 19




00 1 I-l,NT SK 24
OELT2-COSCTHCIJJ SK 25






LOAD SURFACE COORDINATES INTO X AND Y ARRAYS SK 32
SK 33






IF CXUCIJ.EQ.XLClJ.AHD.YUlIJ.EQ.YLC1JJ M-2 SK ~o































INTERPOLATE OR EXTRAPOLATE TRAILING EDGE COORDINATES SK 46
SK 47









GO TO 6 SK 57









CO,.PUTE LONGEST CHORD SK 67
SK 68
CHO~O-O.O SK 69
DO B I-Z,N SK 70
OfLT-XCl)-XCI) SK 71
IF (OELT.GT.CHORO' GO TO 7 SK 72









































YI I) -Yl U !CHORD
CHECK UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE X VALUES TO DETECT CROSSOVER OF
















YU IJ) -Y I1)
NL-NOSE
NU-N-NOSE+1




00 lit I -l,J
IF rI.LE.NU.AND.I.LE.NL) WRITE rJWRITE.22) I,xUrIJ,YUrI),XLrIJ,YLC
11)
IF II.LE.NU.AND.I.GT.NL) WRITE IJWRITE,22) I,XUrI),YUrI)
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1Z1 C PRINT CAMBER AND THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS SK 121
C SK 12Z
WRITE (JWRITEe24) TITLEtTKNEW SK 123
DELT4nTKNEWITKMAX SK 126
1Z5 DO 15 I'I,NT SK 125
XPRT(I)=(XC(I)-DELT)ICHORD SK 1Z6
YPRT(I)'YC(I)ICHORD " SK 127
TPRT(I)sTK(I)#DELT6 5K 128
DELT3"2.O*TPRT(I) SK 129
130 DELT1-TH(I)*RAD SK 130
15 WRITE (JWRITEp25) IpXPRT(Z)pYPRT(I)DELTIIDELT3 SK 131
C SK 132
C PUNCH DESIRED OUTPUT DATA SK 133
C SK 136
135 IF (IPUNCHeEQoO) GO TO 16 SK 135
WRITE (JWRITEpZ6) (TITLE(I),I-1j6)eTKHEW SK 136
WRITE (1,27) (TITLE(1),I-lp6)pTKNEW SK 137
WRITE (JWRITE_ZB) NU SK 138
DELT1-FLOAT(NU) SK 139
140 WRITE (1,29) DELT1 $K 140
WRITE (JWRITEs30) (XU(1)_I-I, NU) SK 141
WRITE (JWRITEt31) (YU(I),I-1,NU) SK 162
WRITE (1_32) (XU(I),YU(I)pI-19HU) SK 163
WRITE (JWRITE,33) NL SK 166
145 OELT1-FLOAT(HL) SK 165
WRITE (lp2q) DELT1 SK 146
WRITE (JWRITE_34) (XL(I)_I-leNL) SK 147
WRITE (JWRITE,35) (YL(I),I-leNL) SK 168
WRITE (1,32) (XL(I)pYL(I)_I=L,NL) SK 169
150 16 IF (IPLOT.EO.O) RETURN SK 150
C SK 151
C PLOT AIRFOIL SHAPE AND CAMBER AND THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS SK 15Z
C SK 153
C LABEL PLOT SK 156
155 CALL CALPLT (2._0.,-3) SK 155
CALL NOTATE (O._Oep.4Opk6HPLOT OF AIRFOIL GENERATED BY SCALING PRO SK 156
IGRAM,O.s66) SK 157
CALL NOTATE (16.0pO.,.60_lOH(TIC)MAX =lO.plO) SK 15B
CALL NUMBER (ZO.OpO.9.6OpTKNEW_O°Op3) SK 159
160 CALL NOTATE (Oetl.e.6OtTITLEsO.,SO) SK 160
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CARD NO.
201 19 CONTINUE SK 201
CALL LINE (XPRTPTPRTpNTPZ,OpO,OeO) SK 202
CALL NFRAME SK 203
RETURN SK 206
205 C SK 205
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE SK 206
C SK 207
20 WRITE (JWRITE,36) TITLEpTKNEW SK Z08
WRITE (JWRITEp37] (I_X(I)_Y(I),I=I_N) SK 209
210 IERR-1 SK 210
RETURN SK 211
C SK ZIZ
21 FORMAT (1Ht,3X_THTITLE--,ZX,SAlOII12Xj33HSCALED COORDINATES FOR (T SK 213
IlC)MAX =eF7.611Z6XpSHUPPERpZOX_SHLOWERIIqX_IHI_IOX_3HXICeTX$3HYIC_ SK 216
215 212Xp3HX/C97X,3HYIC) SK 215
22 FORMAT (5X_I5_5Xp2F10,695XpZF10,6) SK 216
23 FORMAT (5X,ISJ3OX,ZFlOo6) SK ZI7
2_ FORMAT (1Hl_3X_7HTITLE--_ZX_8AlOII12Xj6qHCAMB_R AND THICKNESS DIST SK 218
1RIBUTIONS FOR (TIC)MAX .pFT.¢II36Xp6HCAMBERp22XpqHTHICKNESSIIgXeIH SK 219
220 2I_10X_3HXICp12X_3HYICtZ1XpSHSLOPE_lOX,5HTICI2) SK 220
25 FORMAT (SXpISpZ(SXpFIO.6)pSX_FZO.6_SXp_IO.6) SK ZZZ
26 FORMAT (1Hl_lOX936HTHE FULLOWING DATA HAVE BEEN PUNCHEDIISXe9HTITL SK 222
1E-- ,6AIOslOH(TIC)MAX -pFlO,6) SK 223
27 FORMAT (6AIO, LOH(TIC)MAX =_F10.6) SK ZZ6
225 28 FORMAT 15Xe6HNU meI6) SK 225
29 FORMAT FlO,2) SK 226
30 FORMAT 15Xj6HXU =_8FlO.61(qX_BFlO.6)) SK Z27
31 FORMAT 15X,6HYU =,SFlO.bI(9X_SF10.6)) SK 228
32 FORMAT 2F10.6) SK 229
230 33 FORMAT 15X_HNL -,I6) SK 230
36 FORMAT 15Xp4HXL =p8FlO.61(9XpSFlOo6)) SK 231
35 FORMAT 15X_4HYL =p8F10.61(qXpSF10.6)) SK 232
36 FORMAT 1Hl_3XpTHTITLE--p2XpBAIOII3Xj38HATTE_PT TO SCALE AIRFOIL T SK 233
10 (TIC)MAX -,F7.6,ZXpPSHFAILED DUE TO CRqS$flVER OF PERPENDICULARS SK 236
235 2TO CAMBERLINEIIgX,1HIjgXp3HXIC_13Xw3HYIC) SK 235
37 FORMAT (SXDIS_PX_FIO.b_SX_FIO.6) SK 236
END SK 237-
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IN CALLING PROGRAM DIMENSION X, Y, AND YPP BY N AND A BY Z*N
OI~ENSION X(I), Y(l), YPP(I), A(N,Z)
COMPUTE SECOND DERIVATIVE AT END POINTS BY FITTING
Y-A*X**Z+B.X+C TO THE LAST THREE POINTS AND SOLVE FOR A.








































LISTING OF DECKs CUBSPL PAGE Z
CARD NO.
41 C CB 41
J=N CB 42
DO 2 I=2pN1 CB 43
JIJ-1 CO 44
45 2 YPP(J)=A(Jp 2)-A(Jp 1)_YPP(J+I) CB 45
C CO 46
C RETURN TO CALLZHG PROGRAH CB 47
C CB 48
RETURN CO 49
50 END C8 50-
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT FOR AIRFOIL SMOOTHING PROGRAM AFSMO
This appendix contains a description of the input requirements
for the airfoil smoothing program AFSMO. All variables are input
with a card format of 8FI0.0, except the title card which has a
format of 8AI0.
CARD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
1 TITLE - 80-column title
2 ITER - Maximum number of smoothing iteratives
2 IPLOT 0 No plots desired
1 Plot smoothed and unsmoothed y and
smoothed y' and y" versus 8
2 Plot smoothed and unsmoothed _ versus
3 Plot smoothed curvature versus 8
4 Plot camber and thickness distribution
versus _ (ICAMTK must equal i)
5 Plot combined options 1 and 2
6 Plot combined options 1 and 3
7 Plot combined optlons i, 2, and 3
8 Plot combined options 1 and 4
9 Plot combined optlons i, 2, and 4
i0 Plot combined optlons i, 2, 3, and 4
2 IPUNCH 0 No punched output desired
1 Punch smoothed x, y, and w
2 Punch smoothed 8, _, and w
3 Punch smoothed 8, _', and w (YLTE,
YNOSE, YUTE also punched)
4 Punch smoothed 8, ,
_" and w (YLTE,
YNOSE, YUTE also punched)
5 Punch xc, Yc' t/c/2, and
of camber and thickness distribution
(ICAMTK must equal I)
6 Punch interpolated x and y coordinates
(INTR must equal 1 or 2)
2 IOP 0 Upper and lower surface x, y, and w
input
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CARD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
1 Upper and lower surface 8, y, and w
input
2 Upper and lower surface B, 7', and w
input
3 Upper and lower surface 0, 7", and w
input
2 ICAMTK 0 Do not compute camber and thickness
distribution
1 Compute camber and thickness distribu-
tion
2 IBAD 0 Do not check for bad input coordinates
1 Check for bad input coordinates
2 ITRN 0 Do not translate and rotate input
coordinates
1 Translate and rotate input coordinates
so that x-axis corresponds to longest
chordline
2 INTR 0 No coordinate interpolation desired
1 Interpolate smoothed _ coordinates
for standard set of 57 x coordinates
defined in subroutine INTP
2 Interpolate smoothed y coordinates at
input x coordinates (must specify NINT,
XINT, and CNEW quantities)
3 NU - Number of input upper surface points
4 XU, YU, WU 0 Upper surface x, y, and w
1 Upper surface 8, _, and w
2 Upper surface 8, y', and w
3 Upper surface 8, _", and w
(card 4 must be input NU times and x
or 8 runs from nose to trailing edge)
5 NL - Number of input lower surface points
6 XL, YL, WL 0 Lower surface x, y, and w
1 Lower surface e, _, and w
2 Lower surface 0, 7', and w
3 Lower surface B, y", and w
(card 6 must be input NL times and x or
8 runs from nose to trailing edge)
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CARD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
7 YLTE, YNOSE, - Lower surface trailing edge, nose, and
YUTE upper surface trailing-edge
coordinates (Skip this card if IOP=0
or i)
8 NINT - Number of desired interpolation
coordinates (Skip this card if INTR = 0
or i)
9 XINT - Interpolation _ coordinates (must be
input NINT times with 8 values per
card, but skip if INTR = 0 or i)
i0 CNEW - Desired chord length of interpolated
and _ coordinates. (must be greater
than zero, but skip if INTR = 0 or I)
The primary restrictions on the input data are that the input value
of the variables ITER not exceed 300 and the values of NU, NL and
NINT not exceed 100. If the user desires to input a weighting value
of 1.0 for any input point, the WU and WL columns may be left
blank. The variables WU and WL are checked in subroutine INPUT to
determine if the weighting value is less than 1.0 and, if so, a
value of 1.0 is substituted. The coordinates and derivatives for
the upper and lower surfaces must be input from the nose to the




DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT FOR AIRFOIL SMOOTHING PROGRAM AFSMO
This appendix contains a description of the output for the air-
foil smoothing program AFSMO. Presented in table II is the sample
12-page output for the smoothing program utilizing the plot, punch,
camber and thickness, bad-point search, translation and rotation,
and interpolation options.
A summary of the input data is printed on page 1 and all of the
quantities printed are described in Appendix C. If the IBAD option
is exercised and bad coordinates are found, the bad points and the
corresponding replacement values will be printed on page 2. The
allowable deviation (TOLR) and the surface identifier are printed at
the top of page 2. If the ITRN option is exercised, pages 3 and 4
will be printed. Page 3 contains a listing of the input prior to
translation and rotation and page 4 contains a listing after trans-
lation and rotation. On each page the upper surface coordinates are
listed on the left and lower surface listed on the right. The
coordinates of the leading edge of the longest chord (XNOSE and
YNOSE) in the input axis-system and the angle (ANGLE) between the
longest chord and the input x-axis are printed at the bottom of page
4. A summary of the input nondimensionalized _ and y coordinates
(X/C and Y/C), 8-transformation values (THETA), and weighting
factors (W) are printed on page 5. All data are printed in the
reordered format from the lower surface trailing-edge point clock-
wise around the airfoil to the upper surface trailing-edge point.
If the IOP parameter equals 2, the input first derivative Y' (YPS)
will be printed instead of the y coordinate and, likewise if the IOP
equals 3, the input second derivative 7" (YPPS) will be printed.
The value of the computed chord (CHORD) is printed at the bottom of
page 5.
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A summary of the results from the iterative smoothing process is
printed on page 6. The sum-of-squares differences generated during
the iterative least-squares polynomial smoothing process are printed
initially. The differences are printed 10 to a line with iteration
1 to 10 on line 1, 11 to 20 on line 2, 21 to 30 on line 3, and so
on. Immediately following the printout of the differences, a mes-
sage is printed that states whether the smoothing process converged
either within a specified number of iterations or tolerance, or
began to oscillate during the smoothing process. The next message
printed is the sum-of-squares difference for the least-squares
cubic-spline smoothing process and should always be equal to the
number of coordinates (NP) times the square of the allowable devia-
tion (DF). The last line printed on page 6 is the result of the
iteration procedure in subroutine YNEW to match the upper and lower
surface slopes at the nose. The magnitude listed for DELTA is the
incremental value added to all of the smoothed second derivative
values.
A summary of the smoothed airfoil properties are printed on
page 7. The quantities listed under the THETA, X/C, and Y/C head-
ings are the a-transformation values and the input k and y coordi-
nates, respectively. The quantities listed under the YT/C heading
are the partially smoothed y coordinates generated during the least-
squares polynomial smoothing process and under the YSMO/C heading
the final smoothed values following the solution of the cubic-spline
matrix. The quantity listed under the DELTA heading are the differ-
ences between the input and final smoothed y coordinates
(Y/C - YSMO/C). The quantities listed under the YPS, YPPS, DY/DX,
D(DY/DX)/DX and CURVATURE headings are y', y", dy/dx, d 2y / dx 2, and
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k, respectively. The value of the leading-edge radius is printed
next and is simply the reciprocal of the curvature at the nose.
The locations of the upper and lower surface inflection points are
printed at the bottom of page 7. A summary of the check of the
final smoothed y and 7" values is printed on page 8. The check
values are obtained by making a call to the least-squares polynomial
smoothing subroutine LSQSMO input with the final smoothed
coordinates and a uniform weighting factor of 1.0.
A summary of the desired punched data is printed on page 9.
The upper surface quantities are listed first and then the lower
surface quantities. The values listed adjacent to the DX heading
are the x coordinates if IPUNCH equals 1 and the 8-values if IPUNCH
is greater than i. The values adjacent to the DY heading are y, Y,
y', or y" if IPUNCH equals i, 2, 3, or 4, respectively.
A summary of the camber and thickness distribution data is
printed on page 10. The quantities listed under the XU/C and YU/C
m
headings are the smoothed upper surface x and y coordinates input
during the search for the camberline. The quantities listed under
the XL/C and YL/C headings are the corresponding lower surface
points located during the search. The quantities listed under the
X/C, Y/C, T/C/2, and SLOPE headings are the xc and Yc coordi-
nates of the camberline, the local half thickness-chord ratio t/c/2,
and the local slope of the camberline _, respectively. The quantity
listed under the ERROR heading are the absolute values of the
difference between the local slopes of the upper and lower surface
coordinates with respect to the local camberline-axis system.
The results of the interpolation process are printed on pages
ii and 12 for the upper and lower surfaces, respectively. The x and
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y coordinate values are listed under the XU and YU or XL and YL
headings and are based on a chord equal to the value of the input
parameter CNEW. The quantities listed under the DY/DX, D(DY/DX)/DX,
and CURVATURE headings are dy/dx, d2y/dx 2, and k, respectively.
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APPENDIX E
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT FOR AIRFOIL SCALING PROGRAM AFSCL
This appendix contains a description of the input requirements
for the airfoil scaling program AFSCL. All variables are input with
a card format of 8FI0.0, except the title card which has a format of
8AI0.
CARD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
1 TITLE - 80-column title
2 NT - Number of input thickness and camber
points
2 IPLOT 0 No plots desired
1 Plot scaled airfoil and its thickness
and camber distributions
2 IPUNCH 0 No punched o_tput desired
1 Punch x and y coordinates of scaled
airfoil
2 IOP 0 Slopes of camberline % (TH array) are
input on card 3
1 Slopes of camberline to be computed by
scaling program
3 XC, YC, TK, - Yc coordinates of camberline (YC),
TH the half thickness distribution t/c/2
(TK), and slope of camberline _ (TH)
versus xc coordinate (XC). (Card 3
is input NT times)
4 LT - Number of scaled maximum thickness-chord
ratios
5 TKNEW - Scaled maximum thickness-chord ratios
(Card 5 is input LT times)
The input data restrictions are that the variable NT not
exceed i01, the variable LT not exceed i0, and that the coordinates
for the camberline and thickness distribution be input in a
monotonically increasing order from nose to trailing edge.
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APPENDIX F
DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT FOR AIRFOIL SCALING PROGRAM AFSCL
This appendix contains a description of the output for the air-
foil scaling program AFSCL. Presented in table III is a sample
3-page output for the scaling program. A summary of the input data
is printed on page i. A description of the input parameters is pre-
sented in Appendix E. The guantities listed adjacent to the X/C,
Y/C, and SLOPE headings are the xc and Yc coordinates and local
slopes _ (XC, YC, and TH arrays) of the camberline and adjacent to
the T/C/2 heading are the half thickness distribution values t/c/2
(TK array ). The values listed adjacent to the heading NEW T/C are
the desired scaled maximum thickness-chord ratios (TKNEW array).
The value of the maximum thickness-chord ratio for the input airfoil
and its _ coordinate are printed on the last line of page i.
Page 2 and 3 are then output for the input airfoil and each
airfoil for a desired scaled maximum thickness-chord ratio. A
summary of the upper and lower surface x and y coordinates of the
scaled airfoil is presented on page 2 and the corresponding camber
and thickness distributions on page 3. The slopes of the camberline
in degrees are also printed on page 3.
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TABLE I. - TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION AND FIRST AND
SECOND DERIVATIVES
0, deg
x/c d(x/c)/d8 d 2 (x/c)/dS 2(+/-)
0 0.00000 0.00000 • 4~ 278
1 .00007 .00B08 .46270
2 .00028 .01615 .4624Q
3 .00063 .02422 .46214
4 .00113 .03228 .46165
5 .00176 .04033 .46101
(, .00254 .04837 .46024
7 .00345 .05640 .45933
8 .00450 .06441 • 45R 27
9 .00570 .07239 .45708
10 .00703 • 0 ~036 .455 7 4
11 .00850 .0 e830 .45427
12 .01011 .09622 .45266
1'3 .011fl6 .10410 .45091
14 .01375 .111«;16 .44903
15 .01577 .11978 .44701
16 .01793 .12756 .44485
17 .02022 .13530 .4425':>
18 .02265 .14301 .44013
lQ .02521 .1506i: .43756
20 .027Ql .15Jl28 .43487
21 .03074 .16564 .43204
22 .03370 .17336 .4290R
23 .0367Q .18082 .42599
24 .04001 .18823 .42277
25 .04336 .19558 .41942
26 .04684 .20287 .41594
27 .05044 .21010 .41234
28 .05417 .21726 .40861
29 .05802 .22436 .40475
30 .06200 .2313Q .40078
31 .06610 .23835 .~966P
32 .07032 .24523 .39246
33 .07466 .25205 .38812
34 .07912 .25878 .36366
35 .08369 .26544 .37908
36 .08838 .27201 .37439
37 .09319 .27A51 .3695Q
38 .09810 .26491 .36467
39 .10313 .29123 .35964
40 .10827 .2 '1747 .35451
41 .11351 .30361 .349 ?6
42 .11887 .30966 .343Q1
43 .12432 .31561 .3384-;
44 .12Q88 .32147 .33289
45 .13554 .32723 .327 23
TABLE I. - CONTINUED
e, deg x/c d (x/c)/d8 d2(x/c)/d82(+/-)
46 .14130 ,33289 ,32147
47 .14716 .33845 .31561
48 .15312 ,34391 ,30966
49 ,15917 ,34926 ,30361
50 ,16531 .35451 .29747
51 .17154 ,35964 ,29123
52 .17786 .36467 ,28491
53 .18427 .36959 .27851
54 .19076 ,37439 ,27201
55 ,19734 ,37908 ,26544
56 .20399 .38366 ._5878
57 .21073 ,38812 ._5205
58 ,21754 ,39246 .24523
59 .22443 ,39668 ,23835
60 ,23139 ,40078 .2_13Q
61 ,23842 •%0%75 ,22436
62 .24552 .40861 .21726
63 ,2526F ,4123% ,21010
64 •25991 .41594 .20R87
65 ,26720 .41942 ,Iq558
66 ,27455 ,%2277 ,I8823
67 ,28195 ,42599 ,18082
68 ,28942 ,4 2908 •173 36
69 .29693 .43204 .1658&
70 .30450 .43487 •15828
71 .31211 •%3756 .I5066
72 ,31977 ,44013 ,14301
73 ,32747 •44255 ,13530
74 ,33522 044485 012756
75 .34300 .44701 .I1978
76 .35082 .44903 ,11196
77 ,35867 .450Q1 ,i0410
78 .36656 ,45266 ,0Q622
79 .37447 .45427 .08830
80 ,38242 ,45574 ,08036
81 .39038 .45708 .07239
82 .39837 .45827 ,06441
83 .40638 .45933 .05640
84 .41440 ,46024 ,04837
85 ,42244 ,46101 ,04033
86 ,43049 ,46165 ,03228
87 ,43856 ,4_214 ,0242_
88 ,44662 ,46249 ,01615
8q ,45470 .46270 ,00308
90 ,46278 ,46278 .00000
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TABLE I. - CONTINUED
e I deg x/c d(x/c)/de d 2 (x/c)/de 2
(+/-)
91 .47085 .46270 -.00807
92 .47893 .46249 -.01614
93 .48700 .46214 -.02418
94 .49506 .4E-165 -.03218
95 .50311 .46102 -.0401'3
96 .51115 .46025 -.04fJ02
97 .51917 .45934 -.05584
98 .52718 .45830 -.06358
99 .53517 .45712 -.07122
100 .54314 .45582 -.07876
101 .55108 .lt5438 -.0f!61A
102 .5';900 .45281 -.09347
103 .'56689 .45111 -.10063
104 .57474 .44930 -.10765
105 .58257 .44736 -.11451
106 .59036 .44530 -.12122
107 .59811 .44313 -.12775
108 .60583 .44084 -.13411
109 .61350 .43845 -.14029
110 .62113 .43595 -.14628
111 .62812 .43334 -.15208
112 .63626 .43064 -.1576F~
113 .64375 .427B4 -.16308
114 .65119 .42495 -.16827
115 .65858 .42197 -.17326
116 .66592 .41890 -.17803
117 .67320 .41575 -.16260
118 .(1)043 .41?53 -.18695
119 .6A760 .40923 -.19108
120 .69472 .40586 -.19500
121 .70177 .40242 -.19871
122 .70876 .39892 -.20220
123 .71569 .39537 -.20548
124 .72256 .39175 -.20855
125 .72937 .3e809 -.21140
126 .73611 .38437 -.?1406
127 .74279 .38062 -.21650
128 • 74940 .37682 -.21874
129 • 75 5 94 .37298 -.22079
130 .76241 .36911 -.22264
131 .76882 .36521 -.22430
132 .7751t- .36128 -.22577
133 .78143 .35733 -.22706
134 .78764 .35336 -.22e18
135 .79377 .34937 -.2?911
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TABLE I. - CONCLUDED
8, deg x/c d(x/c)/d8 d2(x/c)/d82(+/-)
136 ,79983 ,34536 -,22988
137 ,80582 ,34134 -,2 3049
13 8 ,8 1175 ,33732 -,2 309B
139 ,81760 ,33328 -,23123
140 ,82338 ,32925 -,231_7
141 ,82909 ,32521 -,23137
142 ,83473 ,32117 -,2_12_
143 ,84030 ,31714 -°23096
144 ,84580 ,31311 -,23056
145 ,85123 ,30909 -,Z3004
146 ,85659 •30508 -°229(_0
147 ,86188 ,30108 -,22865
14 8 ,86710 ,29710 -,2 2770
149 ,87225 ,29313 -,22683
150 °87733 •28918 -,2 2577
151 ,882 35 ,28525 -,22462
152 ,88729 .28134 -,22338
153 ,89217 •27746 -, 22206
154 .89698 .27359 -.22066
155 ,90172 ,26975 -,21919
156 ,90639 ,26594 -,21764
157 ,91100 ,26216 -,21604
158 ,91554 ,25840 -,21437
159 .92002 ,25467 -,21264
160 .92443 .25098 -.21086
161 ,92878 ,24731 -.20904
162 ,93307 ,24368 -,2 0716
163 ,93729 ,24008 -,20525
164 .9_145 .23652 -.20329
165 o94554 ,23299 -, 20131
166 .94958 .22949 -.I0020
167 °953 56 ,22603 -,19724
168 ,95747 ,22261 -,I9516
169 ,96133 ,21922 -,I 9306
170 ,96512 .21587 -,19094
171 ,96886 ,21255 --,I88_I
172 ,97254 ,20928 -,I_666
17 3 ,97617 •20604 -,18449
174 •97973 .20284 -.I 8231
175 ,98325 ,19967 -.180t_
176 ,98670 ,i9655 -,17794
I77 ,99011 ,19346 ",i 7575
173 ,99346 ,I_041 -,17355
179 ,99676 ,18740 -,ITl35
180 1,00000 •18443 -,I 6915
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TABLE II. - SAMPLE OlITPlIT FOR AIRFOIL SMOOTHING PROGRAM
PAGE 1 OlITPlIT
--INPUT DATA--
TlTLE-- II GA(w)-1 AIRFOIL WITH 8AD COORDINATE POINTS II
ITE" = 100
"Ill = 40














































































































































































































































































WAPNINr. -- RAO POINTS HAVE flEEN FOUND ON THE UPPER SURFACE RASED ON AN EDIT TOLERANCE OF .010000
HAD POI~T AT 1= 12










REPLACED WITH Y =







TITLE-- // GA[W)-I AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS
I xu YU XL YL
l 0.000000 0,000000 0,000000 0,000000
2 ,002000 .013000 ,002000 -,009300
3 ,005000 .020400 ,005000 -,013R00
4 ,012500 ,030700 ,012500 -,020500
5 ,025000 ,041720 .025000 -.026900
6 ,037500 .049650 ,037500 -*031900
7 ,0_0000 ,055890 °050000 -,035800
8 .075000 ,065510 ,075000 -.042100
9 ,100000 ,073000 ,100000 -,047000
10 °125000 ,079000 .125000 -,051000
]I ,150000 ,084000 ,150000 -.054300
IP ,175000 ,088310 ,175000 -,057000
13 ,200000 ,092000 ,200000 -,059300
14 ,250000 .097700 ,250000 -,062700
15 .300000 ,101600 ,300000 -,064500
16 .350000 .104000 ,350000 -,065200
17 .400000 .104910 .400000 -,064900
18 °450000 ,104450 ,450000 -,063500
lg .5000n0 ,102880 .500000 -,061000
PO .5500o0 ,099100 .550000 -,057000
21 ,575000 .096680 ,575000 -.054000
22 .600000 .093710 ,600000 -,050_00
23 ,625000 .090060 ,625000 -.046900
24 ,650000 .085990 .650000 -,042800
25 ,675000 .081360 .678000 -,038400
26 ,700000 ,0763€0 .700000 -.034000
?7 ,72500_ ,070920 .725000 -.029400
28 .750000 .065130 ,750000 -.024900
29 ,775000 ,059070 ,775000 -,020400
30 ,_00000 ,052860 ,800000 -,016000
31 ,82500n ,046460 ,825000 -,012000
32 .850000 ,039880 ,850000 -.008600
33 ,RTSO00 .033150 .875000 -,005800
34 .900000 ,026390 .900000 -,003600
35 .925000 °019610 ,92_000 -.002500
36 ,950000 .012870 °950000 -,002600
37 .,975000 .006090 .975000 -,004000
_R ,9_0000 .002000 .990000 -,005700
39 ,q950nO .000700 .995000 -,006700
40 1,000000 -.000700 1.000000 -,008000
PAGE4 OUTPUT
--TPANSLATFD AND PnTATED COORDINATES--
TITLE-- // AA(_)-I AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS
I XU YU XL YL
I 0,000000 0,000000 0,000000 0.000000
2 .001943 ,013009 ,002040 -,0092_1
3 ,O04qll .020422 .005060 -,013778
4 .012366 .030754 ,0125_9 -,020445
5 .024_1_ .041828 ,025117 -.026791
6 .0372_4 ,049813 ,037638 -,031737
7 ,049756 .056107 ,050155 -,035582
8 ,074714 .065836 .075182 -,041773
9 ,Oqq682 .073434 ,100204 -,046565
10 .12465_ .079543 .125_2! -.050456
II .149633 ,084652 .150235 --,053647
12 .174614 ,089070 .175246 -,056238
13 .19_5_8 ,092869 .200256 -.058429
14 .249573 ,098787 .250270 -.061612
15 .299555 .102904 .300278 -,0631q4
16 ,349544 .105522 ,350280 -,063_77
17 ,399540 ,106649 ,40027q -,063159
18 .449541 ,106406 .450272 -.061842
19 .49954q ,104754 .500261 -,058824
20 .549564 ,101492 .550243 -,054607
21 ,574574 .099180 .575229 -.051498
22 ._q9587 .096319 ,600218 -.0481Q0
23 .62460Z ,092778 ,625198 -*044181
24 .649620 ,088817 .650180 -,039972
PS .674640 .084295 .67S161 -,035463
_6 .699661 *079384 ,700141 -,030q55
27 ,724685 .074073 .725121 -,026246
28 ,749710 .068392 .750101 -,021637
29 °774736 .062441 .775081 -,017029
30 .799762 ,056339 ,80006_ -.012520
31 .824790 .050048 .825044 -.008411
32 ,849818 ,043577 ,_50029 -,004902
33 ,874848 ,036956 ,875017 -,001994
34 ,899877 ,030305 ,900007 .0003_5
35 ,924906 ,023634 ,925002 ,001_24
36 ,949935 ,017002 .950002 .001532
37 ,974964 .010331 ,975008 .000241
38 ,989982 .006306 .9q0015 -,001393
39 .994988 ,005028 .995020 -.002372
40 ,999994 .003650 1.000025 -.003650
XNOFE = 0,000000 YNOSE = 0,000000 ANGLE = -.249
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TABLE II. - CaNT INUED
PAGE 5 OUTPUT
--SUM,..ARY OF INPUT DAT~--
TITLf-- II GA(WI-l AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS II
I X/C Y/C THETA YPS YPPS W
1 1.000000 -.003650 -180.00 1.00
2 .994995 -.002372 -178.46 1.00
3 .989990 -.001393 -176.97 1.00
4 .974983 .000241 -172.67 1.00 ~
5 .949978 .001532 -166.10 1.00
6 .924979 .001524 -160.12 1.00
7 .8999R4 .000315 -154.63 1.00
8 .874995 -.001994 -149.54 1.00
9 .850008 -.004902 -144.77 1.00
10 .825023 -.008411 -140.29 1.00
11 .AOO042 -.012520 -136.03 1.00
12 .775062 -.0170?8 -131.98 1.00
13 .750082 -.021637 -128.10 1.00
14 .725103 -.026245 -124.37 1.00
15 .700124 -.030954 -120.77 1.00
16 .675144 -.035463 -117.27 1.00
17 .650164 -.039971 -113.86 1.00
18 .625182 -.044180 -110.53 1.00
19 .600200 -.048188 -107.27 1.00
~o .575215 -.051497 -104.06 1.00
21 .550;>;>9 -.054606 -100.89 1.00
22 .500241l -.058823 -94.64 1.00
23 .450;>61 -.061540 -88.45 1.00
?4 .400268 -.063151\ -82.24 1.00
25 .350271 -.063675 -75.93 1.00
;>6 .300270 -.063193 -69.44 1.00
;>7
.25021->4 -.061610 -62.66 1.00
?A .;>00?51 -.058428 -55.44 1.00
;>9 • 175?47 -.056?37 -51.59 1.00
30 0150231 -.053646 -47.52 1.00
31 .125217 -.050454 -43.16 1.00
3? 0100201 -.046563 -38.42 1.00
33 .0751 8 1 -.041772 -33.12 1.00
34 .050154 -.035581 -26.92 1.00
35 .037617 -.031736 -23.27 1.00
36 .025116 -.026790 -18.96 1.00
17 .012589 -.020445 -13.39 1.00
38 .005060 -.013778 -8.48 1.00
,9
.002040 -.0092'11 -5.38 1.00
40 0.000000 0.000000 0.00 1.00
41 .001943 .013008 5.25 1.00
42 .004'111 .020421 8.35 1.00
43 .01?366 .030753 13.28 1.00
44
.02481 A .041827 18.85 1.00
45 .0372R3 .049811 23.16 1.00
46 .049755 .056106 26.81 1.00
47 .O7471? .065B34 33.01 1.00
48 .09967'1 .073432 38.32 1.00
4'1
.124652 .079541 43.06 1.00
50 .1496?Q .084650 47.42 1.00
51 .174610 .OA9068 51.49 1.00
<;2
.199593 .092867 55.34 1.00
53 .2495"'''' .098784 62.57 1.00
54 .299548 .102901 6Q.35 1.00
55 .34953<; .105519 75.84 1.00
56 .39Q530 .106646 82.15 1.00
57 .449530 .106404 88.36 1.00
<;8
.499536 .104751 94.56 1.00
59 .54Q550 010148Q 100.lll 1.00
'-0 .574559 .099178 103.98 1.00
"'1 .599571 .096317 107.19 1.00
~2 .6245"7 .09277f> 11 0 .45 1.00
"'3 .649601 .088814 113.79 1.00
64 ."'74623 .084293 117.20 1.00
65 .6Q9644 .079382 120.70 1.00
66
.7246"'''' .074071 124.31 1.00
"7 .74Q691 .068390 128.04 1.00
",e
.774716 .062439 131.93 1.00
"'9 .7QQ742 .05633" 135.99 1.00
70 .824769 .050047 140.24 1.00
71 .84Q7Q7 .043576 144.73 1.00
72 .874825 .036955 149.50 1.00
73 .899854 .030304 154.f>1 1.00
74 .924883 .023633 160.10 1.00
75 .Q49911 .017002 166.08 1.00
76 .974940 .010331 172.66 1.00
77 .9A9957 .006306 176.96 1.00
78 .9949"'2 .005028 178.45 1.00





TITLE-- // GA(W)-I AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS //
--SUM OF SQUARES GENERATED DURING SMOOTHING PROCESS--
I 1,2812335 ,0077146 ,0008193 ,0005538 ,0003981 ,0002971 ,0002271 ,0001771 ,0001406 .0001133
2 .0000927 .0000766 ,0000641 ,0000542 ,0000462 ,0000397 .0000344 ,0000300 ,0000264 ,0000234
3 ,0000207 .0000186 ,000016T ,0000151 ,0000137 °0000125 .0000114 .0000105 ,0000097 ,0000089
4 .0000083 .0000077 .0000072 .0000067 .0000063 °0000059 °0000056 .0000053 .0000050 .0000047
5 ,0000045 ,0000042 ,0000040 ,0000038 ,0000037 ,0000035 ,0000033 .0000032 .0000031 ,0000029
,0000028 ,0000027 ,0000026 ,0000025 ,0000024 ,0000023 .0000022 ,0000021 ,0000021 .0000020
T .0000019 .0000019 ,0000018 ,0000018 ,0000017 ,0000016 ,0000016 ,0000015 ,0000015 ,0000015
8 ,0000014 .0000014 ,0000013 ,0000013 ,0000013 ,0000012 ,0000012 ,0000012 ,0000011 .0000011
q .0000011 .0000010 .0000010 ,0000010
S_OOTHING PROCESS CONVERGED AFTER 84 ITERATIONS
SUM OF SQUARES FROM LEAST SQUARES CUBIC SPLINE SMOOTHING = ,7900E-06
ITERATION PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE INCREMENTAL ADJUSTMENT TO SECOND DERIVATIVE CONVERGED IN 2 ITERATIONS AND DELTA = .1554E-03
,,0
TABLE II . - CONTINUED
C;-'i\';a.: j Ot.iTl'L'i
TITLE-- II GAOII-I AIRFnlL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS II
--SMOOTHING OUTPUT SUMMARY--
I T~ETA X/C Y/C YTIC YS,",OIC DELTA YPS YPPS DYlDX OIOY/DX)/DX CUPVATUPc
I -180.00 1.000000 -.003650 -.003634 -.003&34 -.000016 .04&&62 -.251722 -.253004E.00 -.8&5835E·01 .7lJ8B89E'OI
2 -178.4& .994QQ5 -.002372 -.002482 -.002471 .000100 .040183 -.2316&1 -.212594E·00 -.751107E'01 .702919E.Ol
3 -17&.97 .989990 -.001393 -.001518 -.001497 .000104 .0343&3 -.213279 -.177523E·00 -.&52514E·01 .&2284IE,01
4 -172.&7 .974983 .00C241 .000472 .000520 -.000279 .020044 -.168921 -.9&783&E-OI -.435&50E·01 .429599E'01
5 -166.10 .949978 .001532 .00173& .001805 -.000273 .003201 -.124731 -.139704E-Ol -.242847E·01 .242776E·01
6
-1&0.12 .Q2497Q .001524 .001428 .001491 .000033 -.008931 -.107946 .356487E-OI -.160033E·01 .159728E_Ol
7 -154.63 .899984 .000315 .000093 .00013& .000179 -.019363 -.109732 .714075,-01 -.127899,'01 .12&927E.01
B -149.54 .874995 -.001994 -.002056 -.002034 .000040 -.029613 -.120810 .101760E-00 -.115470E·01 .113699E·Ol
9 -144.77 .850008 -.004902 -.004937 -.004924 .000022 -.040022 -.129549 .129104,.00 -.103885E·01 .10134IE·01
10 -140.29 .825023 -.008411 -.008471 -.008452 .000041 -.050038
-.126252 .152515,'00 -.845039E·00 .816389E-00
11 -136.03 .800042 -.012520 -.012534 -.012496 -.000023 -.058748 -.108496 .1701751::.00 -.582089E·00 .557689E_O\l
12 -131.98 .775062 -.017028 -.0169M -.016899 -.000129 -.0&5483 -.082023 .181220F'00 -.314867E-00 .299970E-OO
13 -12lJ.IC .750082 -.021637 -.021582 -.021501 -.000136 -.070152 -.OS5lJ75 .1863&7E-00 -.106339[-00 .101030E_OO
14 -124.37 .725103 -.026245 -.026270 -.02&175 -.000070 -.073120 -.035247 • I 872971'"_00 .2&3583E-OI .250297E-Ol
15 -120.77 .700124 -.030954 -.030943 -.030835 -.000119 -.074771 -.01722& .185429,-00 .119704E-00 .1I3785E_00
1& -117.27 .675144 -.03~463 -.035542 -.035417 -.000045 -.075079 .007125 .180959E_00 .234592E_00 .223523E_OO
17 -113.86 .650164 -.039nl -.03999& -.039845 -.00012& -.073515 .045501 .172834F-00 .411565E-00 .3113790E_00
IB -110.53 .6251P2 -.044180 -.044195 -.044012 -.000167 -.069500 .092741 .159929E-00 .617598E-00 .594639E_00
19 -107.27 .600200 -.048188 -.Q4AOIO -.047801 -.000387 -.063212 .128078 .142845,'00 .748502E-00 .726164E-00
20 -104.06 .575215 -.051497 -.051353 -.051136 -.000361 -.055751 .138268 .124115E-00 .751767E_00 .734725E-00
21 -100.89 .550229 -.054606 -.054222 -.054008 -.000598 -.04lJI30 .131405 .105889F.00 .708829E·00 .6117072E·00
22 -94.64 .SOO24A -.058823 -.058&51 -.0584&2 -.0003&1 -.033768 .126015 .732075E-OI .605127E-00 .600295E.00
?:t -88.45 .450261 -.061540 -.061557 -.061407 -.000133 -.021018 .109849 .454342E-OI .51064&E·00 .509069E-OO
24 -82.24 .400268 -.063158 -.063179 -.063068 -.000089 -.009814 .095697 .215331F-OI .448747E-00 .448435E·00
25 -75.113 .350271 -.063fT5 -.063676 -.063596 -.000080 .0001I0 .085&95 -.24b031E-03 .425414E+00 .425414E+Uu
26 -69.44 .300270 -.063193 -.063102 -.063045 -.000147 .009507 .080277 -.219416E-Ol .446560E·00 .44623BE·00
27 -62.66 .250264 -.06HIO -.061402 -.061364 -.000246 .018876 .078109 -.459168E-Ol .519921E·00 .518281E-00
28 -55.44 .200251 -.0%428 -.05lJ381 -.05lJ366 -.000062 .028654 .076969 -.751852E-OI .665834E-00 .660228E.00
29 -51.511 .175242 -.056237 -.056U7 -.056267 .000030 .033772 .075308 -.931369,-01 .776423,'00 .766429E.00
30 -47.52 .150711 -.053646 -.053662 -.053681 .000036 .038969 .071015 -.114183E.00 .916081E·00 .898453E.OO
31 -43.16 .125217 -.050454 -.050480 -.050519 .000065 .044162 .065608 -.13950If·00 .112455E-OI .10925IE·Ol
32 -38.42 .100201 -.046563 -.046587 -.046646 .000083 .049352 .059dOO -.171611,'00 .147545E-Ol .141260E·Ol
33 -33.12 .075181 -.041772 -.041755 -.041836 .000063 .054498 .051449 -.215540E·00 .211150,-01 .197246E-Ol
34 -26.92 .050154 -.035581 -.035558 -.035667 .000086 .0511347 .038221 -.283233F-00 .353240E-01 .314630E-Ol
35 -?J.n .037b37 -.031736 -.031683 -.031809 .000073 .061555 .031007 -.336718,-00 .521141E-Ol .443599E_01
36 -18.96 .025116 -.026790 -.026958 -.027067 .000296 .064298 .042033 -.427560F'00 .101328E-02 .7"7697E-Ol
37
-13.39 .012589 -.020445 -.020457 -.020541 .000096 .071415 .104413 -.666148,.00 .351781E-02 .202784E_0<::
38 -k.4B .005('1,.,0 -.013778 -.013915 -.013927 .000149 .084022 .1119553 -.123115E'01 .161688E·03 .405210E.0<::
39 -5.38 .002040 -.009291 -.009112 -.00908~ -.000206 .095459 .233481 -.219907E.01 .661604E·03 .46928~E'OC
40 0.00 0.001)000 0.000000 .nOOA7F1 .000878 -.0001178 .11.,289 .210007 .100000,-99 .100000E·99 .342209E·OC
41 5.25 .001943 .013008 .0123611 .012230 .000778 .12n79 .073366 .305143E·01 -.742557E·03 .224266E·0':
42 8.35 .004911 .Ol0421 .019521 .019288 .001133 .130542 -.026692 .194141,-01 -.202505E-03 .194440E_0'::
43 13.28 .0Il361) .030753 .030599 .030278 .000475 .123997 -.125730 .116686E-01 -.576750E'02 .1!:>d925E.oc
44 18.B!:> .0241l18 .041 827 .O4204~ .041116 .000111 .110840 -.144752 .741341f-00 -.209..96E-02 .108865E.0<::
4~ 23.16 .0372113 .0491l11 .049968 .049664 .000147 .100957 -.118213 .5!:>4764f·00 -.106972E·02 .715283E-01
46 26.81 .04975~ .056106 .056174 .055883 .000223 .094163 -.094693 .451085E'00 -.64486IE·01 .4lJd438E_Ol
47 33.01 .074712 .065~34 .065650 .065548 .000286 .084785 -.078656 .336277,-00 -.329020E-Ol .280177E'01
4P 38.37 .099679 .073432 .073382 .073060 .000372 .077550 -.077664 .270265,.00
-.213556E-Ol .192123E-01
49 43.06 .12465? .079541 .079549 .079212 .000329 .070990 -.080795 .224676,.00 -.157025E·Ol .145843E'01
50 47.42 .1496?Q .084650 .084720 .084372 .000277 .064710 -.084374 .189914f'00 -.123896E·01 .111483E·Ol
~1 51.49 .174610 .01l9061l .0119111 .088754 .000314 .056594 -.087787 .161814,.00 -.102513E-01 .986145,'00
52 55.34 .199 5.. 3 .On867 .092851l .On493 .000373 .052571 -.091364 .138106E·00 -.881396,'00 .856768E·00
53 62.57 .24QSAfoI .09A7A4 .098759 .098380 .000404 .040645 -.097742 .989568f-01 -.704434E+OO .69 .. 212E+OO
54 69.35 .29954 1l .102901 .102H~1 .102493 .OOOitOS .028761 -.103114 .664176E-Ol -.607705E·00 .603706E·00
55 75.84 .34QS3':- .105519 .105469 .105077 .000442 .016758 -.108843 .373463f-01 -.561603E·00 .560430E_00
56 A?15 .3Q9530 .106646 .106647 .106248 .000398 .004382 -.115939 .9551l42E-02 -.S54542E+OO .554466E+OU
57 88.36 .449530 .106404 .10642P .106023 .000381 -.0081>96 -.125198 -.187988E-Ol -.583912E-00 .583603E_00
58 94.56 .499536 .104751 .104741 .104329 .000423 -.022836 -.136308 -.495027E-Ol -.649024E_00 .646646E_00
59 100.81 .549550 .101489 .101418 .101003 .000486 -.038348 -.14d059 -.843443f-01 -.750814E_00 .742873E-O\l
60 103.98 .574559 .099178 .099065 .O9~652 .000525 -.046684 -.153318 -0103895E'00 -.814662E-00 .801647E_00
61 107.19 .599571 .096317 .096200 .095793 .000524 -.055350 -.155818 -.125027E-00 -.877314E-00 .857137E-00
62 11 0 .45 .624587 .092776 .092782 .092390 .000386 -.063944 -.145695 -.147073f_00 -.lJ66642E-00 .858633E.00
63 113.79 .649bOJ .088814 .088809 .0810439 .000375 -.071106 -.121296 -.168492,'00 -.825262E·00 .791326E-00
64 117.20 .674623 .084293 .084319 .083976 .000317 -.01799lJ -.090198 -.187890E_00 -.723432,_00 .686747E.00
65 IlO.70 .699644 .079382 .079375 .079059 .000323 -.082563 -.059161 -.204633f+00 -.611839E-00 .575326E.OO
66 124.31 .7246h'" • 074071 .074047 .073758 .000313 -.OlJ5430 -.031832 -.218698".00 -.508800E.00 .474363E-00
67 P8.04 .749691 .068390 .068399 .068134 .00025E> -.086777 -.009485 -.230394E·00 -.422272E·00 .390751E·OO
68 131.93 ,774716 .062439 .0624103 .062243 .000196 -.086819 .008247
-.240122E-00 -.351437E-00 .323094E_00
69 135.99 .799142 .056338 .056346 .056129 .000209 -.085739 .022266
-.248216F'00 -.291593E-00 .266581E·00
70 140.24 .A247hQ .O~OO47 .050024 .049831 .000216 -.063657 .033773 -.254843E-00 -.233796E_00 .212738E-00
71 144.73 .849797 .043576 .043554 .043385 .000190 -.080635 .043305 -.259983E_00
-.171947E-00 .155879E_00
72 149.50 .874H?~ .036955 .036973 .036831 .000124 -.076723 .050687 -.263529,-00 -.105605E·00 .954877E-Ol
73 154.61 .899854 .030304 .030323 .0302011 .000096 -.071994 .055559 -.265400,_00 -.376401E-01 .339867E-01
74 160.10 .924883 .023633 .023646 .023559 .000074 -.066576 .057374
-.265666E-00 .223672E-Ol .201922E-01
75 166.08 .949911 .017002 .016977 .016919 .000083 -.060694 .055334 -.264805E'00 .496267E-01 .448297E-Ol
76 172.66 .Q14940 .010331 .010329 .010301 .000030 -.054758 .048085 -.264360,.00
-.205638F.-Ol .185622E-01
77 176.96 .969957 .006306 .006335 .006323 -.000017 -.051450 .040186 -.265752,-00 -.174626E-00 .157636E·OO
78 178.45 .994962 .005028 .004996 .004990 .000038 -.050442 .036lJ39 -.266829E'00 -.251499E-00 .232258E_00
79 179.99 .999968 .003650 .003651 .003651 -.000001 -.049504 .033162 -.26836lJ"00 -.359699E·00 .324066E_00
LEAOl'JG-EDGE RAD 1U5/C= .029222
DY/OX=O. AT X/C= .943926 Y/C= .001847 THETA= -164.604
OY/OX=O. AT X/C= .350849 Y/C= -.063596 THETA= -76.004




TITLE-- /I GA(W)-I AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS
CHECK OF SMOOTHED COORDINATES DE= ,000100
I (YSMO/C-CHECK VALUE) (YPPS-CHECK VALUE)















































































SU_ OF SQUARES= .000000 .000750
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TABLE II. - CONTINUED
PAGE Q O~'TPL'T
THE F"OllOWI'IG DATA HAVE AEE'I PUNCHeD IPUNCH= 1 ;
II GA(W)-1 AIPF"nll WITH BAn COORnl'lATE pnINTS II
lOP = 0
'IU = 40
DX = 0.000000 .001943 .004911 .012366 .024818 .037284 .049756 .074714
.09Cl"82 .124655 .149633 .174614 .199598 .249573 .299555 .349544
.399540 .44"541 .499549 .549564 .574574 .599587 .624602 .649620
.674640 .699661 .724685 • 74971 0 .774736 .799762 .824790 .849818
.874848 .899877 ."?4906 .949935 .974964 .989982 .994988 .999994
flY
"
.000A7R .012<'30 .019288 .030279 .041717 .049666 .055884 .065550
.073062 .079214 .084374 .088757 .092496 .098383 01 02496 .105080
.106?51 .106026 .104331 .101005 .098655 .095795 .092392 .088442
.083978 .079061 .073760 .068136 .Ob2245 .05b131 .049832 .043387




0.000000 .002n40 .n05060 .012589 .025117 .037638 .n50155 .075182
.100204 .125221 .150235 .17524b .200256 .250270 .300278 .350280
.40027Cl .45077? .500261 .550243 .575229 .b00215 .625195 .b50180
.b751bl .700141 .7?5121 .750101 .775081 .800062 .825044 .850029
.87'>n17 .Clon007 .925002 .Cl50002 .975008 .990015 .995020 1.000025
fly = .00087A -.00Cln85 -.013927 -.020541 -.027087 -.03180Cl -.035668 -.041837
-.0461'47 -.050521 -.0"31>83 -.056268 -.0'>8367 -.061366 -.063047 -.Ob3597
-.063070 -.0!»40Cl -.058463 -.054009 -.051138 -.047802 -.044014 -.039846
-.035418 -.03~836 -.0?6176 -.021502 -.016900 -.012497 -.008452 -.004924
-.00?034 .000116 .001491 .001805 .000520 -.001497 -.002472 -.003634
PAGE 10 OUTPUT
TITLe-- II GA(Wl-l AIRFOIL WITH RAD COORDINATE POINTS II
--THICK'IESS AHl CA"lAER DISTPl'lUTlON--
J XU/C YlJ/e xLlr YUC X/C YIC T/C/2 SLOPE ERROR
1 .9Cl9Cl6A .003651 .9"8234 -.n03201 .ClCl9101 .000225 .003534 -14.2073 .000005
2 .994962 .0049ClO .Cl93303 -.002122 .994133 .001434 .003652 -13.1308 .000026
3 .ClA9957 .006373 .98A331 -.nOI21? .QR9144 .00255" .003B54 -12.1802 .0000Z3
4 .974940 .010301 .973<'51 .000681 .974095 .0054ClI .004883 -9.9589 .000039
5 ."49911 .016Cll" ."47e78 .0011\29 .948A94 .009374 .007613 -7.6733 .000028
6 .9748"3 .02355" .9<';>434 .001395 .973658 .012477 .011149 -b.3035 .000019
7 .8998';4 .03020R .897053 -.000078 .898453 .0150b5 .015208 -5.2838 .000014
8 .A74825 .036831 .R71A28 -.002362 .873326 .017234 .01Cl653 -4.3739 .000012
Cl .R49797 .0433"5 .84Ml03 -.005343 .A4R300 .019021 .024410 -3.5160 .000001
10 .8247"9 .04~A31 .821955 -.008924 .823362 .020454 .029411 -2.7419 .000005
11 .799742 .05612Cl .797212 -.012980 .798477 .021574 .034578 -2.0968 .000006
12 .774716 .0622 4 3 .772501 -.017364 .77360Cl .02243Cl .039"19 -1.5938 .000000
13 .749691 .Oba134 .H7ROO -.021927 .748745 .023104 .045040 -1.2025 .000005
14 .724666 .073758 .723151 -.026541 .723909 .023609 .050155 -.8656 .000003
15 .699644 .07905" .698614 -.031115 .699129 .023'H2 .055090 -.5352 .000004
16 ."74623 .OA397" .674209 -.035586 .674416 .024195 .059781 -.1983 .000003
17 .649603 .08843" .649&66 -.039897 .649735 • 024271 .0"4168 .1174 .000003
18 .624587 .0923ClO .6zc;;454 -.043969 .625020 .024210 .068181 .3644 .000003
19 .';99571 .09';7'l3 .600862 -.047706 .600217 .024043 .071753 .5153 .000001
20 .574559 .098652 .576102 -.051026 .575331 .023813 .074843 .5906 .000001
?1 .';49550 .101003 .551259 -.053898 .550405 .023552 .07745!> .6323 .000001
22 .499536 .104329 .501520 -.058368 .500528 .02c980 .081355 .6985 .000001
23 .449530 .106023 .451823 -.061336 .450677 .0?2344 .083687 .7851 .000000
24 .399530 .106248 .402236 -.06302!:> .400883 .02H'11 .0l:l4647 .9159 .000000
25 .349535 .105077 .352752 -.063595 .351144 .020741 .084351 1.0926 .000000
26 .29954A .102493 .303336 -.063111 .301442 .019691 .082823 1.3106 .000000
27 .24'1566 .0983AO .253936 -.0"1529 .251751 .018426 .079985 1.5654 .000000
28 .199593 .092493 .204506 -.058680 .202049 .016907 .075626 1.8615 .000000
29 .174610 .088754 .179774 -.056681 .177192 .016037 .072763 2.0338 .00nOOO
30 .149"29 .084377 .155057 -.054222 .152343 .015075 .06Cl350 2.2425 .000000
31 .124652 .079712 .130394 -.0"1227 .127523 .013992 .065282 2.5205 .000000
32 .099679 .0730"0 .105827 -.047589 .102753 .012736 .060403 2.9170 .000001
33 .074712 .065548 .081471 -.043151 .078092 .011198 .054454 3.5578 .000002
34 .049755 .055R83 .057757 -.037724 .053756 .009079 .046974 4.8859 .000002
35 .037283 .04961>4 .046504 -.034609 .041894 .007528 .042388 6.2449 .000001
36 .024818 .041716 .03M53 -.031268 .030435 .005224 .036Cl22 8.7511 .000000
37 .012366 .030278 .0260R6 -.0;>7496 .019226 .001391 .029691 13.3584 .000003
3R .004911 .0192A8 .018942 -.024216 .011927 -.002464 .022855 17.8758 .000003
39 .001943 .012230 .014553 -.021786 .008248 -.00477A .018139 20.3388 .000002
40 0.000000 .000A7R .007551 -.016593 .003776 -.007858 .009517 23.3746 .000005
41 .002056 -.009120 .00205b -.009120 .002056 -.009120 0.000000 36.7380 .000000
172
TABLE II. - CONCLUDED
PAGE 11 OlffPlff
TTTLE-- II GA(\oI)-l AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS
--UPPFP SURFACE INTERPOLATED COORDINATES--
I XU YU DY/DX D(DY/DX)/DX CURVATURE
1 0.000000 .008778 .100000E+99 .100000E+99 .342209E+02
2 .010000 .089074 .417266E+Ol -.196293E+04 .248476E+02
3 .020000 .124016 .301025E+Ol -.7125411':+03 .223259E+02
4 .OSOOOO .194594 .192353E+Ol -.197447E+03 .193756E+02
5 .100000 .273409 .132338E+Ol -.762275E+02 .167032E+02
5 .500000 .559929 .449512E+00 -.639751E+Ol .485424E+Ol
7 .800000 .672815 .319754E+00 -.296890E+Ol .256555E+Ol
B 1.000000 .731472 .269601E+00 -.212599E+Ol .191361E+Ol
9 2.000000 .925495 .137748E+00 -.879432E+00 .B54982E+00
10 3.000000 1.025230 .661428E-01 -.607111E+00 .603149E+00
11 4.000000 1.062524 .929760E-02 -.554703E+00 .554631E+00
12 5.000000 1.043058 -.498038E-01 -.649796E+00 .647386E+00
13 6.000000 .957391 -.125403E+00 -.877407E+00 .857109E+00
14 7.000000 .789865 -.204851E+00 -.510511E+00 .574003E+00
15 8.000000 .560652 -.248291E+OO -.291119E+00 .266134E+00
I€> 9.000000 .301692 -.265405E+00 -.373856E-01 .337568E-Ol
17 9.999682 .036510 -.268368E+00 -.359699E+00 .324066E+00
CHORD = 10.000000
PAGE 12 OlffPur
TITLE-- II (;A(w)-l AIRF'OIL I-'ITH RAD COORDINATE POINTS
--LOWFR SURFACE INTERPOLATED COORDINATES--
I XL YL DY/DX O<DY/DX)/DX CURVATURE
1 0.000000 .008778 .100000E+99 .100000E+99 .342209E+02
2 .010000 -.063026 -.335261E+Ol .191941E+04 .448226E+02
3 .020000 -.089958 -.222619E+01 .681620E+03 .468941E+02
4 .050000 -.138530 -.124092E+01 .164756E+03 .407024E+02
5 .100000 -.186816 -.777581E+00 .526254E+02 .258900E+02
6 .500000 -.356231 -.283778E+00 .354689£+01 .315786E+01
7 .800000 -.428505 -.205762E+00 .195000E+Ol .183240E+Ol
8 1.000000 -.466116 -.171908E+00 .147902E+01 .141580E+Ol
9 2.000000 -.583469 -.753524E-Ol .666760E+00 .661121E+00
10 3.000000 -.630395 -.220622E-Ol .446844E+OO .446518E+00
11 4.000000 -.630743 .214127E-Ol .448574E+00 .448266E+00
12 5.000000 -.584799 .730575E-Ol .604586E+00 .599778E+00
13 6.000000 -.478298 .142595E+00 .7485041::+00 .726211E+00
14 7.000000 -.308580 .185414E+00 .120328E+00 .114379E+00
15 8.000000 -.125036 .170199E+00 -.581575E+00 .557190E+00
16 9.000000 .001376 .713875[-01 -.127916E+01 .126944E+Ol




TABLE III. - SAMPLE ourpur FOR AIRFOIL SCALING PROGRAM
PAGE 1 ourPlIT
--INPUT DATA--
TITLE-- * GA(WI-l SMOOTHED *
NT= 41 IPLOT= IPIINCH= 0 IOP= 0
X/C= .182000E-02 .338100E-02 .791900E-02 .116860E-01 .192200E-Ol .306300E-Ol .420950E-Ol .538920E-Ol
.781350E-Ol .102793E+OO .12760AE+OO .152464E+00 .117313E+00 .202154E+00 .251836E+OO .301s30E+OO
.351251E+00 .401010e:+00 .450814E+00 .500657E+00 .550503F+00 .575409E+00 .600279E+00 .625084E+00
.649822E+00 .674533E+00 .699266E+00 .724045E"+00 .748863E+00 .773699E+00 .798548E+00 .823428E+OO
.fl48372E+00 .873407E+00 .898533E+00 .923728E+00 .948946E+00 .974128E+00 .989166E+00 .994153E+00
.999118E+00
V/C= -.843100E-02 -.739600E-02 -.455900E-02 -.239900E-02 .126700E-02 .502700E-02 .734200E-02 .889900E-02
.109520E-01 .123760E-Ol .13s190E-01 .1450506.-01 .1537BOE-Ol .161s40E-01 .174660E-Ol .185130E-Ol
.1934AOE-OI .200120E-OI .205450E-OI .209800E-Ol .2133S0E-01 .214760E-oI .2Is800E-01 .216200E-OI
.215600E-OI .213760E-OI .210550E-Ol .205940E-01 .199850E-Ol .192040E-Ol .182080E-Ol .169490E-0 1
.153830E-Ol .134750E-Ol .111980E-0 I .850900E-02 .529300E-02 .121700E-02 -.174200E-02 -.288900E-02
-.412100E-02
T/C/2= O. .902500E-02 .178730E-Ol .2?6660E-Ol .296660E-01 .370210E-OI .424880E-OI .470J40E-OI
.544440E-Ol .603680E-Ol .652520E-OI .693270E-Ol .727400E-OI .756000E-Ol .799640E-OI .828210E-0l
.843640E-OI .846590E-Ol .836790E-OI .813180E-Ol .1740s0E-01 .748020E-Ol .717340E-O I .681920E-Ol
.6420JOE-Ol .598240E-Ol .551240E-Ol .501760E-Ol .450520E-Ol .398330E-oI .346060E-Ol .294590E-Ol
.244720E-01 .197160E-Ol .152540E-OI .1l1120E-Ol .761800E-02 .488500E-02 .385800E-OZ .365500E-OZ
.353500E-02
SLOPE= .592326E+OO .383967E+OO .337573E+OO .Z99424E+00 .228491E+00 .152664E+00 .108353E+OO .828J60E-Ol
.576090E-OI .462850E-OI .399860E-OI .355510E-Ol .3180s0E-Ol .284960E-Ol .2Z9s70E-01 .184780E-Ol
.148330E"-01 .119300E-Ol .972200E-02 .807400E-02 .650200E-OZ .s47000E-02 .388800E-02 .123000E-OZ
-.217500E-02 -.780800E-02 -.133180E-Ol -.190J70E-01 -.252480E-Ol -.326600E-Ol -.419630E-Ol -.533870E-0l
-.665680E-Ol -.809090E-Ol -.9628BOE-OI -.114138E+OO -.1387s2E+00 -.179363E+00 -.217802E+OO -.233989E+00
-.252162E+OO
LT= 2 NEW TIC = .130000 .200000
(T/CI~AX FOR INPUT AIRFOIL = .169405 AT X/C = .387925
II I. - CONTINUED
PAGE2 OUTPUT
i
TITLE-- * GA(W)-I SMOOTHED *
SCALED COORnINATES FOR (T/C)MAX = ,2000
LIPPER LOWER
I X/C Y/C X/C Y/C
I 0,000000 .002481 0,000000 ,002481
2 ,001540 ,015339 .00242A ,008425
3 .004400 ,023152 .007977 ,017262
4 °011888 ,035353 .01550_ ,024450
5 .024575 ,048189 ,020174 ,027946
6 ,037252 ,057165 ,027742 ,032821
7 .049869 ,064188 .037858 ,038142
8 ,0749R7 ,075064 ,048093 ,042493
9 ,100029 ,083506 ,059051 ,046403
10 ,125043 ,090425 ,082383 ,053177
ll .150050 .096227 .106619 ,058773
12 .175058 ,101134 .131197 .063407
13 ,200067 ,I05290 .155864 ,067239
14 ,250087 ,111761 ,180515 ,070401
15 ,300103 ,116186 ,205149 ,073007
16 ,350115 ,iiR846 ,254418 -. 076856
17 ,400120 ,11g861 ,303713 -,079188
18 ,450118 ,I19240 ,353067 -,080180
19 .500107 ,116091 ,402503 -,079868
_0 ,550096 ,112631 ,452037 -,078182
21 .575094 .109702 ,501656 -,074963
22 ,600098 ,106187 ,551_83 -,069994
_3 ,625114 .I02049 ,576059 -,066783
24 ,650142 .097283 ,600756 -,063060
25 ,675175 .091932 ,625312 -,058842
26 ,700204 ,086063 ,649722 ,054196
27 ,725225 ,079760 ,674073 ,049212
28 .750239 .073100 ,698472 .043985
29 ,775248 ,066155 ,722971 ,038604
30 ,800256 .058983 ,747555 ,033161
31 .825259 ,051639 .77217g .027777
32 ,850?_0 .044177 .796831 ,022595
33 .8752P5 .036647 .821550 °017767
34 ,00018P ,029101 ,846409 ,013434
35 ,925129 ,021596 ,871465 ,009718
36 .950069 .014189 ,896722 ,006722
37 .g75017 ,006946 ,922126 .004591
38 .g899gg .002703 ,947583 ,003612
39 . .gg49g8 ,001308 .g72961 ,004394




TABLE III. - CONCLUDED
PAGE 3 OUTPUT
TITLE-- .. GACW)-1 SMOOTHfD ..
CA~AER ANn THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CT/C)MAX = .2000
CAMAER THICKNESS
I X/C VIC SLOPE T/e/2
1 .00242A -.008425 33.9378 0.000000
2 .003988 -.007390 21.9997 .021310
3 .008S23 -.004555 19.3415 .042202
4 .012287 -.002397 17.1557 .053519
5 .019815 .001266 13.0916 .070048
6 .031216 .005023 8.7470 .087414
7 .042673 .007336 6.2082 .100323
8 .054460 .008892 4.7462 .111057
9 .078685 .010944 3.3008 .128554
10 .103324 .012366 2.6519 .142541
11 .128120 .013509 2.2910 .154073
12 .152957 .014494 2.0369 .163695
13 .1777P,7 .015366 1.8223 .171754
14 .20260A .016142 1.6327 .178507
IS .252252 .017453 1.3153 .188812
16 .301908 .018499 1.0587 .195558
17 .351591 .019333 .8499 .199201
18 .401312 .019997 .6835 .199897
19 .451077 .020529 .5570 .197583
20 .500882 .020964 .4626 .192009
21 .550690 .021319 .3725 .182769
22 .575576 .021459 .3134 .176623
23 .600427 .021563 .2228 .169379
(14 .625213 .021603 .0705 .161015
:.:'5 .649932 .021543 -.1590 .151597
26 .674624 .021360 -.4474 .141257
27 .699338 .021039 -.7631 .130159
28 .724098 .020578 -1.0907 .118476
29 .748897 .019970 -1.4466 .106377
30 .773714 .019189 -1.8713 .094054
31 .798544 .018194 -2.4043 .081712
32 .823405 .016936 -3.0588 .069559
33 .848329 .015371 -3.8141 .0577A3
34 .~73345 .013465 -4.6357 .046554
35 .8984C;i? .011189 -5.5169 .036018
36 .923628 .008502 -6.5396 .026379
37 .948826 .005289 -7.9499 .017988
38 .973989 .001276 -10.2767 .011534
39 .989015 -.001741 -12.4791 .009110
40 .993998 -.002687 -13.4066 .008630
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II GA(W)-l AIRFOIL WITH BAD COORDINATE POINTS II
Figure 4. - Sample plot for airfoil smoothi ng program plotting option 2.
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Figure 7.- Sample plot for airfoil scaling program.
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Figure 8.- Comparison between unsmoothed and smoothed first ( YPS ) and second ( YPPS ) derivatives for a typical airfoil.
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